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SYNOPSIS 
Fifteen beams with-unbonded tendons consisting of I and 
rectangular sections with different amounts of prestressed and 
norr-prestressed reinforcement, were tested under short-term and 
sustained loading and a combination of sustained loading with 
intermittent short-term cyclic loading(combined loading). Two 
additional ordinary reinforced concrete beams were tested under 
combined loading for comparison purposes. Results indicated that a 
noticeable amount of non-recoverable residual deflection occurred 
due to the effect of cyclic load. The cause was believed to be 
non-recoverable creep strain and increased creep rate under cyclic 
loading. 
An analytical method was formulated for calculating the 
short-term deflection of unbonded partially prestressed beams. The 
deflection was calculated by integration of curvature based on the 
recommendations of CP110, Appendix A, with certain modification. 
The computed results agreed well with the experiments. The 
experimental deflection was also checked against the computed 
results according to the Model Code and the ACI Code. The former 
was found to be unconservative for unbonded I-section beams. The 
ACI Code I-effective formula might require modification of the 
power in order to produce consistently conservative results. 
Moreover, the ACI simplified formula for calculating the long-term 
deflection was unconservative for unbonded beams both for 
sustained and combined loading. 
The flexural strength of the test beamswas greater than 
predicted by the CP110, Tam-Pannell and the ACI Code methods 
mainly due to underestimation of the tendon stress at ultimate 
moment. The stress In the tendon reached the 0'. 2% proof stress and 
the stress in the non-prestressed steel sometimes reached the 2.5% 
proof stress. The friction between the tendon and the concrete 
caused localised stress change and hence increased the strength of 
the unbonded beam significantly. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Object of Present Investigation 
A programme of research was carried out on partially 
prestressed concrete beams with unbonded tendons with the 
following objectives :- 
(1)ý To develop an analytical method for calculating the 
short-term deflection. 
(2) To Investigate the experimental deflection-including the 
effect of tension - stiffening, -under a combination of 
permanent sustained load with intermittent short-term 
cyclic loading. 
(3) To appraise the recommendations of present Codes, 
especially ACI-318 , concerning the calculation of 
short-term and long-term deflection. 
To consider the ultimate moment -developed in the tests, with 
particular reference to the stress in the unbonded tendons. 
In the design of a partially prestressed concrete 
member, deflection is one of the main criteria to be considered by 
the designers, In view of the reduced stiffness after cracking. 
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Current methods[l] of- deflection computation have been -largely 
based on empirical formulaeýderived from tests. Analytical study 
is now necessary, however, to establish a rational framework for 
the calculation of a wide range of types of member. 
A combination of -permanent sustained load with short- 
term cyclic load Is more representative of the loading encountered 
by a structure in practice than either monotonic static loading, 
cyclic loading or sustained loading alone. This type of loading 
has been neglected by other researchers until the recent work of 
Bennett and Lee[21 on concrete beams partially prestressed with 
pretensioned strands. 
Very little research[3.41 has been reported on partially 
prestressed beams with unbonded tendons, -particularly when cracked 
under service load conditions. The latter is particularly 
important as a promising application of partial prestressing is In 
flat slabs for which unbonded tendons are often used. 
1.2 Brief Notes on Partial Prestressing 
In 1940, Abeles[5] proposed the- concept of partial 
prestressing as a development of an earlier suggestion of 
Emperger[6]. In a partially prestressed structure, tensile 
stresses in the concrete or even hair cracks are permitted under 
working load, and although much criticism had been levelled at 
this type of structure, it was nevertheless accepted by the Chief 
Engineers' Department, British Railways, Eastern Region[7], in 
1948. Nowadays, partial prestressing has gained worldwide 
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acceptance and has become increasingly importance as an efficient 
form of'material utilization. 
Partial prestressing can be achieved by either stressing 
the tendon to a lesser degree than normally done in full 
prestressing or combining norr-prestressed steel with a small 
number of tendons which are stressed to the usual allowable value. 
However, the latter is usually preferred in view of structural 
performance and economic considerations. 
Partial prestressing has the advantages of better 
control of deflection (i. e. reduction of the camber compared with 
a fully prestressed structure and of the deflection under service 
load compared with reinforced concrete) and increase of ductility 
over a fully prestressed member. The latter is of particular value 
in design for impact or seismic loading. In addition, catastrophic 
failure can be avoided. The addition of norr-prestressed steel can 
improve the structural performance (i. e. crack and deflection 
control and increase of ultimate moment) of a member and is 
essential for members with unbonded tendons. 
On the other hand, partial prestressing has the 
disadvantages of the possibility of corrosion of the highly 
stressed tendons through the cracks and higher loss of prestress 
due to the presence of a larger steel area. 
1.3 Classification of Prestressed Concrete 
Partial prestressing provides an intermediate solution 
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between a fully prestressed and a reinforced concrete member. In 
CP110[81, cl. 4.3.3.2.2 a comprehensive classification of 
prestressed concrete is given on the basis of the degree, of 
flexural tensile stress or cracking permissible under working 
load. The classification is as follows :- 
Class 1 members : No tensile stress is permitted. 
Class 2 members : Tensile stresses are permitted but should be 
less than the limiting flexural tensile stresses 
so that cracking Is restricted. 
Class-3 members : Cracks of limited width are allowed. 
Both Class 2 and Class 3 members are referred to as 
partially prestressed. However, in this thesis, the term 
partially prestressed is generally applied to Class 3 members. 
1.4 Construction of Prestressed Members with Unbonded Tendons 
Since their introduction, unbonded tendons have been a 
rather controversial subject amongst designers. A major step In 
reconciliation has been the issuing of "Tentative Recommendation 
for Members Prestressed with Unbonded Tendons" J91 In 1969 by the 
ACI-ASCE Committee 423. Thereafter, more authoritative documents 
[10,11,121 have been published in the U. S. A. and the U. K. to 
provide guidance for the appropriate use of this form of 
construction. 
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Nevertheless, arguments continue as to the merits of 
bonded versus unbonded tendons. In general, the latter would lead 
to significant economies due to simplicity of construction and the 
shortening of construction time. In addition, unbonded tendons can 
be replaced, restressed or destressed when required in the life- 
time of a structure. On the other hand, there , are the 
disadvantages of the corrosion problem, poorer structural 
performance and lower strength as compared with bonded tendons. 
A survey on unbonded tendons carried out by Schupack 
[13] has Indicated that the number of corrosion incidents reported 
in completed permanent structures represent an extremely small 
percentage and no case of catastrophic failure of this type of 
structure has been reported. Research has indicated that 
serviceability performance, including cracking and deflection 
control, and the ultimate capacity can be improved-by the use of 
additional non-prestressed bonded reinforcement. 
Unbonded tendons are widely used for floor and roof 
slabs In buildings. In the U. S. A. , almost 99 % of'the total area 
of post-tensioned floor-slabs is constructed with unbonded rather 
than bonded tendons. Economy is the obvious reason. In addition, 
in view of the undulating tendon profile through the floor span, 
unbonded tendons, being greased and wrapped in plastic-tubes, will 
have less friction loss than bonded tendons. The problems of 
grouting tendons In ducts of minimum size do not of course occur. 
The other field in which unbonded tendons are used 
extensively is that of nuclear reactor pressure vessels. This is 
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because in the case of settlement or undesirable structural 
conditions, the tendons can be re-stressed or replaced to retrive 
the situation. Additional bonded now-prestressed steel is usually 
provided. 
The application of unbonded tendons for beams and 
girders are less frequent than for slabs and pressure vessels. 
However, if there are not many beams in a building , it may be 
more economical to use unbonded con-struction and to add non- 
prestressed bondýd steel at critical points where needed. 
1.5 Outline of Thesis 
The thesis consists of seven chapters as follows :- 
Following the general introduction In the present 
chapter, Chapter Two gives a brief definition of the three most 
common design parameters for partial prestressing. This is 
followed by a detailed survey of research both on unbonded tendons 
and on the deflection of partial prestressed members. Methods 
currently recommended for the calculation of deflection in 
several engineering codes are also reviewed. 
In Chapter Three, the programme of research with the 
objective outlined is discussed in detail. 
In Chapter Four, a method based on the modified 
reinforced concrete cracked section theory is adapted for the 
analysis of an unbonded prestressed cracked section. The 
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analytical method for calculating the deflection of a cracked 
prestressed concrete beam by Integration of curvature is 
described, and preceded by a brief review of various proposals for 
the consideration of the tension stiffening effect. 
In Chapter Five, the experimental programme, including 
the description of test beams and testing procedure, Is outlined. 
In Chapter Six, the behaviour of the test beams is 
described and discussed.., Comparisons are made and discussed 
between the experimental and theoretical results. 
In Chapter Seven, the'conclusions from the investigation 
are summarised and recommendations for future study are made. 
References, tables, figures and appendices are added 
after the text. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
The concept of partial prestressing was originated by 
Emperger[61 and developed by Abeles[5,14,15]. Since then, the 
research has increased gradually and after more than forty years 
of development, partial prestressing is now probably accepted 
world wide in engineering codes of practice. However, its full 
potential has yet to be utilized by designers. It is not 
surprising to find that the use of unbonded partially prestressed 
concrete is further restricted because the research information 
behind design assumptions for this type of member is extremely 
little when compared with the tests reported on fully bonded 
members. 
In this chapter, some of the design parameters for 
partially prestressed concrete will be briefly discussed and 
followed by a detailed survey of literature on unbonded 
prestressed concrete members. Finally, a review of research on 
deflection and a summary of code recommendations for calculating 
deflection will also be given. 
2.2 Design Parameters for Partial Prestressing 
2.2.1 Hy2othetical Tensile Stress 
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Abeles[161 proposed a design procedure for partially 
prestressed concrete in terms of permissible nominal concrete 
tensile stress (hypothetical tensile stress) as an index of degree 
of cracking of the member. The nominal tensile stress is the 
stress developed in the tensile face of the member and is 
calculated on the basis of the uncracked concrete section. This 
method was adopted in the British Code, CP110[81 in which the 
permissible values of hypothetical tensile stress depend on the 
nature of the tendons, permissible crack width, concrete quality, 
depth of section, and the quantity and the distribution of 
reinforcement. It is assumed that if the hypothetical tensile 
stress does not exceed the allowable limit, the crack width will 
not exceed the specified value. This approach has the advantage of 
simplicity because it allows partially prestressed concrete to be 
designed using the linear elastic theory. On the other hand, it 
has the disadvantage that one set of stresses are imposed over a 
large variety of Class 3 structures. Furthermore, research has 
indicated that the crack width is more closely related to the 
steel stress rather than to the hypothetical tensile stress. 
Siriaksorn and Naaman[17] further demonstrated that the latter 
could vary between 3 and 23 N/mm2 to cause the same crack width of 
0.2 mm. Moreover, the influence of shape of section and bond 
efficiency of the norr-prestressed steel on the hypothetical 
tensile stress are not Included, both of which Abeles[161 believed 
to be of greatest importance. No permissible values are given for 
Class 3 members with unbonded tendons which may restrict the use 
of this method. 
2.2.2 Partial Prestressing Ratio 
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Naaman[18] advocated another parameter namely the 
partial prestressing ratio, for the design of partially 
prestressed concrete. This Is based on the ultimate strength 
requirements and defined as the ratio of the ultimate resisting 
moment due to the prestressing steel to the ultimate resisting 
moment due to the total tensile steel. The ratio vary from zero to 
unity to cover the range of structure between ordinary reinforced 
concrete to fully prestressed concrete. It serves as an index of 
the level of prestress of a partially prestressed section and 
provides an ultimate strength solution which can be checked for 
serviceability requirements. It should be noted that although the 
level of prestress of an unbonded partially prestressed member is 
the same as in the comparable member with bonded tendons, the 
partial prestressing ratio of'the former is lower because the 
tendon stress developed at the ultimate moment is always lower in 
the unbonded member. 
2.2.3 Degree of Prestress 
A different design parameter known as "degree of 
prestress" has been used extensively in Europe, especially 
Switzerland*- This is based on the service load behaviour of a 
member and defined--as the ratio of the moment at decompression to 
the full service moment. It Is similar to partial prestressing 
ratio and ranges from zero to about unity in covering the full 
range of structures, between reinforced and fully prestressed 
concrete, but'it provides-a smoother transition'between these two 
extremes. For example, if a prestressed member without any non- 
prestressed steel Is designed to develop tensile stress under, 
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service load , it will be partially prestressed and can be defined 
by a degree of prestress less than unity. On the other hand, it 
could be classified as fully prestressed according to definition 
by the partial prestressing ratio. The degree of prestress has 
another advantage in that the designer can directly see if the 
degree of prestress chosen will, for instance, be sufficient to 
cover a certain proportion of the design load. 
2.3 Previous Research on Unbonded Prestressed Members 
In the development of prestressed concrete, engineers 
always emphasized the important of establishing bond between the 
prestressing steel and the concrete in order to provide protection 
of the former from corrosion, to increase the safety against 
failure and reduce the crack width and spacing. The use of 
unbonded tendons was limited because of the resulting undesirable 
structural behaviour and insufficient knowledge. However, in 
recent years economic considerations have become increasingly 
important and unbonded tendon systems have begun to be used where 
they offer technical advantages. 
Members with unbonded post-tensioned tendons behave less 
satisfactorily than the well-bonded ones with fewer and wider 
cracks. As the load increases, the cracks increase rapidly in 
width and depth and the deflection becomes large. Abeles(19] 
indicated that in partial prestressing with unbonded tendons, the 
great advantage of good bond can be retained and the above 
disadvantages avoided by the use of well bonded norr-prestressed 
steel placed close to the tensile face. This has been confirmed in 
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numerous tests by other researchers [201. In fact, Mattock et 
al[211 observed that such partially prestressed beams have 
serviceability characteristics, ductility and strength, equal to 
or better than comparable beams with bonded tendons. 
There has been a different of opinion between 
investigators on the best type of non-prestressed steel. 
Chaikes[221 recommended the use of ordinary grade steel rather the 
high strength steel advocated by Abeles[231 who considered 
Chaike's suggestion to be uneconomical and likely to cause further 
loss of prestress due to the larger amount of steel. Nevertheless, 
Abeles[19] later admitted that the use of lower strength strands 
might be preferable from the point of view of rigidity after 
cracking. Bennett and Chandrasekhar[241 carried out a series of 
tests on partially prestressed beams of rectangular section and 
concluded that the beams reinforced with deformed bar gave better 
performance and no significantly greater loss of prestress as 
compared with the beams with a smaller percentage of high 
strength steel. Stevens[251 also found that the beams with strands 
as reinforcement showed poor. recovery compared with conventional 
reinforcement. 
Some designers are reluctant to use unbonded tendons 
because of the uncertainty of the tendon stress developed at the 
ultimate moment. This stress and hence the flexure strength of an 
unbonded beam is lower than In the comparable fully bonded beam. 
Evans[261 was the first to recognize that the loss of bond in 
prestressed concrete could lead to a reduction in the strength of 
the member and Baker[27] later studied this by considering the 
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strain relationship between the tendon and the adjacent concrete. 
Baker suggested. that at the failure section, the strain in the 
concrete can be related to the tendon strain by a factor which can 
be determined from experiment. This strain factor is affected by 
several variables such as span/depth ratio of the member, cable 
profile, loading condition and crack distribution. He found that 
the factor ranged from 0.1 to 0.35 and suggested a safe limiting 
value of 0.1 for unbonded tendons. According to Baker, the total 
tendon strain is given by 
C 
C su ese + 
where e 
se 
initial prestrain in the tendon. 
C 
CU concrete strain at 
the top at failure. 
x depth of neutral axis/effective, depth. 
0- strain factor. 
The final steel stress fpb may be obtained from the 
steel stress-strain curve for a given value of X which however 
in turn depends on the fpb with the relationship, 
PPf pb 
af cu 
where a- C/ (f cu 
bd; k) 
C- total compressive force at the ultimate moment. 
The values of 'fpb and X can be obtained by iterative 
procedure. 
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More research has been done In development of Baker's 
method. Reversz[281 concluded from a study of published -test 
results that Oe CU was equal 
to 0.05% for unbonded beams and 
0.2% for grouted beams. Later, Gifford[29] was convinced that the 
strain factor bore an approximately linear relation to A and a 
value of about 0.2 would provide a satisfactory result. Cowan[30] 
has shown the effect of the variation of neutral axis depth with 
strain factor In tabular form. 
1.0 0.9 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.2 0.1 
0.35 0.33 0.30 0.26 0.18 0.10 0.05 
Janney et al carried out a series of tests on nineteen 
beams Including eight unbonded beams, three of which had 
additional deformed bars. For the five purely unbonded beams, the 
average value of Oe Ct/ 
11 was equal to 0.0033, but for those 
beams with additional deformed bars, it was equal to 0.0035. From 
these findings, they concluded that the presence of deformed bars 
did not appreciably increase the stress of the unbonded strands In 
spite of the fact that the crack pattern of the beams was changed. 
The results obtained agreed quite well with those predicted by 
Baker's method with Gifford's amendment of ý-X. 
All these efforts were however criticised by Pannell[31] 
for lack of accuracy in failing to consider one Important 
parameter, namely the span/effective depth ratio (1/d) of the 
member. Pannell conducted a series of tests on thirty-eight beams 
of rectangular section with I/d ratio and Initial prestress as the 
design parameters. He concluded that Baker's method always gave 
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conservative results because the use of low stress-block, ultimate 
concrete strain and strain factor. The method used by Janney et al 
were only accurate for the beams with an I/d ratio of about 12. 
The predictions for the other class of beams were extremely 
optimistic. 
This parameter was later adopted in CP110: 1972 in which 
the ratios (fPb /fPe )9 (1/d) and (Ap. fpe /fcu bd) are related 
in Table 38. The trend is that f pb 
/f 
pe decreases sharply as 
I/d 
increases. However, the table is only applicable to those members 
with a I/d ratio between 10 and 30. 
Tam and Pannell[321 later further improved the early 
analysis suggested by Pannell for unbonded partially prestressed 
members. The following equations for predicting the tendon stress 
, fpb , were proposed. 
fqu cu 
pb PP 
qe+&q sc 
I -+ -C/ a- a+ý 
&=pe 
cu 
Es d/L f 
cu 
e=ppf pe 
If 
cu 
s= PS 
fy If 
cu 
Clf 
cu 
bdX 
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where L= length of prestressing tendon from anchorage to 
anchorage. 
(plastic hinge length)/ Xd , which should be 
obtained from test and a value of 10.5 was 
suggested. 
pp 2* Ap/bd. 
Ps = As/bd. 
This method is not simple but it takes many important 
variables into consideration. 
However, the calculation of the tendon stress fpb using 
any of the above methods was found to be time-consuming and 
simplified expressions for predicting fpb have therefore been 
developed. The following early expression was suggested by 
Warwaruk et al[331 who found that the increase in tendon stress 
from fp, to fpb i. e. (fpb -fpe ) decreased as the ratio 
(P 
p 
/fc') increased : 
ff+ 30000 -PIx 1010 in psi pb pe fc 
This expression is not limited to a particular range of 
the ratio (PP /f, ') but fPO should not be greater than 60% of the 
tendon tensile strength. It was criticised by Mattock et al[21] 
for being too conservative, in particular for beams with low 
(pp /f, ') values, and the alternative expression was proposed 
1.4f I 
f 
pb =f pe + 
10000 + loop 
c in psi 
P 
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This equation does reflected the behaviour of the beams 
for which the parameter (p P 
/fc-) is small and provides a 
conservative value Of fPb for the data in Reference[21]. A 
slightly more conservative version of this expression has been 
adopted in the ACI Code(318-77) [341: 
ff 
ff+ 10000 +c (psi unit) pb pe loop p 
where fpb shall not be taken greater than fpy nor (fpe +60000) 
psi. 
In a recent publication by Mojtahedi and Gamble[351 , 
attention has again been drawn to the importance of I/d ratio. It 
was demonstrated that the ACI Code expression cannot safely and 
consistently be used to predict the ultimate tendon stress In the 
unbonded members with high value of the I/d ratio. This is 
especially true In those cases where strength requirements govern 
the steel area. This resulted in a further amendment to, the 
expression for fpb in the recent ACI Code (318-83) [1] to cover 
the influence of the I/d ratio. In accordance with the new code, 
the ACI(318-77) expression for fpb Is now limited to members with 
a l/d ratio of 35 or less. For members with a l/d ratio of 
greater than 35, the following equation should be used. 
ft 
ff+ 10000 +- -C (psi unit) pb pe 300P p 
where fPb shall not be greater than fpy nor (fp, +30000) psi. 
More recently, Balaguru[361 suggested a semi-empirical 
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equation to calculate the increase in tendon stress to check 
serviceability conditions. 
Af = [a, ( 
6)-6 
-P 
j a2(P 
0.00923 e+5.11 (. a 0< -E < 0.06 V L) L 
a 
11 Exp (135 ý) 0<L<0.04 2 107 LL 
Exp (75 e 
0.04 <e<0.06 2 105 
i: 
where e- maximum eccentricity of the cable. 
L- span of the beam. 
6- maximum deflection calculated by assuming that 
the beam is a reinforced concrete beam. 
Elzanaty and Nilson[4] on the other hand proposed the 
following method to calculate the increase of tendon stress under 
service load. 
ELMe 
-Af S dx 
pEcLf 
0 
where Mx= applied moment. 
I- moment of inertia. 
I. for uncracked section. 
I. for cracked section. I, is calculated on 
the basis of reinforced concrete section. 
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The validity of these two methods is questionable 
because both require the unbonded member to be treated as 
reinforced concrete in calculating the deflection and effective 
moment of inertia. 
It can be seen from above that various methods have been 
proposed to predict the tendon stress in unbonded members at 
service or failure load. In the present investigation, some of 
these methods will check against the limited number of 
experimental results. In addition; the influence of friction 
between the tendon and duct on the ultimate strength of unbonded 
member will be examined. 
2.4 Previous Research on Deflection 
After more than four decades of development of partial 
prestressing, the analytical method of calculating deflection of 
this type of member has not yet been fully studied although the 
problem of deflection and the parameters affecting it have been 
investigated by researchers for some years. Most of the tests 
reported and here reviewed have been on fully bonded Class 3 
members and hardly any attention has been devoted to the 
deflection of unbonded partially prestressed members. 
2.4.1 Bonded Partially Prestressed Concrete Beams 
Abeles was responsible for many early tests on partially 
prestressed beams, a few of which were related to deflection. 
Abeles, Brown and Woods[37] tested three identical sets of beams 
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under static, sustained and fatigue loading. Each series consisted 
of eight beams of rectangular section reinforced with strand 
some of which were pretensioned. The beams were made of different 
types of concrete and five of them were partially prestressed. 
Observations from the sustained loading test indicated that the 
long-term deflection was greatly affected by the ambient 
temperature and humidity conditions. An appreciable amount of non- 
elastic deformation occurred in the early period of loading and 
progressed at a reduced rate. After a period of 117 days, the norr- 
elastic deflection increased by 50% of the instantaneous value in 
the beams maintained at 37% of the static failure load and almost 
double in the beams loaded to 50%. During the 29 days unloaded 
period, good recovery of the non-elastic deformation was observed. 
This temporary removal of load could be beneficial insofar as a 
further Increase In deflection was delayed when the sustained load 
was reapplied. Moreover, in the beams reloaded for the second 
time, the deflection Increased at a gradient approximately the 
same as that of the first loading period. The Instantaneous 
deflection was increased by creep deformation to a much greater 
extent when the load was applied at an early age than when It was 
applied at an age of about six months. 
Extensive research on partially prestressed concrete was 
carried out at the University of Leeds in the late sixties under 
the supervision of Bennett. Bennett and Dave[38,39] tested forty 
rectangular section beams prestressed by pretensioned wires with 
varying level of prestress and reinforcemnet ratio. Eight beams 
were tested by sustaining the design load (50% of design ultimate 
load) for period of between 276 and 600 days. After 500 days, the 
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ratio of deflection to the initial elastic deflection for the 
beams was found to vary from 2.12 to 2.64 and it was therefore 
suggested that the deflection due to sustained load could be 
considered to be approximately double the instantaneous value. 
Bennett and Chandrasekhar[24,40,411 conducted further 
tests on thirty-six rectangular section beams. The design 
parameters of the beams were the level of prestress, reinforcement 
ratio, type of reinforcement and cover to reinforcement. The 
deflection of the beams in which high-strength wire or strand was 
used as non-prestressed reinforcement was found to exceed the 
limit specified in the code the reason being that these beams 
contained a lower total area of steel and thus were less stiff 
after cracking. Furthermore, it was observed that the deflection 
was not affected by varying the cover over the reinforcement. 
Three beams were tested under sustained loading (50% of 
design ultimate load) and it was observed that even after 300 days 
of loading, there was no sign of stabilization of the deflection 
and after nearly 400 days, the maximum increase in deflection was 
found to be 150Z of the Initial elastic value under static load. 
The greatest increase occurred in all the beams within the first 
20 days after loading. The beams did not show a good recovery 
during a 30 days unloaded period; even in the beam with the 
highest prestress , only 13% of the total non-elastic deflection 
was recovered. 
Bennett-and Veerasubramantan[42,43] carried out tests on 
thirty-seven beams with the level of prestress, reinforcement 
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ratio and shape of section as the parameters to be studied. Apart 
from the results that confirmed previous research, they concluded 
that the deflection of a cracked prestressed beam was affected by 
the shape of section. The composite and monolithic T-beams were 
stiffer than the I- and retangular beams and showed better overall 
performance. 
More recently, Bennett and Lee[2,441 tested nine 
partially prestressed beams of I-section with pretensioned 
trands. The level of prestress and reinforcement ratio of the 
eams were varied. The main parameter to be studied was the effect 
of a combination of sustained and cyclic short-term loading on 
deflection. The beam were maintained at half the service load 
(33% of design ultimate load) for a period of up to 46 days during 
which time the load was increased to full service load up to 7 
times in intermittent short-term cycles. Three companion beams 
were tested under permanent load alone. 
The authors observed that there was an Increase in the 
residual deflection after each intermittent cycles, only part of 
which was recovered. As a consequence, the deflection under 
sustained loading was Increased by the residual effect-of the 
intermittent cycles of loading. They suggested that the deflection 
due to the, combined- loading appeared to be similar to the sum of 
the deflection due to the permanent and intermittent cyclic load 
applied separately, and further demonstrated that the ACI Building 
Code (318-83) recommendations for calculating deflection were only 
applicable to the first cycle of short-term loading or to the 
permanent load alone. The latter recommendations were found to be 
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unconservative for beams tested under the combined type of loading 
mentioned above. 
An analytical method based on the CP110 recommendations 
was developed for calculating the deflection of a bonded partially 
prestressed beam. 
I In the U. S. A. , Branson[451 investigated the problem of 
deflection as early as 1963, however, most of his studies were 
related to reinforced concrete. He suggested that the deflection 
of a cracked reinforced concrete member could be calculated by 
using an effective moment of Inertia (I of the concrete section 
where I. was obtained by means of a proposed empirical formula, 
details of which will be discussed later. 
More recently, Branson has extended his work to 
partially prestressed concrete. Branson and Shaikh[46] tested 
twelve prestressed beams of rectangular section with pretensioned 
tendons and found it to be important to use the transformed 
section properties for calculating deflection. 
Branson and Kripanarayanan[47] have studied the 
influence of load repetitions on the stiffness of 'cracked 
prestressed members and proposed the following expression for 
computing the average effective moment of inertia under repeated 
loads. 
Irep -ý I's + (1- ý) 19 
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where - (Puit - Prop V(Puit - Pcr )- 
16 - effective moment of inertia. 
Ig - gross moment of inertia. 
Pult - estimated ultimate load based on ACI Code. 
Prep - cycling load or maximum load in a given cycle. 
Pcr - load at initial cracking corresponding to Mcr* 
It appeared that I,, p can be used for calculating the 
unloading and reloading deflection up to the maximum load Prop in 
the previous cycle but the cumulative residual deflection due to 
repetitions of this load has not been considered. It only accounts 
for the residual deflection due to cracking alone, the effects of 
creep having been neglected. - 
By comparing with the tests results on fifteen beams, 
the predicted values obtained from this expression were found to 
be within 20% of the actual results for normal working load level. 
Recently, Branson and Trost[481 carried out tests on two 
unbonded prestressed , one bonded prestressed and one reinforced 
concrete beams. The unbonded beams were tested under two and four 
cycles of loading of a few hour duration and the remainder were 
tested under two cycles of short-term loading. In each cycle, the 
beam was loaded to a maximum load higher than in the previous 
cycle. 
A method for estimating the time-dependent effect on 
deflection of creep and cracking under a limited number of loading 
cycles was outlined. For the first loading cycle, the time- 
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dependent deflection was given by Xt Ct times the instantaneous 
value where Kt was a reduction factor for the effect of 
compression steel and downward movement of the neutral axis with 
time. 
For short-term creep : Kt - 1.0 /(1 + 50 pf 
For long-term creep : Kt - 0.85/(1 + 50 pI 
Ct was the creep coefficient defined as the ratio of creep strain 
to initial strain. For a limited number of loading cycles, the 
time-dependent deflection was given by (Kt Ct + Frep ) times the 
instantaneous deflection where F,, p was a factor taking into 
account the increased deflection due to the effect of cracking 
under repeated loading cycles. It ranged between 0.1 and 0.2 for 
two to four loading cycles but would be become higher for more 
cycles of loading. 
The deflection computed by means of I-effective 
expression seemed to agree quite well with the test results for 
the first cycle of loading but for the unbonded beams it was found 
that the usual I-effective equation had to be modified by using 
the power of 4 Instead of 3 in order to allow for reduced 
stiffness compared with a bonded beam. 
2.4.2 Unbonded Prestressed Concrete Beams 
, Early tests by Evans[261 demonstrated that the 
deflection after cracking was considerably higher in unbonded 
prestressed beams than in either conventional reinforced concrete 
or fully-bonded prestressed beams. This was supported by,, tests 
from Janney et al(201 who further demonstrated that the addition 
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of norr-prestressed steel reduced the deflection. Further tests by 
Warwaruk et al[331 confirmed that the phenomenon was more 
pronounced in beams having a low value of pl /fco. This was 
because the tensile force resisted by the concrete before cracking 
was transferred, to the entire length of the tendons in order to 
maintain equilibrium which was achieved at the expense of greater 
total elongation of the tendon and relatively larger deflection of 
the beam. In contrast, the phenomenon was not observed in beams 
having high values of ýpl/fc' or with additional bonded 
reinforcement because the steel in these beams could provide the 
tensile force lost by the concrete with little increase In strain. 
Of'the thirty-six partially ýprestressed beams tested by 
Chandrasekhar[41], three were unbonded with additional deformed 
bars. The deflection was generally only slightly greater than that 
of corresponding bonded beams and confirmed that the deformation 
could be greatly reduced by the addition of bonded reinforcement. 
The test carried out by Veerasubramanian[431 also Included three 
unb'Onded partially prestressed beams of I-shaped section. ' The 
unbonded beams were reported to behave similarly to the 
corresponding bonded -ones as long as the strain in the non- 
prestressed steel was within the elastic range. When the non- 
prestressed steel strain entered the Inelastic range, the beams 
had a flatter load-deflection curve than the comparable bonded 
beams. The flexural behaviour was similar to that previously 
observed in beams of rectangular section. 
It Is evident from the review and literature search that 
there has been a number of tests on partially prestressed concrete 
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beams, but the development of an analytical method of deflection 
computation Is still in Its infancy. Bennett and Lee have 
formulated an analytical procedure for bonded beams but similar 
approach for unbonded members was not developed. They have also 
demonstrated the importance of the combined type of loading which 
seems to be more likely to occur In practice than either short- 
term cyclic load or permanent load alone. 
2.5 Present Code Recommendations on Deflection Computation 
2.5.1 General 
The result of excessive deflection would be to impair 
the appearance and efficiency of a structure. Design 
recommendations and-guidance, for calculating, deflection are 
therefore suggested for designers in most engineering codes in 
order-to safe-guard the structure In serviceable conditions. 
For calculating the short-term deflection of uncracked 
members, most engineering codes suggested that the linear elastic 
theory may- be used in conjunction with the appropriate concrete 
section properties. The CEB-FIP Model Code permits the use of the 
uncracked transformed concrete -section, but both. the British and 
ACI Code specify that the gross concrete section-should be used. 
For calculating the deflection of cracked members, and 
members under long-term loading, various recommendations have been 
given in the codes and will be described in the following 
Sections. 
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2.5.2 British Standard, CP110: 1972 
The code[8] suggests that the total long-term deflection 
due to the prestressing force, dead load and any sustained Imposed 
loading of uncracked members may be estimated by using an 
effective elastic modulus of concrete which allows for creep. 
For, calculating the deflection of cracked members, a 
general method has been outlined in Appendix A. This approach 
involves assessment the curvature of successive sections of a 
member and the deflected profile can be obtained by Integrating 
the curvature along the member. 'In calculating the curvature, the 
tension stiffening of the concrete between the cracks, allowing 
for its long-term effect, should be taken Into consideration. It 
is equal to 1.0 N/mm2 for short-term loading and 0.55 N/mm2 for 
long-term loading. Under long-term loading, an effetive modulus of 
concrete may also be used for calculating the. curvature of the 
sections. 
2.5.3 ACI Building Code (318-83) 
When the member is cracked, the effective moment of 
inertia (I. ) of the member should ýbe used for deflection 
computation. The I* formula Is given by : 
IIM cr 
3 cr 3]I 
e9 
(Tzz-) 
cr max max 
where Mcr' - cracking moment. 
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Mmax - maximum applied moment. 
other terms are the same as previously defined. 
This expression was originally proposed by Branson and 
Is applicable for cracked reinforced concrete. It has taken 
account the tension stiffening effect which will be disappear at 
higher load. No consideration however has been taken of the 
influence of long-term loading on the tension stiffening effect. 
Although the above expression was originally derived for 
reinforced concrete , it can be extended to cracked prestressed 
members with slightly modifications as recommended by a number of 
researchers[48,49] 'recently. 
Mcr-Pe 
)3 1 [1 
m 
cr-Pe )3 m 
max- 
Pe 9m max-Pe cr 
For calculating the additional long-term deflection, the 
following expression may be used. 
I+ sop 
where ý- time-dependent factor for sustained load. 
p1m percentage of compression steel at mid-span for 
simple and continuous span and at support for 
cantilever. 
2.5.4 CEB-FIP Model Code 
The method recommended In the Model Code[50] for 
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calculating the deflection of cracked members is somewhat similar 
to the approach given In CP110, Appendix A. The contribution of 
tension stiffening of the concrete between the cracks, which 
reduced the mean tensile strain in the bonded reinforcement, may 
be taken into account by the following expression. 
cfsP-0 
scr 2 0.4 
sm r1ý2 
C--i=) 
sss 
This expression will be further discussed in Chapter Four. 
For calculating the long-term deflection, the code 
suggests that the total curvature comprising the sum of the 
elastic curvature and the curvatures' due to creep and shrinkage 
should be used. ' 
(1/0. + (1/r),. (1/r) ce 
where suffix t: total 
e: elastic 
cc : creep 
cs : shrinkage 
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CHAPTER THREE 
PROGRAMME OF RESEARCH 
3.1 Development of an Analytical Method on Short-Term Deflection 
Computation 
In considering serviceability, the control of deflection 
of a structural member is important to a designer . The Codes of 
Practice do not normally require deflection to be calculated if 
certain specified span/depth ratios are not exceeded However if 
the deflection is particularly important or if the specified 
span/depth ratios are exceeded, a reliable method for calculating 
the deflection becomes necessary. 
The deflection of prestressed concrete members (Class 1 
and 2 according to CP110) is not usually large enough to be a 
problem provided the members remain uncracked for all loads 
throughout the life of the structure. There have been cases where 
excessive camber due to prestress has caused serious troubles, but 
this deflection can be accurately computed by elastic uncracked 
section analysis without difficulty. In contrast, partially 
prestressed concrete (Class 3) and ordinary reinforced concrete 
members do crack under working load, and the estimation of 
deflection will therefore become more complicated. In practice, 
the span/depth ratios adopted in reinforced concrete design are 
rarely beyond the limits specified in the Codes because of the 
depth required for flexural strength. On the other hand, the 
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control of deflection will be important in Class 3 members with 
their reduced depth; particularly so for those with unbonded 
tendons which undergo a larger deflection than members with fully 
bonded tendons under similar conditions 
The complication of analysing a cracked prestressed 
concrete section will be Increased by the presence of unbonded 
tendons because of the strains in the tendon and adjacent concrete 
are not compatible. Furthermore, calculation based on the 
curvature of a cracked section will over-estimate the actual 
deflection for two reasons. First, the members are usually only 
partially cracked, i. e. cracks only occur in the high moment 
regions while the concrete remains uncracked at the other 
sections. The second reason is that the tension stiffening 
contribution of the concrete between the cracked sections will 
reduce the average curvature. A precise computation of deflection 
should take account of these factors. 
Several empirical formulae[l] have been proposed in 
recent years to provide an alternatives for calculation of 
deflection. These formulae are derived from test results on 
reinforced concrete members, and have been used for prestressed 
concrete members with results which have been claimed to be 
satisfactory when compared with tests[45). Nevertheless, the 
validity and reliability of these simplified expressions for the 
prediction of the deflection of partially prestressed concrete 
members with unbonded tendons, is still uncertain. An analytical 
method of calculating deflection which can be checked against the 
limited number of experimental results is therefore necessary for 
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a full understanding of flexural deformation leading to the 
Improvement of simpler design formulae. Such an improvement would 
encourage designers to make more use of this type of structure in 
practice. 
A, general method of calculating deflection by 
integrating the curvature of each section along the member has 
been recommended in CP110. The procedure in the present 
investigation will be to develop an analytical method on the basis 
of the CP110 approach for predicting the short-term deflection of 
Class 3 members with unbonded tendons. The procedures are 
complicated and a computer program was developed for the study. 
3.2 Experimental Programme 
3.2.1 Selection of Parameters 
There are many factors which may affect the flexural 
behaviour of unbonded partially prestressed concrete beams. The 
important parameters are as follows : 
(1) Size and shape of section 
(2) Level of prestress 
(3) Ratio of reinforcement(prestressed and norr-prestressed steel) 
(4) Position of reinforcement In section 
(5) Span/effective depth ratio 
I 
(6) Characteristics of material 
(7) Friction between tendon and duct 
(8) Pattern of loading (eg. uniformly distributed load or 
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concentrated loads) 
(9) Types of loading (eg. short-term or sustained) 
The investigation of the above parameters was limited by 
the time available for the research. It was therefore decided to 
consider (1), (2) , (3) and (9) as the major parameters to be 
studied with all the other parameters kept constant as far as 
practicable. 
Fifteen beams of effective span 6 metres and overall 
depth 305 mm were designed varying selected parameters. All the 
beams were prestressed with post-tensioned high tensile wires left 
ungrouted, and were tested simply supported under a two point 
loading arrangement. Two additional reinforced concrete beams were 
included for comparison purposes. Further details design of the 
beams will be given In Chapter Five. 
3.2.2 Loading Procedures 
In early years, the emphasis in research on prestressed 
concrete members with unbonded tendons was the ultimate behaviour. 
Therefore, most of the tests by other researchers[20,21,28,31,321 
have used either monotonic or short-term cyclic loading up to 
failure. However, since the present study Is also concerned with 
the flexural behaviour under service loads, other types of loading 
were considered, namely long-terai sustained load and a combination 
of sustained load with short-term cyclic loading to represent 
practical loading conditions i. e. a certain proportion of the 
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design load considered as dead load and the remainder acting as 
occasional live load. Observation were made of the residual 
deflection after each load cycle, its recovery and the cumulative 
residual deflection under cyclic loading, which had been found to 
be of significance[2]. 
The experiment were carried out with different loading 
procedures as follows. All the test commenced with two cycles of 
short-term loading up to service load. Then : 
Eight beams were loaded to failure after 2 or 3 days. 
(2) One beam was tested under long-term sustained -loading equal 
to fifty percent of the service load for about a year. 
(3) The remainder were tested under a combination of 
cyclic and sustained loading in which the latter was equal 
to one half of the service load , and intermittent cycles 
of load were applied, to bring the total load up to the 
full service load at Intervals of about 5 days. The total 
duration of test was about 30 days. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
THEORETICAL ANALYSIS 
4.1 Analysis of Cracked Section with Unbonded Tendons 
4.1.1 Introduction 
The calculation of stress in the bonded tensile 
reinforcement of a cracked member may be necessary for several 
reasons. It is generally accepted that the computation of 
deflection should be based on as accurate an assessment as 
possible of the curvature at the cracked section which in turn is 
related to the stress or strain in the bonded tensile 
reinforcement. Furthermore, it is also found that the flexural 
crack width of a cracked prestressed member is directly influenced 
by the increase of stress in the bonded tensile steel after the 
tage of decompression ( zero stress in concrete at the tensile 
ace of the member ). Bennett et al[511 and Nilson et al[521 
demonstrated the importance of this parameter and several crack 
width formulae have been proposed in which crack width is related 
to the reinforcement stress. More recently, Nawy and Chiang[3] 
have also proposed a formula, especially for partially prestressed 
beams with unbonded tendons, relating crack width to the 
Incremental stress In the non-prestressed steel. Moreover, it may 
be necessary to consider the stresses in the steel in the cracked 
section to evaluate the range of stress in the steel to ascertain 
the degree of safety against fatigue failure. 
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Partially prestressed concrete members Class 3) may 
be expected to crack under working load, and although the'stresses 
in both steel and concrete generally remain within the elastic 
range, the analysis of the cracked section is still complicated. 
Linear cracked section analysis is therefore not suitable for 
design purposes but, nevertheless, since it gives a fairly 
accurate representation of the flexural behaviour of a cracked 
member, it s is"a useful research technique and will be'Usedfor the 
study. 
4.1.2 Review of Cracked Section Analysis 
No attempts have been made in the past to analyse 
cracked prestressed concrete section with unbonded tendons 
although7the cracked section theory for fully bonded'prestressed 
concrete section has been developed for some years. Early attempts 
at the latter by Coschy[53], Birkenmaier[541 and Brettle[551 were 
not sufficient in some ways, for none had considered non- 
prestressed steel which is usually present in partially 
prestressed'sections and may be at a different level from the 
prestressed reinforcement. 
The analytical procedure used by Chandrasekhar[411 to 
determine the reinforcement 'stresses of p restressed con .cI rete 
cracked section was formulated on the basis of the linear elastic 
theory for a reinforced concrete cracked section with suitable 
modificationý-to account for the effect''of the compressive force 
used for prestressing. The method, however, was limited to 
rectangular section and was later improved by Veerasubramanian[431 
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to include flanged sections and by Lee[441 to take account of 
stresses in the bottom flange just before cracking. Results showed 
the method to give reasonably accurate values of the reinforcement 
stress in some tests of partially prestressed beams, provided the 
behaviour of the materials remained elastic. This method will be 
further explained later in the chapter. 
Recently, Nilson[57] has also suggested a method for 
calculating the flexural stresses In a partially prestressed 
concrete section after cracking. The idea utilizes the concept of 
decompression of the concrete section and a fictitious force is 
Introduced in order to bring the overall concrete section to a 
state of zero stress, so that a prestressed section can be treated 
as an ordinary reinforced concrete section subject to an eccentric 
force. The calculation of the fictitious decompression force, 
however , can be complicated by the presence of time-dependent 
deformation and prestress losses as pointed out by Tadros[58] . An 
over-estimation of the force could result in a significant 
increase in the neutral axis depth and an unconservative estimate 
of tensile stress and crack width. The formula proposed by Nilson 
for calculating the decompression force was also criticised by 
Tadros for neglecting the compressive stress Induced in the non- 
prestressed steel. This stress Is significant, particually for 
partially prestressed concrete sections, in which considerable 
amounts of non-prestressed steel are usually used. Balaguru[56] 
has used Nilson's method for calculating the depth of neutral axis 
of cracked sections with unbonded tendons for design purposes, but 
this application is not justified because-it does not consider the 
actual change In stress In the unbonded tendons. 
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4.1.3 Modified Reinforced Concrete Cracked Section Theog 
The behaviour of partially prestressed concrete members 
after cracking may be expected to have a certain similarity to 
that of ordinary cracked reinforced concrete members. Actually, 
the former are stiffer than the latter because of the effect of 
the compressive prestressing force. Moreover, for a reinforced 
concrete member, the neutral axis of bending coincides with the 
centroid of the cracked transformed section. However, It is 
different for a prestressed section in which the neutral axis 
varies with the applied moment and the compressive prestressing 
force. This compressive force is not constant after cracking, but 
depends on the loading and the section properties. In the case of 
a section having unbonded tendons, the matter is complicated 
because the stress in the tendons Is beam-dependent rather than 
ectiorr-dependent I. e. the change in tendon stress is influenced 
y the deflected profile of the whole member and is related to the 
extension of the concrete at the level of tendon. The tendon 
stress Is the same along its entire length between anchorages 
provided there are no frictional effects between tendons and ducts 
causing uneven stress distribution. This Is an important 
consideration in the analysis. Nevertheless, the modified 
reinforced concrete cracked section theory can be adopted with 
appropriate modifications for this type of prestressed section. 
The analysis In the present investigation was based on 
Chandrasekhar's method and included the improvements by Lee with 
further modification to allow for the non-compatible strain In the. 
unbonded tendons and the adjacent concrete. This Is significant 
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because an unbonded tendon can move freely inside the duct and 
consequently the strain will be uniformly distributed throughout 
its entire length. It therefore follows that for identical 
conditions, the tendon stress in an unbonded prestressed cracked 
section has a lower value than in a fully bonded one. On the other 
hand, the stress in the non-prestressed steel in the former has a 
higher value than the latter in order for the cracked section to 
have the same moment of resistance. 
The following assumptions are made for the analysis of 
short-term deflection under service load conditions. 
(1) Plane sections remain plane before and after loading. 
(2) The concrete strains at any level in the cross section of the 
beam are proportional to the distance from the neutral axis. 
(3) The behaviour of the steel and concrete are perfectly elastic. 
(4) The strain between the bonded reinforcement and the adjacent 
concrete is compatible. 
(5) The tensile strength of concrete Is ignored after cracking. 
(6) The tension stiffening effect of concrete at the point half- 
way between adjacent cracks is equal to 1 N/mm2 as recommend- 
ed in CP110 for short term loading. 
(7) Fricti" between the unbonded tendons and their ducts''is 
negligible. ' 
A partially prestressed concrete member usually exhibits 
two distinct states of flexural behaviour below service load. In 
the first stage ( uncracked elastic ), the concrete section is 
uncracked or the cracks remain closed. The concrete section is 
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assumed homogeneous and the deformation is linear; hence the 
amount of reinforcement has little Influence on the deformation. 
The second stage ( cracked elastic ) will commence after cracking 
occurs or the cracks reopen. In the cracked state, the tensile 
resistance of the concrete is negligible. Moreover, the concrete 
section is, no longer homogeneous, but the section is composed of a 
compressive zone and disconnected tensile steel. Consequently, the 
quantity of reinforcement has a much greater influence upon the 
deformation which is larger than in the previous stage because of 
the reduced stiffness of the member. There is a transition stage 
Immediately after the occurrence of a microcrack ( visible only 
under microscope ) to a visible crack in the virgin load cycle. 
Microcracks will develop as soon as the concrete stress in the 
tensile face exceeds the direct tensile strength of the concrete. 
The stress at which cracking becomes visible corresponding 
approximately to the modulus of rupture of the concrete. 
The cracks will close under the effect of prestressing 
force after the applied loads are reduced to a certain level and 
the whole concrete section becomes homogeneous again. On 
reloading, the cracks reopen at a lower load ( about decompression 
load ) because of the loss of the tensile resistance of the 
concrete after the earlier cracking. It is therefore generally 
considered that in partially prestressed concrete, the cracked 
phase commences at the point of decompression of the concrete at 
the soffit i. e. when the concrete stress ceases to be compressive 
at the soffit. This assumption is commonly accepted although the 
cracks may sometimes reopen at a higher load and close at a lower 
load than the decompression load due to the resistance to slipping 
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between the concrete and the reinforcement at the cracks. 
The Concrete Society Report on Partial Prestressing[591 
has shown a simple and convenient method by which the calculated 
stresses in the cracked section are related to a reference load 
rather than the decompression load. This reference load is defined 
as the load causing zero stress in the concrete at the average 
level of the total reinforcement. However, it was found more 
convenient in the present work to use the decompression load 
method for a rigorous analysis taking account of the different 
levels of the unbonded tendons and the non-prestressed steel. 
Fig. 4.1(a-f) shows the general stress and strain 
conditions for a typical partially prestressed beam at different 
loading stages in which Mo is the decompression moment of the 
section. To calculate this, it is necessary to know the 
corresponding forces In both the tendons and the non-prestressed 
steel, making due allowance for the losses of prestress and the 
effect of non-prestressed steel on these losses. Referring to the 
stress and strain distributions under Mo In Fig. 4.1(b, e), the 
forces in the two types of steel are given by: - 
p0Pe+ (e 
cpe- e CPO 
0uAPES 
Ro Re+ (e 
cre- e cro 
ASES 
Therefore, the decompression moment is given by: - 
Mo = Fo zo -P0 (h-d p)-R0 
(h-d 
S) 
where Pe - effective force in tendon. 
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Re - force in non-prestressed steel due to Pe. 
ecpe - effective prestrain at the tendon level. 
e cre effective prestrain at the non-prestressed steel level. 
C CPO - concrete strain at the tendon 
level under M,. 
C cro - concrete strain at the non-prestressed steel 
level 
under Mo. 
ou w strain factor in uncracked stage, it is defined as the 
ratio of the change in tendon strain to the change In 
concrete strain. 
Referring to Fig. 4.1(b), by the condition of forces equilibrium 
FO is given by: - 
F Co [b h2 - (b b) (h-hf)2 + (b b )h 2] 0 2h t t- w b- Wb 
from which, 
2F h 
f0 
Co bt h2 - (bt-b w) 
(h-h: f) 
2+ (b b -b w 
)h b2 
but, 
cf Co 
(h-d 
P) 
CPO ECh 
therefore, 
and F- =f Co 
(h-d 
s) 
cro Eh 
c 
ccpo = KF 0 
(h-d 
p) and c cro = 
KF 
0 
(h-d 
S) 
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where, 
K=2 
Ec [b t 
h2- (bt-b 
w) 
(h-h f)2+ (b b -b w)hb 
2] 
hence, 
F0=p0+R0 
=e+ (c cpe- e CPO 
)o 
uApEs+Re+ 
(C 
cre- e cro 
)AS Es 
substitute ecpo and c cro 
into FO to give, 
Fo =Pe+ [FE cpe- 
KF 
0 
(h-d 
p 
)]e 
uApEs+Re+ 
[FE 
cre" 
KF 
0 
(h-d 
s 
)]A 
sEs 
eRe0u cpe pse cre ss 
1+ KE A% (h-d 
p 
)A 
p+ 
(h-d 
s 
)A 
S] 
I The decompresssion moment and the strain factor are 
inter-related, therefore a trial and error procedure is required. 
The calculation of the strain factor will be further explained in 
Section 4.1.4 . 
With reference to the stress and strain distributions of 
a cracked section in Fig. 4.1(c, f) , the forces in the tendons and 
the non-prestressed steel are given by :- 
p0+ (C 
cpo+ccp 
)o 
cApEs..... Eqn. 
(4.1) 
R0+ (e 
cro +e cr 
)A 
sEs..... 
Eqn. (4.2) 
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where ýC is the strain factor in cracked stage. 
By equating the conditions of equilibrium of the cracked 
section the following equations can be obtained :- 
(1) From the conditions of strain compatibility, 
fd -X 
EX cp c 
fC d 
Ecr = E- (-27-) 
cX 
(2) From the condition of forces equilibrium, 
Eqn. (4.3) 
Eqn. (4.4) 
f 
P+R= --. 
E [b X2_ (b -b ) (X-hf) 2+ (b -bw) (X-h+h )2 2X ttwbb 
(3) From the condition of moments equilibrium, 
M= (P+R)z - p(h-d p)- 
R(h-d 
where 
Eqn. (4.5) 
..... Eqn. (4.6) 
h[X2(3-A) - B, (X-H, )2(H 4-X) +B2 (), -H: 5)2(HS-X)] 
, 3[X2-BI(X-HI)2 +B2 (X-H, 3)2] 
A= x/h 
Blo B 2' H, j. H3'H4, H. (see next page) 
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Equating Eqns(4.5) and (4.6) by eliminating fc and 
substitute Eqns(4.3) and (4.4) into the new expression. The final 
equation in terms of the ratio of the depth of the neutral axis 
(x) to the depth of the section (h) can be expressed in the 
following form 
w1 X3 +W2 X2 +W3X+W4 'ý 0 ..... Eqn. 
(4.7) 
where 
WI=c3 (B I- 1-B 2) 
w2 'ý c3 (3-BIH 4 -2B, H I+B2115 +2B2 H 3) - 3CS(1-B, +B 2) 
w3ýc3 [2B, H, H 4 +B, H, 
2-2B 
2H3 HS-B 2H3 
2+pop(l-d, ) 
pos(I-d 2 )] - CS[6B, Hl - 6B 2H3+ POP + POSI 
C [B H 2H -B H 
2H - d, pop(l-dl) -d (1-d 43235114 2POS 2)3 
C5[3B 2H3 
2-3B, H 1 
2-d, pop-d 2POS3 
b 
bw t 
=bb-b 2bt 
d 
d 
-S 
hf 
hb 
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H3ý1-H2 
H4ý3- 2H 1 
H5= 2H 2+1 
6a A 
pol) ý-bh 
6A 
Pos =-bh 
c3=F0+ýc ecpo ApEs+c cro 
AsEs 
C4 (Po + Oc ccro APES )(h-d P)+ 
(R 
0 +e cro 
ASES )(h-d 
S) 
CM+C4 5h 
Eqn(4.7) applies to all practical shapes of section. The 
terms B, and B2 only apply when the neutral axis is located in 
the bottom flange of the section. Otherwise, the terms B2 or 
both B1, and B2 are equal to zero depending on whether the 
neutral axis is located in the web or top flange respectively. 
The above cubic equation can be solved with any value of the 
applied moment (M) If the-section and material properties and the 
Initial stresses in steel (tendons and noir-prestressed steel) 
before the application of load are known. In addition, initial 
values of 0u and Oc are assumed and these are later successively 
corrected by iterative procedure. Detail of the iteration process 
will be further explained later. 
Once the neutral axis position has been determined, the 
maximum concrete stress at the top can be obtained from Eqn(4.5). 
The increase in stress of both the tendons and the non-prestressed 
steel after the stage of decompression (i. e. from MO to M) is 
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given by :- 
Af 
p= 
(c 
cp + ccpo 
) ýc Es 
and 
Afs = (e cr +C cro 
)Es 
where 
c--fc 
(d 
p -- 
cp EcX 
and 
f (d - 
cr EX c 
4.1.4 Strain Factors 
A strain factor was introduced by Baker[271 for the 
theoretical calculation of the ultimate load of beams with any 
type of reinforcement and any degree of bond. The strain factor 
related the strain in the steel and In the adjacent concrete. It 
was a function of several variables and was equal to unity when 
the steel was well bonded to the concrete. Baker suggested that 
this parameter should be determined experimentally and recommended 
a safe limiting value of 0.1 to be used in the design of unbonded 
prestressed concrete beam. Janney et al[201 and Pannell et 
al[31,321 and a good deal of work was carried out on unbonded 
prestressed beams both theoretically and experimentally to 
determine the limiting value of the strain factor at the ultimate 
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state. The results obtained by these researchers are however not 
suitable for the study of service load conditions. The object of 
this section Is to evaluate the strain factors (ý and 0c) of an 
unbonded partially prestressed section up to service load, where 
ýu and refer to the strain factor in the uncracked and 
cracked state respectively. The characteristic of an unbonded 
tendon Is that the change in tendon strain is the same over its N 
length and hence the total elongation of the tendon is equal to 
the total extension of the concrete at the tendon level. The 
assumption of no friction between the tendons and ducts still 
applies. The change in tendon strain is therefore a function of 
the applied moment at all the points along the member depending as 
it does on the pattern of loading and the profile of the tendons. 
When the member in uncracked stage, the change in 
concrete strain (Ac C) under moment 
Mj is given by :- 
Mie 6P e2 
cc19A i2 
Hence, the extension of concrete ( At ) and the average change in 
tendon strain ( Ac 
p) are 
given by :- 
Lt 
At 
f 
Ac dX 
C 
0 
and 
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Ae At 
pLt 
Lt mx e, 
dX 
fIgEc 
L. 
t 
fAE e2 
+ -P 
S (1 dX 
LtAEc 
0 
therefore, 
Ac 
where 6P APES AC P -the 
additional compressive force in 
concrete due to the change in tendon strain 
P 
Lt - total length of member. 
e- eccentricity of tendons. 
Mx = function of applied moment. 
- The factor ý can be evaluated provided the 
function 
U 
the section and material properties are known. 
In the cracked stage, the member is assumed to be fully 
cracked over the whole span i. e. the member has a straight tendon 
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profile and under constant moment, and the tension stiffening of 
concrete is taken into consideration. The possible strain 
distribution between adjacent cracks is shown In Fig. 4.2 where 
e Is the virtual concrete strain at the tendon level in a cp 
cracked section and fcts Is the tensile stress in concrete at 
the same level halfway between cracks regarding as the stiffening 
effect of concrete. The value of fcts is assumed to be I N/mm2 
under short-term loading as recommended in CP110. The actual 
pattern of the longitudinal concrete strain distribution is not 
known but the average concrete strain can generally be expressed 
as :- 
ecav ' ecp - O(ccp - cud 
or 
f 
cts ecav ý- ccp - O(c cp - -E-C-) ..... 
Eqn. (4.8) 
The average concrete strain is thus intermediate between 
the two value c and c and also depends on the magnitude of cp uc 
where $ý is a strain distribution coefficient and is governed 
by the tension stiffening effect of concrete. a equal to zero 
represents the complete loss of tension stiffening thus the 
average concrete strain is also the virtual concrete strain at the 
cracks. Bennett[60] has originally proposed a linear distribution 
which represents $-0.5 but later investigation by Lee[21 has 
showed that 0 0.15 was more appropriate for his test results 
on bonded partially prestressed beams. 
From Eqn(4.8), the extension of concreteýat the tendon 
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level after cracking (i. e. from MO to M) is given by 
Ltf 
f 
fe 
cp 
S(c cts dx 
cp Ec 
0 
Hence, the average change in tendon strain is given by: - 
f 
[c (c 
f 
cts dx 
Lt cp cp Ec 
0 
therefore, 
(c Kc C"- dx 
Ltf cp cp Ec 
oc 
c cp 
It should be pointed out that Oc only applies to a 
member under constant moment along its span. For other types of 
loading pattern, however, the principle will be the same. 
4.1.5 Pattern of Loading 
The change In tendon strain depends on the pattern of 
loading applied to the member. A symmetrical two point loading 
system Is considered for the analysis for comparison with 
experimental results. Fig. 4.3 shows a simply supported beam under 
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loading. The concrete section is considered to be cracked wherever 
the applied moment is greater than the decompression moment of the 
section. The beam is thus partially cracked with concrete sections 
near the supports remaining uncracked. Referring to Fig. 4.3, the 
beam is divided into 3 regions (L, L2 and L3 ) where L, 
represents the length of the uncracked region and L2 and L3 
indicate the length of the cracked region under varying and 
constant moment respectively. The average change in concrete 
strain at the tendon level over the entire span can be obtained as 
follows. 
In the uncracked region Ll , the average change in concrete 
strain Is given by :- 
Me 
oj 
CPU A 
2E I [I + -P- a+ 
S-2) 
CgA i2 
In the cracked region L2 . the average change in concrete strain 
before and after cracking Is given by :- 
Before cracking, 
c cpe 
c cpom + Ccpoj 
2 
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After cracking, 
c cpom+e cpoj E cpm+ 
c 
cpoj c cpm E cpoj 1 )+(- ß( - 22Ec 
Therefore, the total change in concrete strain along L2 Is 
obtained by adding the two expressions. 
C +C C +C 
Ae 
cpcv e cpe 
+ (---CPM-CPOJ-)- 
cpm cpoj_ 
22 
C 
where c cpom concrete strain at 
the tendon level in section m-m 
under Mom , 
C cpoj concrete strain at 
the tendon level in section J-j 
under Moj . 
C cpm virtual concrete strain at 
the tendon level in 
section m-m under Mm, x - 
In the cracked region L3 . the average changes in concrete strain 
at the tendon level before and after cracking are given by :- 
Before cracking, 
c cpe - ecpom 
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After cracking, 
[e 
cpm 
O(c )l 
cpm Ec cpom 
Therefore, the total change In concrete strain along L3 is given 
by adding the above expressions. 
c 
Ae 
CPCC 'ý ccpe + 
[c 
cpm - 
0(c 
cpm 
Finally, the average change in concrete strain at the tendon level 
for the entire span Lt , is given by :- 
Ae 
2L 
I Ae CPU + 
2L 2 Ac cpcv +L3 
Ac 
cpcc 
..... Eqn. (4.9) cav L 
The average change in tendon strain along the beam is, 
Ae 
p= 
Ae 
cav Eqn. (4.10) 
The 
. 
strain factors at the section m-m and the section J-j are ýcm 
and Ouj respectively, 
e `2 
A P- p- Aei)OM 
0 .... Eqn. (4.11) CM c cpm +c cpom ý 
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and 
Ac 
p 
..... Eqn. (4.12) uj c cpe -c cpoj 
where AEPom is the change in tendon strain while the critical 
section m-m is at the point of decompression. The term Aepom can 
be derived as follows :- 
Referring to Fig. 4.4, the function of the linear varying moment 
is, 
mx 
om 
(L I+L 2) 
therefore, 
IL 
+L 
MX efL 
3M 
ome Ae [2 dX + dX pom EcLt 
919 00 
tApEs Ae 
pom 2 ) (I + EL) dX 
fA 
i2 
0 
hence, 
MeL. + Lt) OM 
Ae 
pom -C 
19A 2Lt 
2 ..... 
Eqn. (4.13) 
1+ p- a(l + s: ) A i2 
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The terms AePOM and Mom are inter-related by a strain factor ýUm 
so that an iterative procedure is required. The expression for, the 
ýum is given by :- 
Ae 
pom 
..... Eqn. (4.14) e cpe - ecpom 
4.1.6 Summary of Computation Procedures 
A summary of the computation procedures involved in the 
above analysis for unbonded prestressed cracked section is listed 
below with reference to FIg. 4.3. The beam is loaded at two points 
resulting In a trapesoidal bending moment diagram with a maximum 
moment Mmax, * 
(1) The effective forces (P. R* ) in the two types of steel can 
be estimated by using the CP110 method or by direct 
measurement on the beam before testing. From these and the 
material and section properties of the beam, the effective 
prestrains in the concrete are calculated. 
(2) With an assumed value- of the strain factor ý UM , the 
decompression moment (mom ), the concrete strains 
( ecpom 9 ecrom ) at the tendon and non-prestressed steel level 
and the forces (Po, Rom ) In the steel, relating to the 
decompression moment, are calculated by the general 
procedures described In Section 4.1.3 . The average tendon 
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strain ( Ae pom 
) at this stage can be obtained by using 
Eqn(4.13) and the strain factor can be recalculated by using 
Eqn(4.14) which is in terms of e cPoM 
and Ac 
POM 
so that an 
iterative procedure is necessary. 
This step enables the decompression moment (Mom-) of the 
critical section to be obtained and compared with the applied 
moment (Mm, x 
) to determine whether the beam is cracked. If 
so, Step(3), i. e. cracked, section analysis, follows, 
otherwise, the uncracked section theory is applied. 
(3) The critical section ur-m under moment Msx Is calculated by 
solving the cubic equation for the depth of the neutral axis 
with an assumed value of strain factor (ý cm 
). The cubic 
equation involves the terms CC, POM and Rom cpom crom 
whcih were obtained from Step(2). The concrete stress at the 
top and the virtual concrete strain (. c cpm 
) at the level of 
the tendon can then be evaluated by the procedures described 
in Section 4.1.3. 
(4) The decompression moment (MOj ), the concrete strains 
(C 
cpoj' I r; croj 
), and the steel forces (POj ROj ) are 
computed for the section J-j where the concrete stress Is 
zero at the bottom, with an assumed value of strain factor 
Ouj ) and using the procedures in Step(2). 
(5) The average change In concrete strains at the tendon level is 
determined over the entire span by using the procedures 
described in Section 4.1.5. Referring to Fig. 4.3, the beam 
is divided into 3 regions ( L, L2 and L3')' 
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(a) The distance L, of the section J-j from the support is 
found from the the relationship L, = MO, (LI +L2 
Mmax - 
(b) The average change in concrete' strain in each region Is 
determined separately. 
(c) Hence the average change in concrete strain over the 
entire span is obtained. 
(6) 'The'average change in tendon strain is equal' to the average 
change in concrete strain obtained in Step(5). 
(7) The strain factors (0 
uj '0 cm 
are recalculated by using 
Eqns(4.11) and (4.12), and the new and old values compared, 
If either has a difference greater than the tolerance (0.0001 
in the present application), Steps(3), (4) (5)'and (6) 
are 
repeated with'the new values of strain factor'until the 
desired accuracy Is obtained. 
(8) The increase of stress 'in both types of steel may now be 
computed. 
A computer program has been developed for calculating 
the deflection of unbonded partially prestressed concrete beams 
under a symmetrical two-point loading. The program includes the 
cracked section analysis as described above. The method of 
calculating the deflection are explained in the next section. 
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4.2 Analysis of Deflection 
4.2.1 Introduction 
The need for a rigorous analysis of the deflection of 
unbonded partially prestressed concrete members has been discussed 
in Chapter 3. A method will now be presented for the computation 
of the short-term deflection of this type of member. 
The major factors which affect the short-term deflection 
of a cracked prestressed concrete member under service load are : 
the modulus of elasticity of concrete; prestressing force; amount 
of reinforcement; cross section; load distribution and supports 
conditions; magnitude of load and degree of cracking along the 
member. The effect of cracking is complicated because cracks 
appear only in the part of the member under high moment. In 
addition, the concrete between the cracks still carries some 
tension. Consequently, the stiffness of the concrete section 
varies and therefore causes the curvature to vary along the span 
as indicated In Fig. 4.5. The ýphenomenon of concrete in tension 
between the cracks is known as the tension stiffening effect and 
may significantly reduce the average curvature of a cracked 
section, Increasing the effective stiffness above the value 
calculated by disregrading the tensile strength of the concrete. 
If the strain at the steel level is considered, rather than the 
curvature, the average strain in the non-prestressed steel is seem 
to be less than the strain at the position of the cracks. The 
mechanism of the tension stiffening effect and its evaluation will 
be discussed in Section 4.2.2. The determination of the 
distribution of curvature is an essential step in the analysis of 
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deflection of cracked prestressed members. Once the distribution 
Is known, the deflected profile of the member can be found using 
the usual numerical integration technique. 
Procedures for determining the average curvatures are 
given in Section 4.2.3. These are based on the recommendations in 
CPHO, Appendix A. A computer program is developed for the 
analysis which is applicable for partially prestressed beams with 
unbonded tendons simply supported and loaded at two points. The 
program is listed in Appendix . 
4.2.2 Tension Stiffening. 2n First Loading 
4.2.2.1 General Remarks 
Before cracking, the concrete and steel in a partially 
prestressed concrete member will behave linearly. When the tensile 
strength of the concrete has been exceeded, flexural cracks will 
form at the tensile face and extend to a level very close to that 
of the neutral axis. The-tensile resistance of the concrete below 
the neutral axis is ignored, so that the whole of the tensile 
force carried by the concrete before cracking must be transferred 
to the steel which crosses the cracks, in order to satisfy the 
equilibrium conditions of the section. However, the behaviour in 
the region between the cracks Is not yet fully understood. The 
tensile stresses are transferred to the concrete by means of bond 
and evidence from pull-out tests[611 Indicates that the bond 
characteristic are greatly influenced by the type of reinforcing 
bars; the magnitude of the load and number of load cycles. 
_ 
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When deformed bars are used, the bond between the 
concrete and steel is effective except In the vicinity of cracks 
where the bond is destroyed. As the ýsteel stress increases, the 
local forces Induced at the ribs of the reinforcing bars will 
cause Internal cracking, thereby decreasing the amount of tension 
carried by the concrete. At higher loads, the degradation of bond 
In the concrete becomes continuous until eventually the concrete 
can provide no tensile resistance at all. At this stage, there is I 
usually longitudinal splitting of the concrete along the line of 
the bar and the tension stiffening effect contributed by the 
concrete Is completely lost. 
4.2.2.2 Methods of Evaluation 
Numerous methods[62] have been suggested to allow for 
the tension stiffening -effect in concrete members on the average 
steel stress for the calculation of crack width, curvature and 
deflection. This-factor Is Important for calculating the stress in 
unbonded tendons in the present research. 
Basically, the average steel stress is calculated from 
sav =fS- Afs 
where fS steel stress in a cracked section. 
Afs average reduction of steel stress due to tension 
stiffening effects. 
Various expressions have been proposed on the basis of 
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this principle. Yu and Winter[631 have suggested that the average 
tensile stress (ft ) of concrete between cracks can be expressed 
as a fraction of the tensile strength (modulus of rupture, fct ) 
of plain concrete, i. e. ft -K fct , where K Is a coefficient 
derived from tests . This tensile stress thus provides a resisting 
moment and the stress in the reinforcement corresponding to this 
moment is considered as the average reduction of stress due to 
the tension stiffening effect. A formula has been proposed in 
which the tensile strength of concrete is expressed in terms of 
the compresive strength. 
2/3' 
Af 
0.02(fcl) bh (h - X) 
(in S. I. units) 
sAz 
s 
where fc' - compression strength of concrete. 
b- width of cross-section In tension zone. 
z- lever arm of internal forces. 
h- depth of section. 
x- depth of neutral axis 
Rao and Subrahmanyam[64] have found that tension 
stiffening is reduced when the applied load Increases. The 
following formula has been derived from experimental results :- 
ff 
ct Csav 'ý E 
!. 
-0.18 
icr, 
pE ssss 
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where fecr ý steel stress at the appearance of the first flexural 
crack. 
The ratio (fscr / f, ) signifies the degree of cracking 
of the section. The stiffening effect will be vanished as the 
steel stress (f. ) increases to a higher value. 
Rao-s expression was further modified as follows for the 
CEB-FIP Model Code[50] to include the influence of bond, sustained 
loading and repitition of load, on tension stiffening. 
e=s [I -a0 
scr 2]40.4 s 
sav T- 12 
(-tý) 
E 
sss 
where aI-a coefficient which characteristics the bond proper- 
ties of the bars. 
1 for high bond bars. 
0.5 for plain bars. 
2ýa coefficient representing the influence of the dura- 
of the application or repitition of the loads. 
02 1 at the first loading. 
02 0.5 for loads applied in a sustained 
manner or for a large number of 
load cycles. 
In the British Code, CP110, Appendix A[81, two different 
methods have been adopted to account for the tension stiffening 
effect in the calculation of crack width and deflection 
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respectively. According to the Equation 62 in CP110, allowing for 
the tension stiffening of the concrete in the tensile zone, the 
average steel strain is given by :- 
cE1.2 
bh(al- L) 
x 10-3 sm sA (h - X) fy 
where a' - the distance from the compression face to the point 
at which the crack width is being calculated. 
other terms are the same as defined previously. 
On the other hand, according to the recommendation for 
calculating deflection of a cracked member under short-term 
loading, the stresses in the concrete in tension may be calculated 
on the assumption of linear stress distribution and to vary from 
zero at the neutral axis to a value of I N/mm2 at the centroid of 
the tension steel. However, no further Indication Is given of the 
interpretation of this assumption. It is possible that it follows 
the Yu and Winter proposal in which the tensile stress of concrete 
(i. e. K fct -1 N/mm2) will produce a resisting moment to reduce 
the average strain of a cracked section. On the other hand, 
Bennett and Lee in recent work have assumed that the concrete 
tensile stress is specified at the point halfway between the 
cracks and further suggested a coefficient ($ ) to represent the 
longitudinal curvature distribution between adjacent cracks. This 
enables the curvature at both the cracked and uncracked section 
(halfway between cracks) to be calculated. The average curvature 
can then be obtained by the following expression. 
r11- 
a( 
r1-r1) av 
TC 
r cr UC 
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where rcr ý radius of curvature at the cracked section. 
ruc ý radius of curvature at the mid-point between cracks. 
a- distribution coefficient. 
The interpretation of Bennett and Lee has been adopted 
for the present investigation but it has been found more 
convenient to change. the definition of $ for the strain rather 
than curvature distribution. This has been discussed In Section 
4.1.4. The comparisons of the above methods with test results are 
discussed in Chapter Six. 
4.2.3_Computation of Deflection 
The analytical method presented in this section for 
calculating the deflection of unbonded partially prestressed beams 
is based on the recommendations In CP110, Appendix A. This Is a 
general method whereby the approach Is to assess the curvatures of 
sections under the appropriate moments and then calculate the 
deflection by Integrating the curvatures over the whole- span of 
the member. It is therefore necessary to calculate the curvatures 
for a series of sections. The general expression for curvature is 
given by :- 
ct+C 
h 
where Ct and Cb are the concrete strains at the top and bottom 
of the section respectively and h is the depth of the section. It 
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Is understood -that the average concrete strain at the bottom of 
the cracked section is reduced due to the effect of tension 
stiffening which Is therefore of importance in the analysis. The 
proposed methods to take this factor into consideration have been 
discussed in the previous section and in what follows, the 
recommendation for calculating deflection in CP110 is adopted for 
the present study. According to this method, the average concrete 
strain at the tendon level is given by :- 
cca (e 
1 
cav CP cp 
f-) 
c 
where ecp Is the virtual concrete strain at the tendon level in 
the cracked section and 0 is a distribution coefficient of the 
longitudinal strain between the cracks. The range of 0 is between 
zero and one In which $- -0 represents the complete loss of 
tension stiffening. In present Investigation, several values of a 
were studied and compared with test results. The comparisons are 
discussed in Chapter Six. 
Once the average concrete strain Is determined, the 
average curvature of the section is given by :- 
f 
+ "cav 
C- 
-- --- rd av p 
..... Eqn. (4.15) 
where fc is the concrete stress at the top of the section. It Is 
assumed to be the same over the entire section between the cracks. 
The deflected shape of a member is related to the 
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curvatures by the differential equation, 
1 d2y 
rx dX2 
4 
where rx = radius of curvature at section x along a member. 
y deflection at x. 
The deflection may be calculated directly from this 
equation by integrating the curvatures along the member using the 
moment-area method. The member is divided into a number of small 
elements' of equal length over each of which, the moment and 
curvature are assumed to be constant. Before cracking, the 
curvature of each element can be calculated by using the uncracked 
section theory. However, after cracking, the cracked section 
analysis for unbonded member described in Section 4.1.3 should be 
used for the appropriate sections. While the curvature over the 
remainder of the beam (i. e. near the supports) can be determined 
by the uncracked section theory. It should be noted that the 
average tendon stress over the whole member should be used when 
analysing these uncracked sections. The computation procedures 
involved in the analysis are outlined in the next section. 
4.2.4 Development of Computer Program for Deflection Computation 
A computer program has been developed for calculating 
the short-term deflection of unbonded partially prestressed 
concrete beams with straight tendons. The program Is applicable to 
simply supported beams loaded at two symmetrical points. The load 
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due to the self-weight of the beam , however, is uniformly 
distributed and will therefore be converted into two point loads 
such that these loads will cause the same deflection due to the 
self-weight as calculated by using the linear elastic theory. In 
the computation, the beam is divided into a number of small 
elements (81 elements in present study) of equal length and the 
curvatures of successive elements are determined by the-procedures 
presented below. This should be read in conjunction with the 
procedures described in Section 4.1.6 . 
(1) The section properties based on the transformed concrete 
section are calculated from the given dimensions and material 
properties of the beam. 
(2) The effective prestrains In the concrete are calculated from 
the given effective forces in the two types-of steel and the 
section properties obtained in Step(l). 
(3) The bending moment, in each element Is calculated from the 
given load and the distance of which from the supports. 
The decompression moment of the critical section -(section 
under maximum moment) is computed by the procedures described 
lnýStep(2) of Section 4.1.6, which is then compared with the 
applied maximum moment to determine whether the beam is 
cracked. 
(i) If the beam is uncracked, then the curvatures of 
successive elements along the beam can be determined by 
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the uncracked section analysis before proceeding to 
Step(7) for deflection computation. 
(ii) Otherwise, the cracked section theory described in 
Section 4.1.6 (Steps 3 to 7) should be used, thus 
enabling the average tendon stress to be obtained. In 
addition, the length of the uncracked region from the 
support can also be determined. 
(5) The respective decompression moment of the elements within 
the cracked region are calculated and the concrete strains 
and steel forces relating to this moment are also computed. 
(6) Starting from the nearest element to the support, the 
curvature over each element is calculated using Eqn(4.15) 
after obtaining the concrete strains at the top and bottom of 
the element. If the concrete section being considered Is 
within the uncracked region, then the uncracked section 
theory should be applied. Otherwise, the cracked section 
theory described in Section 4.1.6 should be used to obtain 
the depth of the neutral axis of the section. The average 
concrete strains and the curvature can then be determined. 
When analysing the elements, the average tendon stress 
obtained in Step(4) should be used. 
(7) The deflected profile of the beam can be obtained by 
Integrating the curvatures of all the elements along the beam 
using the moment-area method. 
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In view of the complexity of the computation involved, 
the procedures have been described above for the second cycle of 
loading only. In the computation for the first cycle of loading, 
the decompression moment is replaced by the cracking moment In 
which the tensile strength of concrete is taken into 
consideration. The program is listed in Appendix . 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
I EXPERIMENTAL PROGRAMME 
5.1 Introduction 
Seventeen beams, including fifteen unbonded partially 
prestressed and two reinforced concrete beams, of two different 
sections (rectangular and I shaped) were tested. The reinforcement 
used was 7 mm high tensile wire for tendons and 10 mm cold-work 
deformed bar for non-prestressed steel. The design, material 
properties and fabrication technique of the test bea- will be 
described in detail in this chapter, and information will be given 
of the prestressing system, instrumentation and test arrangement 
and procedure. 
5.2 Design Detail of Test Beams 
5.2.1 Size and Shape of Sections 
The basic consideration for the test beams was that they 
should fail in flexure and also that they should be as large as 
practicable so that observations made at the service load might 
have the maximum degree of relevance to typical structural 
members. The test beams were therefore designed with an overall 
depth of 305 mm and total length of 6.3 metres to allow an 
effective span of 6 metres. Of the seventeen beams tested, fifteen 
were prestressed with post-tensioned high tensile wire left 
ungrouýed,. and the remainder were rectangular reinforced concrete 
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beams for purposes of comparison. There were nine beams of 
rectangular section out of the fifteen unbonded prestressed beams 
and the remaining six were of I-shaped section. The size of the 
beam is similar to that of some of the small members used in 
building structures and their proportions are such that they could 
be regarded as models of bridge beams. The detailed dimensions of 
the beam are illustrated in Fig. 5.1. - 
5.2.2 Ratio of Reinforcetent 
The test beams can be divided Into three series based on 
the different ratios of reinforcement so that the design ultimate 
moment of all the beams, in one series is about the same. The three 
reinforcement ratios for series 1,2 and 3 correspond to the 
tensile resistance provided by respective tendons of 3,4 and 5 
high, tensile wires of 7 mm diameter-in a fully prestressed beam 
without norr-prestressed reinforcement. In each series, different 
number of prestressed wires were used and the corresponding number 
of norr-pres tressed reinforcing bars calculated, to make up the 
required ultimate moment, allowing for the fact that there would 
be a smaller increase of stress in the unbonded tendonsý then In 
the -bonded tendons -used in the previous tests[2]. The design. 
ultimate moment ýcalculated according to CP110, cl. 4.3.4 for the 
three series varies from 36 kNm to 60.1 kNm. Full details of the 
beams in the three series are given In Tables 5.1 and 5.2 and 
Fig. 5.1 . 
5.2.3 Level of Prestress 
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As mentioned earlier, the 3 series of beams correspond 
to the tensile resistance provided by 3,4 and 5 tendons in fully 
prestressed beams. However, by replacing some of the prestressing 
wires by a certain number of bars, it is possible to vary the 
prestress in the concrete while maintaining about the same design 
ultimate moment within each series. The level of prestress can be 
represented by a partial prestressing ratio as advocated by 
Naaman[18] or by the, degree of prestress as used by Bachman[651- 
The values of these two parameters together with the main data for 
the test beams in each series are given in Table 5.1 . 
5.2.4 Design Ultimate and Service Moment 
Assuming an overall load safety factor of 1.5 for the 
dead and live load, the design service moment of the beams was 
taken to be two-thirds of the design ultimate moment. The latter 
was calculated according to CP110, cl. 4.3.4[8) with the material 
safety factors of 1.5 for concrete and 1.15 for the non- 
prestressed steel. However, the stress developed in the unbonded 
tendons at the ultimate moment Is governed by the values given in 
CP110 , Table 38. The design ultimate moment, and hence the 
service moment, are approximately the same for all the beams in 
each series. However, the service moment used in the tests is the 
average in each series. The values of the design ultimate and 
service moment are given in Table 5.1 
5.3 Beam Designation 
A simple code was use to identify each test beam. Each 
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reference number consisted of a letter followed by three numerals 
separated into three parts. The letter refers to the shape of 
cross section of the beam (eg. I for I-shaped section) and is 
followed by a number (1,2 or 3) to indicate the reinforcement 
ratio for the beam series. The second and third number represent 
the number of tendons and non-prestressed steel bars respectively. 
Thus, for example, beam R2.3.2 is a rectangular section beam with 
the second level of total reinforcement, having 3 tendons and 2 
norr-prestressed steel bars. 
5.4 Materials 
5.4.1 Concrete 
A high strength concrete was chosen to allow the maximum 
variation of prestress , as described in Section 5.2.3 , without 
the prestress in the concrete at transfer exceeding the 
permissible value of half the compressive strength specified In 
CPHO. In addition, it helped to ensure that the beams were under- 
reinforced for failure. A mix of I: 1.5 :3 by weight with a 
water/cement ratio of 0.45 was specified so as to comply with the 
strength requirement for Grade 60 concrete In Table 28 of CP110. 
The concrete consisted of ordinary Portland cement, natural 
Nottinghamshire sand and 10 mm crushed quartzite gravel. The 
concrete was found to develop the required strength of 50 N/mm2 at 
7 days. The actual properties of concrete of'each beam are given 
In Table 5.3. 
For each mix, all the constituent materials were weighed 
In the required proportions before being fed into a mixer of 350 
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kg dry weight capacity. The materials were turned over for about 
a minute before the addition of the required quantity of water, 
after which a further two minutes mixing ensured an uniform 
workable mix. Three batches were necessary for the rectangular 
beams but only two for the I beams. Slump and compacting factor 
tests of the fresh concrete were carried out in accordance with BS 
1881[661 before the concrete was placed. The compacting factor 
varied between 0.921 and 0.954 and the values of slump between 30 
and 75 mm. Control specimens comprising nine 100 mm cubes, three 
150 MM cubes, three 500xlOOxlOO zým prisms and two 300x150 mm 
diameter cylinders were cast from each mix before the concrete was 
taken to the casting bed. ' I 
5.4.2 Steel 
5.4.2.1 Prestressing Steel 
The prestressing steel used for all the beams was a7 mm 
plain, cold-drawn high tensile wire with a specified 
characteristic strength of 60.4 kN. The typical stress-strain 
relationship of the wire obtained from tensile tests Is shown in 
Fig. 5.2a and its mechanical properties are given In Table 5.4a. 
5.4.2.2 Norr-Prestressed Steel 
The tensile reinforcement in all the test beams except 
the fully prestressed beam, consisted of 10 mm cold-work deformed 
bar with a characteristic strength of 460 N/mm2. The steel is 
known commercially as "Torbar" . In the fully prestressed beam, 
R1.3.0, two 6 mm hot-rolled mild steel bars were used to hold the 
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stirrups. 
The results of tensile tests on sample bars are given in 
Table 5.4b and the typical stress-strain curve Is shown in 
Fig. 5.2b . 
5.4.2.3 Shear Reinforcement 
The shear reinforcement was provided by 6 mm hot-rolled 
mild steel bar of characteristic strength of 250 N/mm2 bent Into 
closed links as shown in Fig. 5.1. Nominal shear, reinforcement at a 
spacing of 150 mm was used throughout the beam except In the 
support regions where the spacing was reduced to 50 mm. The 
details of the stirrups are shown In Fig-5.3. 
5.4.2.4 Top Reinforcement 
Nominal reinforcement was provided at the top along the 
whole length of the beam to facilitate the formation and location 
of the reinforcing cage. This consisted of one 6 mm. mild steel bar 
in the I beams and two in the rectangular beams. 
5.5 Farbrication of the Test Beams 
5.5.1 Formwork 
The casting moulds were constructed on a bed consisting 
of Inverted rolled-steel channels and a P. V. C. sheet was 
screwed to the top of the bed to provide an even, true finish to 
the soffit. of the beams. The sides of the mould were made of steel 
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channels 305 mm deep, placed back to back. For the I beams, 
varnished wood pieces shaped to form the webs were fixed to the 
inside of the channels. The casting bed with the mould for 
rectangular beams is shown In Fig. 5.4. 
5.5.2 Casting 
The reinforcing cage was prepared as shown in Fig. 5.4, 
placed in position on the casting bed and adjusted in the mould to 
give the designed cover for the reinforcement. The duct for the 
tendons was formed by an inflated rubber tube of the required 
diameter held rigidly, in position by locating rings fixed to the 
sides of the mould at the required level. The sides of the mould 
were given a coat of mould oil before placing in position and the 
reinforcing cage was located accurately by means of spacers at 
regular intervals. A wedge-shaped steel box was fixed to form a 
void to allow the flaring of the tendons at the anchorages. 
The concrete, mixed as described In Section 5.4.1, was 
placed in layers and compacted by two vibrators bolted loosely on 
top of the mould. Two G-clamps secured the ends of the mould to 
prevent distortion during vibration. All precautions were taken to 
ensure that the concrete flowed freely between reinforcing bars 
especially in the bottom flange of the I beams. For each batch of 
concrete, slump and compacting factor tests were carried out and 
control specimens listed In Section 5.4.1 were cast. 
The surface of the beam was later trowelled to ensure a 
good surface finish and was then covered with wet hessian mats and 
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polythene sheets, the former of which were watered daily. The 
mould was stripped and the rubber tube was deflated after 4 days 
and the beam covered again to prevent possible cracking due to 
shrinkage whereas the reinforced concrete beams were moved into 
the curing room at this stage and stored until required for 
testing. The control specimens were taken into the curing room on 
the day after casting. 
5.5.3 Prestrýssing 
The stressing operation was usually carried out a week 
after casting. The beam was uncovered on the previous day and 
allowed to dry. Stainless steel studs for the Demountable 
mechanical extensometer (Demec gauge) were attached at the 
specified positions on the beam. 
Before stressing, initial readings were taken while the 
beam was on the casting bed and several cubes were tested to 
ascertain the compressive strength of the concrete. The required 
number of wires, lightly greased, were threaded through the duct 
with care to prevent twisting inside the duct. If the wires had 
been fitted with electrical strain gauges, particular care was 
necessary to avoid damage. In spite of these precaution, some 
gauges became unserviceable during stressing. The end stressing 
plates were placed over the ends of the wires. This was followed 
by placing duralumin dynamometer behind the end plate at each end. 
The wires at the remote end were degreased before locked against a 
steel cap on the dynamometer by means of anchor grips. At the 
jacking end, the wires were also degreased before fitting anchor 
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grips. A force of approximately 2 kN was applied to the first wire 
by means of a C. C. L. mono-wire Jack to secure the end plates and 
dynamometers in position accurately. The tension in the wire was 
then increased to 45 M. This force, infact, corresponded to 75 % 
of the guaranteed ultimate strength rather than the designed value 
of 70 % in order to allow for the loss of tendon stress due to 
slip-in at the anchorage. The apparent extension of the wire was 
measured and -checked against calculated value. The actual force 
applied by the Jack was measured by the Jack pressure gauge which 
had been calibrated previously by the manufacturer. The force was 
also checked against the readings obtained from the electrical 
strain gauges on the wire. When the desired force had been 
attained, the split wedges were hammered into the position and the 
Jack pressure released. The procedure was repeated for other 
wires. In the beams having more than two wires, the inner wire was 
tensioned first to minimise transverse bending. The final forces 
in the wire or wires could be obtained from the dynamometers which 
had been accurately calibrated. The stressing of the beam is 
illustrated in Fig. 5.5. 
When the stressing operation had been completed, the 
beam was lifted and supported at its ends and the strain readings 
were taken before moving it into the curing room until required 
for test. 
5.6 Preparation of Beams for Testing 
Generally two days before testing, the beam and all the 
control specimens were taken out of the curing room and the beam 
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was set up and carefully aligned in the test rig with a clear span 
of 6 metres. The beam was coated with a thin layer of whitewash to 
facilitate easy crack detection and measurement of crack width, 
and dial gauges mounted for deflection measurement. Two rollers 
were placed on the top of the beam at a distance 2120 mm from 
either ends to support the load-spreader beam. The loading 
arrangement is shown in Fig. 5.6. The two-point loading arrangement 
was designed to give almost the same ratio of moment to deflection 
at the midspan as would be produced by an uniformly distributed 
load. Strain measurements were taken before the spreader beam was 
placed in position. 
5.7 Instrumentation 
5.7.1 Deflection Measurement 
Deflection at seven points along ithe beams, symmetry on 
either side, was measured by means of Baty dial gauges with a 
resolution of 0.025 mm or 0.01 mm. The positions of the dial 
gauges are shown In Fig. 5.6. 
5.7.2 Strain Measurement 
5.7.2.1 Concrete 
-The longitudinal and transverse strain was measured by a 
Demountable mechanical extensometer, with a resolution of 10 
micro-metre/metre, on a series of 203 mm gauge lengths at the top 
and bottom of the beam over the whole span and also at five other 
levels at the five extensometer positions nearest to the midspan. 
In addition, the local strains in the constant moment region were 
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also measured by a Demec gauge with a resolution of 24.5 micro- 
metre/metre over a series of 50 mm gauge lengths. The positions of 
the Demec points are Indicated In Fig. 5.6. 
5.7.2.2 Steel 
The strain in the tendon was measured by three PL-5 
electrical strain gauges which were mounted on the prestressing 
wire, one at the centre and one over each support. The gauge and 
all the exposed electrical connections were covered with a layer 
of M-Coat D which provided insulation against any possible 
electrical leakage. The M-Coat D was in turn covered with a layer 
of protective coating M-Coat G whichý sealed the gauge from 
moisture and contaminants. The treated area was finally enclosed 
with a heat shrinkageable tube to ensure the coating was well 
protected from physical damage. The strain gauges were connected 
to-the Peekel strain measuring unit in which could be read to the 
nearest. -5-micro-metre/metre.. 
5.7.3 Stress 
The total forces in the tendons were measured by the 
duralumin dynamometer at each end of the beam. A full bridge 
circuit consisted of four PL-10 electrical strain gauges were used 
f6r the dynamometer in order to minimize , the error due to 
temperature variation. The dynamometer was precisely calibrated 
every time before used and it was, also wired up to a Peekel. 
5.7.4 Crack Detection and Measurement 
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The formation of cracks were detected with the aid of a 
hand lamp and magnifying glass. The crack widths were measured 
with an Ultra Lomara 250b self-illuminated hand microscope with a 
magnification of 40 and resolution of 0.02 mm. 
5.8 Test Arrangement 
The general loading arrangement used for the beams under 
short-term static loading test and combination of sustained 
loading with intermittent cyclic loading is shown in Fig. 5.6. The 
cyclic loading was applied through a Dennisorr-Avery 250 kN 
hydraulic Jack and sustained loading was applied to the beam by 
sets of 100 lbf weights through two sets of lever mechanisms 
acting at the loading points shown in Fig. 5.7. The beams were 
tested to failure in the same rig. However, the beam under 
sustained loading alone was transferred to another test rig which 
consisted of a similar lever mechanism acting at the mid-span of 
the beam As shown in Fig. 5.8. The test rigs have been described In 
detail by Lee[441. 
5.9 Test Procedure 
5.9.1 Introduction 
Each test commenced with two cycles of short-term 
loading up to service load. Eight beam were loaded to destruction 
after 2 or 3 days and one beam was tested under long-term 
sustained load. The remainder were tested under a combination of 
ustained and short-term cyclic load. The type of loading of the 
eams is given in Table 5-5. - 
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5.9.2 First and Second Cycle of Loading 
Testing usually commenced between 3 and 4 weeks after 
casting and the beam was set up as described In Section 5.6. 
Before the application of load, the beam was inspected carefully 
for any cracks due to shrinkage or mis-handling during 
transportation, after which the initial strain and deflection 
readings were taken. The electrical strain measuring instrument 
had been switched on an hour earlier to attain a constant 
temperature within the apparatus. The spreader beam was then 
placed In position and then the Jack was centred over It. The 
strain and deflection readings were again taken. 
.1 The load was applied in about 12 to 16 increments of 
between 1 to 3 kN depending on the magnitude of the load required 
to produce the desired service moment on the beam. The electrical 
strain gauges and deflection readings were taken at each increment 
but the concrete strain was measured at larger Intervals. The 
appearance of the first crack was carefully 'observed and the 
cracking load was recorded. The widths of cracks at the non- 
prestressed steel level and the positions of all the cracks within 
the constant moment zone were measured. 
On unloading, only the deflection readings were taken'at 
each load decrement and the load at which complete closure of the 
largest crack occurred was recorded. The strain readings at half 
service load and no load were also taken. 
In the second cycle of loading, similar testing 
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procedures were 'carried out up to the service load. The load at 
which the cracks reopened was noted. 
5.9.3 Combination of Sustained and Short-Term Cyclic Loading 
Seven Beams were subjected to combined sustained and 
short-term cyclic loading., After the first two cycles of loading 
described above, the strain and deflection readings wereý taken 
before-the beam was loaded up to half the service load by means of 
the dead weight and lever mechanisms described in Section 5.8. 
Deflection readings were taken at each increment and strains were 
measured at half the service load , full service load and half 
service load again. - The beam would be maintained under this load 
for-about a month before finally loading to failure. 
Deflections were recorded daily throughout the sustained 
loading period. Intermittent cycles of short-term loading up to 
the full service, load were applied through the Jack at intervals 
of about 5 days. Deflection readings were taken throughout these 
load cycles and strains reading were taken at the half and full 
service load only. 
The total duration of the test was about 30 days and the 
beam was tested to failure at the end by the procedures described 
In Section 5.9.5. 
5.9.4 LonrTerm Sustained Loading 
After two cycles of loading as described in Section 
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5.9.2, the beam R3.3.4 was moved to another rig and tested under 
sustained loading. Initial- strain and deflection readings were 
taken before the spreader beam and the loading rig assembly was 
placed In position. The permanent load was then applied by means 
of dead weights acting upon the beam through a single lever system 
as shown in Fig. 5.8. Deflections were recorded at each increment 
of load until the total applied load was equal to half the service 
load. The strain and deflection readings were taken at this load 
in the usual manner. 
The deflections were taken daily for the first month and 
then twice weekly for the remainder of the test period. The strain 
readings were taken every 5 days for the first 30 days and at two- 
or three-week intervals. Throughout this period, a continuous 
record was maintained of temperature and relative humidity, and 
control specimens were tested for shrinkage and creep. 
The total duration of the test was about eleven months 
after which the beam was unloaded and left on the rig for about a 
month to observe the recovery of deformation. Deflections and 
strains continued to be measured regularly. The beam was finally 
load to destruction. 
5.9.2 Final Loadingto Failure 
In the final loading, similar procedures were carried 
out as in the first cycle. Measurements of starin, crack width 
and deflection were made at each load increment until the 
condition of the beam was considered unsafe, after which load was 
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applied steadily until failure occurred. Photographs were taken 
prior 6 removal of the beam from the test rig and these are shown 
in Fig. 5.9. ý 
5.10 Control Tests 
Control tests on concrete for each beam were carried out 
according to BS 1881: 1983[661 as follows :- 
(a) Cubes Test : At. the time of stressing, at least three 100 mm 
cubes-were tested and another six were tested on the first 
day of the test. A further six 100 mm and six 150 mm cubes 
were tested at the end of testing of the beam. 
(b) Split Cylinder Test : At least four cylinders (300x150 mm 
dia. ) were tested on the first day of the test. 
(c) Modulus of Rupture : Tests were carried out on at least four 
prisms (lOOxlOOx5OO mm) on the first day of the test. 
(d) Modulus of Elasticity : Tests were carried out on at least 
two prisms (lOOxlOOx5OO mm) on the first day of the test. The 
strain was measured with a 203 mm Demec extensometer on 
opposite sides of the prism. 
Results obtained from these control tests are given in 
Tabie 5.3. In addition, control tests of creep and shrinkage of 
creep specimens were also performed. 
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(e) Creep : Creep tests were carried out on four cylindrical 
specimens (267x76 mm. dia. ) which were cast from the same 
concrete mix of the beam R3.3.4 . The test commenced 40 days 
after casting and continued for about 280 days. The test rig 
and procedure have been described in detail by Lee[44]. The 
result of the tests are given In Fig. 5.10. 
Shrinkage : Shrinkage of the concrete was monitored by 
measuring the strain with a 203 mm Demec extensometer on an 
unloaded plain concrete specimen as used for creep test. The 
result of the test is given In Fig. 5.11. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS AND 
CObIPARISON WITH THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS 
6.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, the results of the investigation are 
discussed in detail. The discussion is divided Into three parts, 
the first dealing with the general behaviour up to service load , 
the second part dealing with the observations'from the beams under 
combined long-term sustained and short-term cyclic loading and the 
third dealing with the observations in the final loading 
especially at the ultimate state. The results of tests are 
compared with the theoretical results of the analysis described in 
Chapter Four and some of the methods reviewed in Chapter Two. 
6.2 Initial State of Stress Before Testing 
The effective prestress in the concrete prior to the 
application of load is*tabulated In Table 6.1. It was calculated 
on the basis of the uncracked transformed concrete section and the 
total effective force in the prestressed and non-prestressed steel 
reinforcement. When computing the loss of prestress in the 
tendons, all such factors as relaxation of steel, creep and 
shrinkage of concrete, loss due to slip-in of anchorages at 
transfer and the effect of norr-prestressed steel were taken into 
consideration. An accurate prediction of these Is not easy and the 
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Influence of the non-prestressed steel on the time-dependent 
stresses caused by shrinkage and creep is particularly 
complicated. However, it was not necessary to rely on these 
calculations since the effective stress in the prestressed and 
non-prestressed steel could be obtained directly from test 
measurements before the commencement of each test. The effective 
tendon stress was obtained from the dynamometers as well as the 
electrical strain gauges on the tendon and the effective 
compressive stress in the non-prestressed steel was computed by 
measuring the concrete surface strains at that level. 
The Initial steel stresses are given in Table 6.2. The 
losses of prestress in the tendons were generally between 1.2 and 
8.9 percent over a period of about 3 weeks. Since the test beams 
were stored In, the curing room until between 12 and 48 hours 
before testing - the losses due to shrinkage and creep were 
usually small. The- loss due to relaxation and slip-in at the 
anchorages was about 68 percent of the total loss in most cases. 
It Is well known that the presence of non-prestressed 
reinforcement restrains the creep and shrinkage movement of 
concrete and therefore slightly reduces the loss in the 
prestressing steel due to contraction, but can, however, 
significantly reduce the resultant force acting on the concrete 
and hence cause increase the loss of prestress. This is 
particularly true in partially prestressed concrete in which the 
area of the non-prestressed steel is relatively large. Research 
has confirmed that as the concrete shrinks and creeps under 
compression there is a consequent increase in the loss of 
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precompression in concrete. Abeles[67] demonstrated that for beams 
with about the same ultimate resistance with different amounts of 
non-prestressed steel , the effective prestress with maximum 
amount of norr-prestressed steel was only 60 percent of that with 
the minimum amount of norr-prestressed steel. In calculating the 
effective prestress in concrete, Lee[441 demonstrated that by 
ignoring the compressive force in the non-prestressed steel (as 
usually done in normal practice), the calculation would give an 
unconservative result and produce an error of more than 16 percent 
for the beams with a large amount of prestressed and non- 
prestressed steel. In present test, the error was found to be 
varied from 8 percent to as much as*30 percent(Il. 1.3). 
Referring to Tables 6.1 and 6.2 , the test results 
confirm that for beams with the same number of prestressing wire 
but different amounts of non-prestressed steel, there is no 
significant variation of the loss In the tendons. In contrast, the 
effective prestress in the concrete Is consistently reduced as the 
amount of non-prestressed steel is increased, eg. the effective 
prestress in R3.3.4 is only about 86 percent of that In R1.3.0 but 
the loss in tendons is 3.8 percent In R1.3.0 and 3.7 percent In 
R3.3.4. 
6.3 Behaviour of Test Beams y2 to the Service Load 
6.3.1 Load-Deflection Relationships 
6.3.1.1 First Cycle of Loading 
The load-deflection curves are useful to indicate the 
flexural behaviour of the test beams and illustrate the effects of 
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some of the major parameters. Figs. 6. la to 6. lg show the load- 
deflection curves of some test beams for the first loading up to 
the service load. These curves have been grouped in order to study 
the influence of the level of prestress and the shape of section 
on the flexural behaviour of the beams. 
Generally, the curves exhibit two stages of behaviour. 
The first stage can be indicated by, an approximately straight line 
and represents the behaviour of the beam before cracking. The 
extent of this stage depends on the cross section of the beam , 
the level of prestress and the tensile strength of the concrete. 
The onset of the second stage can usually be indicated by the 
deviation of the Initially straight portion of the curve and Is 
characterized by a constantly increasing rate of increase of 
deflection with applied load. This stage signifies the development 
of cracking, and there Is a short transition In which micro-cracks 
were developed. Figs. 6. la to 6.1c shows the effect of prestress in 
the beams with about the same design ultimate moment. As would be 
expected, the effect of increasing the level of prestress is to 
delay the formation of cracks in the first cycle of loading. Table 
6.3 gives the moments at which -cracks were first observed and 
these include the bending moment due to the self-weight of the 
beam (i. e. 5.1 and 3 kNm for rectangular and I section beam 
respectively) as well as the weight of the load-spreader beam (2.4 
kNm). A study of the table and Figs. 6. la to 6.1c confirms the 
effect of prestress on the cracking moment. No crack was observed 
in R1.3-0 at service load although there was a slight change In 
slope of the load -deflection curve. This may be due to the 
presence of micro-cracks which were too fine to be detected by 
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using a hand magnifying glass. 
After cracking, the stiffness of the beams is largely a 
function of the total area of steel and it can be seen that the 
rate of Increase of deflection Is greater for the beams with a 
smaller steel area. For the beams with about the same level of 
prestress (i. e. same number of tendons) but different amounts of 
no6-prestressed reinforcement, the observed cracking moments were 
about the same. The slope of the load-deflection curve after the 
point of cracking was least for the beams with the smallest amount 
of reinforcement (see FIgs. 6.1d and 6.1e) but there was no 
significant difference between the curves before cracking . The 
results confirm that the increase of deflection before cracking 
does not depend on the quantity of steel but Is mainly related to 
the modulus of elasticity of concrete. 
FIgs. 6.1f and 6.1g show the load-deflection curves of 
beams of the same overall dimensions with the same amount of 
prestressed and non-prestressed steel but different cross section. 
It was found that the rectangular section beam is stiffer than the 
I-section although the level of prestress in the latter Is higher 
because of the smaller cross-section area. It may be due to the 
fact that eventhough they both show a similar rate of increase of 
deflection after cracking , however, the cracks In the I-section 
beam developed earlier than in the rectangular section and thus 
the former has a larger deflection than the latter. Furthermore, 
more cracks have been found In the I-section beam. 
The deflections of all the beams under service load in 
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the first cycle are summarised in Table 6.4 and were all within 
the CPIIO specified limit (i. e. span/250) which is equivalent to 
24 mm for the tests. 
On unloading, the load-deflection curve did not retrace 
the loading path but formed a hysteresis loop. The area of the 
loop, enclosed by the ascending and descending arms of the load 
cycle, represents the energy absorbed by the beam during the load 
cycle. This may occur due to the presence of Irreversible 
phenomena such as breaking of bond and friction between the 
concrete and steel particularly at the cracks. It is therefore 
expected that the larger changes in -loop area will occur 
in those 
beams in which more cracks developed i. e. the reinforced concrete 
beams and the beams with low prestress and large amount of non- 
prestressed steel (compare Figs. 6.4a , 6.6a and 6.6b). When the 
applied load was removed, there was a residual deflection in every 
beam and only part of this recovered in the course of time. 
6.3.1.2 Second Cycle of Loading 
Figs. 6.2a to 6.2d show the load-deflection curves for 
the second loading omitting the residual deflection. During re- 
loading, the two-stage behaviour of the load-deflection curves was 
generally observed but not for the reinforced concrete beams or 
the beams of low prestress with a large amount of non-prestressed 
steel (eg. R1.1.3 and R2.1.5) in which the cracks remained open 
after the first cycle of loading. In general, the beams behaved In 
a comparable way to the previous cycle but the deviation of the 
initial straight line occurred at a reduced value of load 
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corresponding to decompression of the concrete at the soffit. The 
observed and calculated decompression moments of some test beams 
are given in Table 6.3. The effect of the level of prestress 
amounts of total steel area and the shape of cross-section on the 
behaviour of the test beams was similar to the observation during 
the first cycle. The deflections at service load were slightly 
larger than the value in the first cycle. 
When the beams were unloaded, the load-deflection curve 
again did*not retrace the loading path and consequently a further 
small increase of residual deflection was observed. The area of 
the hysteresis loop showed a marked reduction when compared to 
that in the first cycle of loading. The typical curves are 
illustrated In Figs. 6.4b and 6.4c. It should be noted that the 
loop area in the first cycle seems to be related to the level of 
prestress i. e. the higher the prestress, the smaller the area. 
However, the effect of prestress on the loop area were not so 
pronounced in the second cycle (see Fig-6-5). It may be due to 
the fact that during the second loading, the bond at the cracks 
between the concrete and steel has already deterioated and a 
smaller amount of energy was needed to overcome friction at the 
steel-concrete Interface. ' The loop area of the beam of low 
prestress was found to be relatively larger than the one of hi gh 
prestress because the former has more cracks and hence absorb more 
energy due to friction. 
6.3.1.3 Combined Sustained and Short-term CXclic Loading 
Figs. 6.6a to 6.6f show the load-deflection curve of some 
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test beams throughout the test under combined sustained and short- 
term intermittent cycles of loading. Referring to Fig. 6.6a, the 
initial deflection at half- and full-service load (i. e. total 
moment equal to 50 percent and 100 percent of service moment) is 
indicated by the points marked (1) and (2) respectively. The 
short-term deflection at the end of the test Is represented by 
point (3) and the long-term deflection at half-service load under 
the effect of sustained load plus 7 short-term cycles (i. e. 2 
initial cycles in the first day of test plus 5 Intermittent 
cycles) up to the service load is indicated by point (4). The 
Increase of deflection at half and full-service load due to the 
combined loading, effects are represented by the horizontal 
distance between (1) and (4) and between (2) and (3). The 
deflection'of the beams under combined loading test are summarized 
in Table 6.5. 
-Generally , the rate of increase of 
deflection from 
half- to full-service load is greatest in the first cycle and 
becomes less In, the second and third cycle ; thereafter, the rate 
becomes approximately constant. - This can be seen throught by the 
slope of the-load-deflection curve in Figs. 6.6a to 6.6g. The curve 
also shown that- a hysteresis loop was formed during- each 
intermittent load cycle and there was a small amount of residual 
deflection after removal of the short-term cyclic load. The 
successive loops were displaced in the deflection direction and 
the amount of shift was found to be greatest in the first 
intermittent cycle and to become progressively less In the later 
cycles. The displacement of the loops is believed to'be caused by 
the increase of deflection over the sustained loading period and 
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probably some non-recoverable residual deflection after each 
short-term cyclic loading. These will be discussed in detail in 
Section 6.4. 
6.3.2 Tendon Stress 
The tendon stress were measured by the dynamometers and 
by the electrical strain gauges (E. S. Gs. ) fixed on the tendons as 
already mentioned. It was found that the E. S. Gs. were sensitive to 
small changes In stress (eg. increase in stress at service load) 
but some of them, having less protection, were subject to more 
drift than the dynamometers., On the other hand,. the dynamometers 
were not sensitive to small changes, in stress but gave very steady 
and reliable reading at high load. The results obtained from the 
E. S. Gs- are therefore used for the first and second cycle of 
loading while the tendon stresses in final loading are based on 
the dynamometer.. readings. 
The change In tendon stress of some beams as measured 
during the first loading is shown in Fig. 6.7a. A study of this 
diagram in conjunction with the load-deflection curve (Fig. 6.1c) 
reveals that the smaller deflection measured in beams with higher 
prestress was accompanied by a smaller increase of the tendons 
stress. Similar to the form of the load-deflection curve, the rate 
of increase of tendon stress was approximately constant up to the 
flexure cracking load and gradually increased after cracking. The 
rate at this stage was influenced by the amount of total 
reinforcement. This can be well illustrated by Fig. 6.7c in which 
the beams - (Rl. 3.0 , R2.3.2 and R3.3.4) have the same number of 
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tendons but different amounts of non-prestressed steel. The 
observed cracking load of R2.3.2 and R3.3.4 are 20 M. The rate of 
increase of tendon stress after cracking was found to be greater 
in R2.3.2 than R3.3.4 which has larger steel area. In beams of 
such as R2.3.2 having a small steel area, In order to maintain the 
conditions of eI quilibrium immediately after cracking, when the 
tensile force carried' by the concrete before cracking was 
transferred to the reinforcement, there was a rapid Increase In 
steel stress and hence a relatively large deflection. This 
phenomeno In was not so obvious in R3.3.4 with a large steel area, 
since the reinforcement could provide the tensile force lost by 
the concrete with little increase of strain. Similar observation 
have been reported in early tests by Warwaruk[331. The proportion 
of increase in tendon stress to the effective prestress in tendon 
ranged from 1.6 percent in R1.3.0 to 8.1 percent in 11.1.3. 
At the end of the first cycle, a small increment of 
tendon stress was observed in some test beams. It Is believed to 
be caused by residual deflection. 
In the second cycle of loading, the form of the curves 
(Fig. 6.7b) was again similar to that of the form of the load- 
deflection curves (see Fig. 6.2c). The extent of the Initial 
straight portion was limited by the load at which the cracks 
reopened. Although the cracks in R3.2.5 remained open at the 
beginning of the second cycle, there is still a change of slope 
which may indicate an increased rate of widening of the crack. In 
general, the amount of prestress significantly affect the rate of 
ircrease of the tendon stress, which becomes progressively greater 
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after reopening of the cracks. There is no sudden Increase in 
stress after decompression of the concrete because the concrete 
tensile strength at the cracks has already been lost and there Is 
no sudden transfer of tensile stress to the steel. 
The tendon stress- of R3.3.4 over the sustained loading 
period is represented In Fig. 6.7e. After 336 days, the stress was 
found to have decreased from 1103 to 1043 N/mm2 amounting to a 
total loss of about 11 percent of which 5.1 percent occurred 
during the sustained loading period. 
6.3.3 Crack'Width 
The maximum width of cracks measured at the service load 
In the first and second cycle are listed In Table 6.4. The 
limiting. crack widths specified In CF110 , cl. 2.2.3.2 are 0.1 and 
0.2 mm for Class 3 members exposed to, a particularly aggressive 
environment and for normal conditions respectively. Some of the 
beams have crack width exceeding 0.1 mm but all of them are less 
than 0.2 mm. Under the effect of cyclic loading, an increase In 
crack width at service load was generally observed Indicating that 
further slipping of the bonded reinforced bar had occurred. The 
width of cracks at service load in the last intermittent load 
cycle were between 0.1 mm and 0.16 mm. 
The test results show that the width of cracks observed 
in the unbonded beams was not excessive for normal atmospheric 
conditions but may have led to corrosion problems If the beam were 
under aggressive environmental conditions. However, from an 
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investigation[681 of unbonded prestressed concrete prisms 
subjected to one year exposure to either marine atmosphere or 
normal atmosphere,, i. t was reported that the tendons were perfectly 
protected from corrosion if they had been suitably coated. These 
findings may increase the designer's confidence with regard to 
cracking and hence the resistance of an unbonded member to 
corrosion, at least under normal atmospheric conditions. 
6.3.4 Strain and Curvature Distribution 
6.3.4.1 Strain Distribution 
The strain distribution over the depth of the beam In 
the constant moment region during the first and second loading up 
to the service load Is presented In Figs. 6.10a to 6.10g. These are 
elastic (i. e. short-term) values from which the noný-elastic 
strains due to creep and shrinkage at the beginning of test have 
been deducted. A common feature of the graphs is that all the 
lines intersect at about the same point initially i. e. at the 
level of the bending axis of the uncracked section. The level of 
this axis obviously changes at higher loads, hence Indicating that 
the beaul has cracked. 
In the second loading , It may be seen that the beam of 
low prestress such as R1.1.3 behaved like an ordinary reinforced 
concrete beam. Although the applied load had been completely 
removed, the neutral axis at the beginning of the second cycle of 
loading remained at a very high level (see Fig. 6.10f and 6.11d). 
This was probably due to the presence of unclosed cracks. In 
contrast, for the beam with a higher level of prestress such as 
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13.3.4, the bending axis of the uncracked section can ýstill be 
identified In the second loading , but changes at a lower load 
(15.3 kN) than in the 'previous cycle (25.3 kN)(compare Figs. 6.10e 
and 6.10g). 
The total strain distribution diagrams of R1.3.0 and 
R1.1.3 without deducting the creep and shrinkage strains are 
plotted in Figs. 6.1la and 6.11b. It can see that the distribution 
immediately after transfer has changed at the beginning of the 
test. This has been commonly observed by other investigators on 
prestressed beams. The cause was due to creep and the biggest 
difference was observed in R1.3.0 with aýhigh prestress. 
The distributions of strain at half-service load before 
applying the cyclic load are shown in Figs. 6.12a to 6.12d. The 
strains measured at the full-service load are also given in 
Figs. 6.13a to 6.13d. Referring to these figures, there, is little 
change of strain at the level of non-prestressed steel and a 
progressively lowering of the neutral axis is clearly indicated. 
From the first two load cycles, it has been observed that the 
level of neutral axis at -service load was not significantly 
affected by the cyclic load, although the neutral axis In the 
second cycle was sometimes slightly higher than in the previous 
cycle. It can therefore be concluded that under the combined 
loading, the lowering of the neutral axis was mainly due to the 
effect of creep of concrete under the action of the permanent load 
rather than the effect of the cyclic load. 
The top and bottom surface strains at service load were 
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mI easured over the whole span of thelbeam. It thus enables the 
curvature of each section along the beam to be calculated by 
Integration the curvatures as recommended in CP110, Appendix A. 
Referring to Figs. 6.14a to 6.14d, it can be seen that the 
deflection computed by'measured strains- is in good agreement with 
the value obtained from'the dial gauges. 
The strain deformation of R3.3.4, which was maintained 
at half-service load is shown In Figs. 6.15a and 6.15b. Under the 
influence of creep of concrete, the top strain increased rapidly 
In the early stage of loading period and the rate of increase-of 
strain' wis reduced 'progressively at the end of' the test. 'No 
significant change of strain occurred at the bottom because the 
compressive stress' therex was small and the presence' of non- 
prestressed steel ' reinforcement could' have 'restricted the 
deformation. ' The minor fluctuation of 1, strain during the co . urse of 
the test were probably' due to the change In ambient temperature. 
The longitudinal strain distribution over the constant 
moment region of some test beams at Increasing load In the first 
cycle is presented in Figs. 6.16a to 6.16e. It Is generally 
observed 'from the top strain distribution that there is no 
significant variation and therefore it Is justifiable to assume 
that the top concrete stralýs within the constant moment zone are 
the same as was done in the earlier theoretical analysis. 
Referring to the bottom strain distribution in 
Fig. 6.16a, the occurrence of each peak represents the presence of 
cracks across the gauge length. The peaks as would be expected, 
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were found to be more numerous and more closely spaced for a beam 
with no prestress (compared Figs. 6-16a and 6.16b). It is 
interesting to note that the strains measured about halfway 
between adjacent cracks were found to be compressive , even In the 
reinforced cpncrete beams, although the bottom of the beam might 
be in tension under bending. This phenomenon may be compared from 
the observation of a double pull-out test in which a steel bar was 
embedded in a concrete prism. When the tension in the bar 
Increases, it elongates and so too does the concrete surrounding 
the bar. The extension of the concrete adjacent to the bar will 
lead to a contraction of the concrete at the surface of the prism. 
I 
Consequently, the larger the tension in the bar, the higher the 
contraction (i. e. compression) at the surface. This pull-out test 
simulates the tensile region of a cracked beam. It can be seen 
from the bottom strain distribution diagram In Flgs. 6.16a to 6.16e 
that the larger the bending force applied, the larger were the 
compressive strains measured between the cracks. 
At service load, more cracks were developed In the I- 
section beam than the rectangular one (see FIgs. 6.16a and 6.16d) 
although the former had a higher prestress than the latter due to 
the smaller area of concrete. 
6.3.4.2 Curvature Distribution 
All the beams, except the reinforced concrete ones, had 
a negative curvature (convex curvature causing camber) distributed 
over the constant moment zone before loading Indicating that the 
action of. prestress. At service loads, several peaks occurred 
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which were obviously governed by the bottom strain distribution as 
shown in Figs-6-16a to 6.16e. The pattern of the distribution 
agrees with the theory but the curvature distribution between 
adjacent cracks cannot be concluded unless a more precise 
measurement of the strain between the cracks is carried out. 
It Is commonly known that a prestressed beam remains 
unloaded for a long period of time, the curvature (negative sign) 
and hence the camber will Increase with time over the whole span. 
However, when the beam Is cracked under bending, the concrete 
sections near midspan usually have positive curvature while the 
curvature near the supports is negative. When the beam Is under 
sustained load, it may be expected that the curvature will 
Increase in respect to its sign. This was however, not the case 
regarding to the observation from test. In Fig. 6.17a , the 
distribution of curvature of R3.3.4 (maintained under half the 
service load) along the entire over a period of 336 days clearly 
show that there was no sign of Increase of negative curvature at 
the sections near supports under long-term loading eventhough the 
curvature there had a large Initial value. Moreover, there is an 
indication of the curvature In some sections changing from 
negative into positive during the loading period. This feature Is 
believed to be due to the change of stress and the reversal of the 
creep strain when the beam was loaded initially. At the beginning 
of sustained loading test, the bending stress will cause a sudden 
reduction of the compressive stress at the bottom fibre with the 
result that some compressive creep strain, which has already 
occurred since the beam was prestressed , has recovered with time. 
The strain- at the top of the beam was found to be compressive 
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after loading and hence the strain due 'to creep will be 
compressive. * Consequently, the change of strain distribution 
should result In a decrease of negative curvature as observed over 
the greater part of the span. 
The curvature distribution of RI. 2.2 and R1.0.5 at half- 
service load is shown in Figs. '6.17b and 6.17c. It appears that the 
increase of the curvatures, i. e. causing downward deflection, was 
greatest in the early period of the test. This is because the 
rate of increase of creep strain, which caused the increase in 
curvature, was fastest in the early stage of loading. 
6.3.5 Residual Deformation 
At the end of the first cycle, residual deformations 
have been observed In all the test beams. These deformations may 
not fully recover In the course of time and hence become a 
permanent feature of the beam. Since the residual deformation will 
affect the behaviour of'the test beam in the second and subsequent 
cycles of loading, a brief discussion of the nature and extent of 
the residual deformation at the end of the first cycle is 
considered necessary. ' 
6.3.5.1 Strain 
It is believed that the magnitude of residual deflection 
and residual width of crack at the end of the first cycle are 
dependent on several factors such as : the level of prestress in 
the concrete ; the extent of cracking at a ervice load ; the 
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magnitude of stress in the reinforcement at service load and the 
residual (inelastic) strain associated with this stress. In 
addition, the non-elastic strain due to creep of concrete may also 
be of significance in relating to' the residual deflection. An 
understanding of, the cause of the change In strain when unloaded 
Is considered necessary in studying the residual deformations of a 
member. However, there Is very limited experimental information 
concerning the change in concrete 'strain (i. e. residual strain) of 
a structural member particularly if the member is unbonded. 
,- In the present investigation, residual strain has^been 
observed in each test beam at the end of the first cycle. The 
measured'average concrete -strain (at zero load, service load and 
at zero load after unloading) in'all the tests is given in Table 
6.6. It-can be seen that there is a small residual increment of 
compressive strain or decrement of tensile strain at the top and 
vice, versa at the bottom. This, change of strain will result in a 
change, of curvature of the section and a larger deflection than 
before loading. The residual strain'at the top is believed to be 
caused by-the'creep of concrete, since the time needed to complete 
the first cycle of loading was about 3 to 5 hours during which a 
small amount of creep strain would probably have occurred. I On the 
other hand,, the magnitude of the residual top strain does not have 
a clear relationship with the concrete stress at the top at 
service load. This may be due to the fact that there are some 
variable factors, other than concrete stress, which may affect the 
short-time creep strain, for example the age of the concrete at 
the time of the test and the exact duration of loading. The creep 
coefficient-of concrete In the beam Is approximately represented 
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by the ratio of the residual top strain (creep strain) to the 
change in concrete strain (elastic strain) from zero to service 
load. The ratio for each beam is given in Table 6.6 and has a mean 
value of 0.19 with a standard deviation of 0.099. A mean value of 
0.15 was. obtained from Lee-s test results on bonded partially 
prestressed beams. 
The residual bottom strain- (at level of non-prestressed 
steel) has generally been observed by many previous 
investigators[41,43]. The causes. and mechanism of formation of 
this can be explained with respect to the. slip of the bars and 
cracking of the beam. When a beam is loaded after cracking, the 
non-prestressed steel bars increase in stress in the cracks and 
slip towards the crack from the adjacent uncracked concrete on 
each side, so that the crack increase In width. When the load Is 
reduced, the steel bars tend to recover to their original length 
by slipping In the reverse direction so that the cracks tend to 
close. However, the cracks will not close completely until a 
sufficent compressive force has developed in the bars at the crack 
to reverse the slip. The bigger the prestressing force in the 
beam, the better the recovery observed. Moreover, the larger the 
non-prestressed steel area, the greater the compressive force 
required to reverse the slip In order to close the cracks. This is 
confirmed in Table 6.6, column 9 where the reinforced concrete 
beams (Rl. 0.5 and R2.0.7) and the beams of low prestress with a 
substantial amount of non-prestressed steel (R1.1.3, R2.1.5 and 
11.1.3) are seen to have a larger residual strain than the others. 
Fig. 6.18a show the relationship between the ratio of the 
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residual bottom strain to the total change in bottom strain and 
the non-prestressed steel stress at service load. It is of 
interest that if the steel stress at service load becomes too high 
a substantial amount of residual strain may result. According to 
this diagram, a residual strain ratio of 0.15 will produce a upper 
bound for all the beams with a steel stress less than 240 N/mm2, 
but if the steel stress is greater than 240 N/mm2, the ratio may 
be assumed to be increase linearly with the steel stress as shown. 
It should be noted that this upper bound envelope of the residual 
strain ratio is also conservative for the bonded partially 
prestressed beams tested by Lee. In the draft Swiss Code [691, the 
maximum allowable bending strain for non-prestressed steel in a 
partially prestressed member at service load Is 0.0012 (equivalent 
to 240 N/mm2). Referring to FIg. 6.18a , it appears that a member 
designed with this stress limit will not have a large residual 
deflection. 
6.3.5.2 Crack Width 
The cracks of some of the test beams 
(Rl. 1.3, Rl. 0.5, R2.1.5, R2.0.7, R3.2.5 and 11.1.3) did not completely 
close at the end of the first cycle of loading. All these beams 
had a low prestress with a large non-prestressed steel -area so 
that the behaviour of -the cracks conformed to the observations 
from strain measurements discussed earlier. Beams R2.2.4 and 
R3.2.5 had the same number of tendons with different amounts of 
non-prestressed steel. The cracks in the former closed but not 
those in the latter. This was due to the fact that R3.2.5 had a 
higher design load and may therefore have been subject to more 
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cracking than R2.2.4. Moreover, R3.2-5 had a larger area of norr- 
prestressed steel and would therefore have required a greater 
prestressing force to reverse the slip on unloading. Further 
evidence Is provided by R3.2.5 and 13.2.5, both of which had the 
same amounts of prestressed and non-prestressed steel and the same 
design load. 13.2.5 showed a better recovery of crack width 
because of higher level of prestress in the concrete than R3.2.5. 
The above observations suggest that a minimum prestressing force 
should be provided to ensure complete closure of cracks on 
unloading. This is essential in an unbonded member to avoid the 
possibility of corrosion of the tendon. 
6.3.5.3 Deflection 
In the present tests, all the beams had a residual 
deflection at the end of the first cycle of loading. The magnitude 
for the unbonded beams varied from 0.78 mm to 3.92 mm and part of 
this residual deflection recovered after a short period of rest of 
about 2 to 3 hours but there was never a full recovery, even in, 
the beams with a high degree of prestress (Rl. 3.0 and R3.4.2). 
The details of the residual deflections are listed in Table 6.7. 
The effect of prestress on the magnitude of residual 
deflection is slgnificantý i. e. the higher the prestress, the 
better the recovery and hence the smaller the residual deflection. 
This can be seen in Fig. 6.18b. On the other hand, the additional 
residual deflection, at the end of -the second cycle of loading 
ranged between 0.15 mm and 0.56 mm and had no firm relationship 
with the level of prestress, as shown in Fig. 6.18c. 
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The relationship between the residual deflection and the 
hypothetical tensile stress in the test beams is illustrated In 
Fig. 6.18d. An approximately linear relationship can be clearly 
observed provided the level of prestress does not become too 
small. This is evident since all the beams with a particularly 
large residual deflection have a low prestress, i. e. only one 
tendon. The diagram also illustrates that a beam may not 
necessarily have a large residual deflection, eventhough it has a 
high hypothetical tensile stress value, provided there is 
sufficient prestress to reverse the slip and cause the deflection 
to recover. 
It has been reported by other researchers[44,47] that 
the cause of residual deflection is mainly slip of the bars at the 
cracks. From this investigation, the above statement was concluded 
to be generally true for beams with low prestress but with high 
prestress the effect of short-time creep of the concrete was also 
thought to be significant. This seemed to be particularly so when 
the cracks closed on removal of the load, because the effect of 
slip was then small and the creep strain would be equally 
important. A comparison of the top and bottom residual strain in 
Table 6.6 reveals , for example that R3.4.2 with high prestress 
has approximately equal top and bottom residual strain but R1.1.3 
with low prestress has a residual bottom strain almost 3.5 times 
the value at the top. It therefore appears that Branson's[471 
method for the calculation of residual deflection is Incorrectly 
based attributing residual deflection to cracking alone. 
In accordance with the findings of the present 
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investigation, the residual deflection may be calculated as 
f ollows :- 
(1) The total change in strain at the top and bottom may be 
computed by using cracked section theory. 
(2) The amount of residual top strain(creep strain) can be 
obtained by multiplying the total change In top strain 
(elastic strain) by the residual strain ratio (creep 
coefficient) which is equal to about 0.19 in present tests. 
The average residual strain at the bottom may be assumed 
equal to 0.15 times the average total change in bottom strain 
provided that the stress in the non-prestressed steel does 
not exceed 240 N/mm2. If the stress limit is exceeded, a 
larger ratio should be used. 
The curvature at the end of the first cycle of loading may be 
obtained by knowing the top and bottom prestrain plus the 
average residual top and bottom strain. 
(5) The deflected profile of the beam can now be computed by 
integration of curvature along the span. 
The residual deflection computed on the basis of the 
Branson's method and the above proposed method are given In Table 
6.7. Since the proposed method is partly based on the experimental 
result, It of course gives a satisfactory result. In contrast, 
although Bransoes method gives a better mean value , it shows a 
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much poorer correlation than the proposed method. Furthermore, his 
method gives a reasonable result (in some cases a considerable 
overestimate) only on the beams of low prestress in which the 
extent of cracking Is large, but for the beams with less cracking, 
the prediction underestimates the actual value quite 
significantly. This is mainly due to the fact that the method only 
takes cracking into consideration and totally ignores the effect 
of creep., 
6.4 Deformation-Time Relationship 
6.4.1 Deflection-Time Relationship 
The deflection -time relationships of the beam under 
combined loading are presented in Figs. 6.19a to 6.19g. The beams 
were maintained at 50 percent of the service load throughout the 
duration of the test and a short-term cyclic load was applied to 
bring the total load to full-service load. There was a mistake in 
the test procedure for R2.2.4(see Fig. 6.19c) which, after two 
Initial cycles of loading in the first day, was maintained at 75 
percent of the service load, but the sustained load was reduced to 
the desired value two days later. 
It can be ýseen that a residual increment of deflection 
occurred after each short-term cyclic loading and the total 
deflection decreased slightly In the next one or two days before 
continuing to Increase under the influence of the sustained load 
until the next cyclic loading. Some recovery of the residual 
deflection after the cycle of load can clearly be indicated by the 
downdard concave slope of the deflection-time curves. It Is 
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interesting to note that the residual deflection after short-term 
cyclic loading was greatest after the first two cycles but appears 
to become smaller and to remain constant over the last few 
cycles. A similar observation has been made by Lee[2j on tests of 
bonded partially prestressed beams. 
The effect of these periodic short-term load cycles on 
the permanent deformation cannot be observed unless a duplicate 
beam is tested under sustained load alone for the same, period of 
time. No duplicate beams were Included In the test programme due 
to lack of time. However, the tests by Lee included three 
companian beams for comparison purposes from which he reported 
that there was a non-recoverable residual deflection resulting 
from each cycle of short-term loading which, it appeared, would 
progressively approach a constant value If the cyclic loading were 
continued. It was suggested that the deflection under the combined 
loading was similar to the sum of the deflection due to the two 
types of loading applied separately and the principle of 
superposition might be applicable as proposed by McHenry[70] for 
the superposition of creep strains. 
Referring to Table 6.5, column (3), at the end of the 
combined loading test the deflection of the beams (except R2.0.7) 
under service load was less than the CP110 limit (i. e. 24 mm), but 
it appears that the deflection of the reinforced concrete beam 
R1.0.5 (23.6 mm) would probably have exceeded the limit if a few 
more load cycles had been applied. This reveals the importance of 
prestress in deflection control. 
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Fig. 6.19h shows the deflection-time -curve of R3.3.4 
which was. maintained at half the service load for eleven months. 
The deflection increased rapidly in the early stage of the loading 
period and then at a progressively lower rate. After eleven 
months, the deflection (15.1 mm) was found to be 4.3 times the 
initial instantaneous value (3.53 mm). Dave[38] conducted some 
sustained loading (at design load) tests on fully bonded partially 
prestressed beams (with pre-tensioned wires) and reported that the 
ratio of the final deflection after 500 days to the initial 
deflection was 2.64. The result, therefore Illustrates that the 
rate of increase of deflection under sustained load Is greater for 
unbonded beams. Furthermore, the maximum of 2, recommended in the 
ACI Code. for the ratio of the additional time-dependent deflection 
to the instantaneous deflection, is unconservative for this test. 
After removal of the load the deflection was measured 
for a further 30 days. A recovery of about 0.89 mm. was observed 
during the first 20 days afterwhich the deflection remained 
constant for the remainder, of the unloaded period. 
6.4.2 Concrete Strain-Time Relationship 
A study of. the strain deformation of the test beams Is 
useful toassist In the analysis of their flexural behaviour under 
the influence of combined sustained and short-term cyclic loading. 
The average strains measured over the constant moment region on 
the concrete surface of the test beam at levels of 5 mm from the 
top and 23 mm from the soffit (i. e. level of non-prestressed 
steel) during the test period are presented in Figs. 6.20a to 
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6.20g. During the first 5 days of'the sustained loading period, 
the compressive strain at the top increased rapidly and In 
contrast, the residual tensile strain at the bottom from first two 
cycles recovered slightly. As would be expected, the recovery was 
found to be larger In the prestressed beams. After each short-term 
load cycle, residual strain deformation was observed at both the 
top and the bottom of the beam. It Is believed that the creep of 
concrete at the top and further slip of the steel bars at the 
cracks are the main causes of these residual deformations. From 
creep tests on plain concrete specimens, it Is well-known that If 
the stress in the concrete is reduced, there Is an immediate total 
recovery of the elastic strain plus a slow recovery of the creep 
strain over a period of time. ýy referring to the diagrams in 
Figs. 6.20a to 6.20g, it Is not possible to observe whether a creep 
recovery was taking place at the top since the compressive strain 
continued to increase over the following sustained loading period. 
On the other hand, there is a clear indication of recovery of the 
bottom tensile strain in every beam after the first five days. It 
Is interesting to find that the reinforced concrete beam had about 
the same amount of recovery as the prestressed beam of the same 
series, eg. R2.2.4 and R2.0.7 as shown in Figs. 6.20c and 6.20d. 
At the end of each intermittent load cycle, the amount 
of residual incremental top strain seemed to be Independent of the 
number-of load cycles and in contrast, the residual bottom strain 
was largest after the first Intermittent cycle and became less as 
the number of load cycles increased. The latter phenomenon may be 
related to the results obtained by Kankam[611 who carried out 
double pull-out tests on prisms axially reinforced with a single 
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bar as a model to simulate the tensile region of a cracked beam. 
The relationship between the steel stress at the loaded end and 
the measured end slip is shown in Figs. 6.21a and 6.21b in which 
the curve for each cycle forms a hysteresis loop indicating that 
there was a variable amount of residual slip in the bar during 
and after unloading. The loop was widest near the middle part and 
became narrower at both ends. By the 20th cycle, the total end 
slip had become larger, showing the basis for the loss of tension 
stiffening of concrete under the effect of cyclic loading, but, 
the width of the hysteresis loop was less than in the first cycle 
as can be seen in Fig. 6.21c. It is thus concluded that the 
additional residual strain after each cycle will be progressively 
less. Moreover, since the greatest residual end slip was observed 
when the working stress in the reinforcing bar was between the 
middle and the maximum, it may be Inferred that if a beam, under 
combined loading, has a reinforcement stress range in the upper 
half of the loop, It will-have a greater residual strain and hence 
residual deflection than with a greater stress range, eg. between 
zero and the maximum. It would be interesting to verify this by 
comparative tests of beams under different ranges of applied load. 
The concrete strain at the top of the beam under service 
load steadily Increased at a decreasing rate under the effect of 
combined loading but, at the bottom, the strain showed only a 
minor variation in magnitude and there was no indication of a 
permanent increase in tensile strain under the cyclic load effect 
after the first cycle. According to the findings of Kankam's 
tests, there should be an increase In tensile strain at the level 
of the bonded reinforcement hence Indicating a loss of tension 
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stiffening under cyclic load. The fact that it has not been 
observed in the present tests may be because the number of load 
cycles applied to the beam was limited to not more than 8 and was 
insufficient to cause a significant"loss of tension stiffening. In 
addition, the recovery of the residual strain after each cycle was 
assisted In most cases by prestress. 
In order to study further the effect of the short-term 
cyclic loading on the residual deformation, it was considered 
necessary to study some of the test results of Lee. The results of 
two Identical beams subject to sustained loading (50 percent 
service lod) alone and combined loading respectively are presented 
in Fig. 6.20h. It can be seen that there was little difference of 
bottom strain between the two beams, except in the first 5 days 
but in contrast, the magnitude of concrete strain at the top is 
much larger in the beam under combined loading than the one under 
sustained load alone. The divergence of the gap between them was 
found to Increase with the number of load cycles. The effect of 
cyclic loading on the creep deformation is obvious. Research by 
Whaley and Neville[711 on the creep of concrete concluded that in 
comparison with a static stress, cyclic loading(585 cycles per 
minute) accelerated the creep deformation of concrete and 
moreover, the cyclic creep was largely Irrecoverable. Hirst[721 
has also shown that the cyclic stress(300 cpm) was to accelerate 
the process of creep under static stress. These findings may be 
used to explain the cause of the discrepancy of the top strain- 
time curve between the two beams. Under the action of each short- 
term cyclic loading, a small amount of creep strain Is observed 
which may -not be fully recovered before the next load cycle and 
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will therefore remained in the beam, In addition to which the 
creep rate In the concrete may be increased by the action of 
short-term cyclic load. This may be seen in Fig. 6.20h in which the 
rate of increase of compressive strain is faster in the beam under 
combined loading. 
From the above discussion, the evidence of the present 
tests suggests that greater deflection of the beams under 
combined loading than of the beams under sustained loading alone 
was mainly Influenced by the increase in compressive top strain 
under the effect of cyclic loading. This increase was thought to 
be caused by the norr-recoverable creep strain and increased creep 
rate under cyclic load. It would, however, be necessary to verify 
this 
-conclusion 
by a greater variety of tests over a longer 
duration before it may be applied more generally. 
6.5 Behaviour of Test Beams in Final Loading 
6.5.1 Deflection 
Many investigators described the load-deflection curve 
in the final loading as exhibiting three stages of behaviour. As 
already explained in Section 6.3.1-1, the first stage can be 
represented by a virtually straight line Indicating that the beam 
remains uncracked or the cracks remains closed. In the second 
tage, the curve has a constantly increasing rate of increase of 
eflection and represents the behaviour of a cracked beam while 
the reinforcement stress is still within the elastic range. In the 
third stage, the reinforcement stress Is in the inelastic range 
and the curve is nearly flat, Indicating a rapid increase In steel 
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strain under a small increase of load. However, the third stage 
will not be observed if the member is over-reinforced because the 
steel stress will still be within the elastic range when the 
member falls. 
The load-deflection curves of the rectangular section 
beams for the final loading are shown in FIgs. 6.3a to 6.3c. The 
three-stage behaviour can be seen In every beam indicating that 
the beams are all under-reinforced. The third stage behaviour is 
rarely observed for completely unbonded beams(i. e. without any 
additional bonded reinforcement) because the applied load Is 
distributed throughout the entire' length and thus the tendon 
stress at failure seldom reaches the Inelastic range. In the 
present test, R1.3.0 was completely unbonded but shows the third 
tage behaviour because it has an extremely small steel area 
(I. e. 0.25 percent of the concrete area). The tendon stress reached 
the inelastic range as Is evident from the values measured by the 
dynamometers. Warwaruk et al[331 carried out tests on unbonded 
beams, some of which had additional bonded reinforcement. They 
reported that the third stage behaviour was not observed in any of 
the beams eventhough one had a steel ratio of as low as 0.184 
percent. 
A study of the load-deflection curve diagrams reveals 
that the deflection of the beam at low load was greatly affected 
by the level of prestress, but as the load increased to about 1.4 
times the service load the quantity of total steel appeared to 
become, more influential. Referring to Figs. 6.3d and 6.3e, it is 
surprising to see that the rectangular section beam has a bigger 
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deflection than the I-section one with the same amounts of 
prestressed and non-prestressed steel but the opposite Is true at 
service load. 
6.5.2 Tendon Stress 
The increase'of tendon stress was closely related to the 
deflection of the member. Referring to Figs. 6.8a to 6.8c, at low 
load the effect of prestress'on the increase of tendon stress is 
obvious and the beam with the'highest prestress has a relatively 
small increase of tendon'stress-compared with the beam with least 
prestress. However, as the load increasei the tendon stress of the 
beam with the smallest total steel area increased rapidly 
Indicates that the non-prestressed steel, or possibly the tendon 
itself, had reached the inelastic range and caused a rapid 
increase in deflection(Fig. 6.8f). This is evident by comparing 
Fig-6-8a with the corresponding load-deflection curve diagram 
i-e-Fig. 6.3a. It Is Interesting to see that R3.3.4 has a larger 
increase in tendon stress than R3.2.5 although the former has a 
higher level of prestress than the latter. This may be due to the 
effect of sustained loading. For the beams of different section 
but with the a ame amount of prestressed and non-prestressed-steel, 
the Increase in tendon stress near ultimate is greater in 
rectangular section than In I-section beams but vice versa at 
lower loads (see Figs. 6.8d and 6.8e). 
The discrepancy' of the tendon stress measured at the 
centre and above the supports by means of electrical strain 
gauges clearly indicates that the tendon stress was not evenly 
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distributed along its length. The reason for the discrepancy Is 
friction between the tendons and concrete causing localized stress 
changes at the contact points. The Increase in tendon stress 
measured at the centre and above the supports for some test beams 
Is presented In Figs. 6.9a- to 6.9h which may be studied in 
conjunction with the corresponding load-deflection curves, 
eg. Figs. 6.3a and 6.9a for beam R1.3.0. The higher the applied load 
on the beam, the larger the deflection and hence the greater the 
difference In tendon stress between the support and centre, 
although owing to the high degree of randomness in friction values 
and In the location of the nearest crack to the centre gauge this 
Is not invariably the case(eg. Fig. 6.9b). The biggest difference 
observed-at ultimate load was about 178 N/mm2 in 13.2.5. The 
Increase of tendon stress due to friction will possibly Increase 
the strength of an unbonded member and this will be further 
discussed in Section 6.5.4 .- 
6.5.3 Cracking and Mode of Failure 
The relationship between maximum crack width at the 
level of the non-prestressed steel and the applied load of some 
test beams for the final loading is presented In Fig. 6.22. It 
confirms that the crack width was mainly controlled by the 
quantity of bonded reinforcement i. e. the greater the non- 
prestressed steel area, the lower the rate of widening and the 
width of the cracks. It was observed in the test that the height 
of the cracks Increased rapidly shortly after they reopened; at a 
higher load the cracks tended to propagated more slowly but 
widened extensively. This is illustrated approximately in the 
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average strain distribution over the depth of the beam at 
increasing load as shown in Figs. 6.11e and 6.11f. Oladapo[73] 
concluded that, the shape of section was an important parameter 
affecting the stability of a crack and that I-section generally 
had'a rapid rate of crack propagation until the depth of crack had 
penetrated well into the web while rectangular sections showed 
less tendency to crack instability. This can be confirmed from the 
observations during the test that cracks in the I-section beams 
propagated at a faster rate than the rectangular ones at low load, 
but the difference was not so pronounced at high load. 
Nevertheness, the widening of cracks found to be more extensive in 
the rectangular sections than in the I"sections at high load 
i-eebeyond service load. 
Photographs of the crack pattern between the two loaded 
points of most test beams, taken after destruction, are shown In 
Fig. 5.9. Flexural cracks first occurred within the constant moment 
region and when the load Increased, some of them bifurcated and 
began to extend at an Inclination to the vertical. This was 
pronounced In beams with a high level of prestress and a small 
amount of non-prestressed steel such as R1.3.0 and R3.4.2. 
Furthermore, the bifurcation of the cracks occurred at a lower 
load In these beams than in the others. The phenomenon of 
bifurcation has been widely observed by other researchers on 
purely unbonded beams. It can be seen that R1.3.0 had only two 
major cracks of considerable width in the constant moment region 
with marked horizontal extension, and that the width of other 
cracks was very much less. This is In contrast to the beams with 
large amounts of bonded reinforcement , in which the crack spacing 
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became closer and the crack widths smaller. ' The bifurcation is 
slight and developed only in the later stages of loading. The 
addition of bonded reinforcement in an unbonded member thus 
provided better control of cracking i. e. decreases the width and 
spacings of the cracks as well as avoiding early crushing of the 
concrete in the failure section due to propagation of the crack. 
It has been observed that for the beams with the same amount of 
non-prestressed steel but different numbers of tendons eg. 
R3.4.2, R2.3.2 and R1.2.2, there was no indication of the crack 
spacing increasing but a reduction In crack width with the 
Increase in the prestressing force. It was felt that the effect of 
the spacing of the stirrups on the crack spacing was not 
pronounced and the final crack spacing pattern did not necessarily 
follow the pattern of the stirrup although the first few cracks 
may start at the stirrups. 
All the beams failed in flexure by crushing of the 
concrete at the top fibre but usually preceded by yielding of the 
non-prestressed reinforcement. The latter is indicated by the 
enormous ductility of the beam before failure. In fact, the 
yielding of the non-prestressed steel was evident from the 
examination of It after failure when necking and even fracture 
were found to have occurred. The failure was- initiated by the 
formation of a large flexural crack which widened and the root of 
the crack propagated upward with the increase of load up to 
failure. Shortly before failure, there was a rapid increase of 
deflection with little increase In loading. The first signs of 
crushing of the concrete were followed by a sudden increase of 
deflection and dropping of load. Although the I- and rectangular 
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section beams failed in flexure and' showed an under-reinforced 
type of failure, there was an distinctive appearance of failure 
mode in each them after the first visible crushing of concrete. 
The beams of rectangular section failed with further crushing of 
concrete at the top. In contrast, soon after the crushing of 
concrete occurred, the complete section of the I-section beams 
collapsed violently causing destruction of the concrete 
surrounding the critical section. This is evident from the 
photographs in Fig. 5.9 taken after' destruction while the beam 
remained In the test rig. The catastrophic failure of a flanged 
beam was explained by Warwaruk[331 as follows. Up to the first 
visible crushing of the concrete, the behaviour of beams having 
flanged sections and a low ratio* of reinforcement Is very similar 
to that'of rectangular sections as observed in the present tests. 
Thereafter, the load begins'to drop since'the internal-lever arm 
is'reduced. The position'of the'neutral, axis then moves from the 
top flange into the web and results in a-reduced additional 
concrete area available for the compression zone. This causes 
crushing of the entire compressed concrete zone followed by a 
sudden collapse of'the section. 
The failure pattern of R2.2.4 
'clearly Indicates that if 
the beam cover to the main tensile reinforcement is insufficient 
and there are no stirrups to enclose the bottom reinforcement, 
there may be *a longitudinal splitting failure of the concrete at 
the soffit. 
6.5.4 Flexural Strength 
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There are many factors which may affect the flexural 
strength of an unbonded partially prestressed member, such as the 
stress developed in the tendon and the non-prestressed tensile 
reinforcement, the strength of concrete, the level of prestress, 
the nature of loading and the shape of section. Some of these 
factors will be discussed according to the observations made from 
the tests but, the prediction of the tendon stress and hence the 
moment of resistance developed at the ultimate state on the basis 
of the methods reviewed in Chapter Two willbe discussed In Section 
6.6.4 
I 
When an unbonded partially prestressed beam is designed 
to fail in flexure, the stress developed in the reinforcement at 
ultimate moment is the main factor to be considered. The matter is 
complicated because the strain of the unbonded tendon is not 
compatible with that of the concrete as usually assumed for the 
bonded reinforcement. The Increase in tendon stress Is dependent 
on geometry of the applied loading or more correctly the deflected 
profile of the member. The tendon stress Is thus distributed 
throughout the entire length 
'of. 
the beam. In contrast, the 
additional non-prestressed reinforcement is well bonded to the 
concrete and the steel stress usually exceeds the yield stress. In 
the present tests, necking or even fracture of the non-prestressed 
steel bars was found and It is therefore deduced that the steel 
stress at failure was within the range between yield stress(497 
N/mm2) and fracture(614 N/mm2). With the observed ultimate moment 
of resistance and the assumed value for the stress in the non- 
prestressed steel, the stress 
lin,, 
the unbonded tendon may be 
computed by analysing the failure section using a simplified 
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rectangular stress block(O. 6 fcu) for concrete. The computed 
tendon stresses based on different stress values In the non- 
prestressed steel are tabulated In Table 6.8 in which are also 
included the values of the last tendon stress observed from the 
dynamometers. 
Referring to Table 6.8, the computed tendon stress based 
on the yield stress of the non7prestressed steel was found to be 
much higher than the observed value except in R2.3.2, and in some 
instances exceeded the breaking stress of the tendon. Since there 
was not a case of tendon failure among the tests, it was therefore 
necessary to assume a higher stress value (eg. 0.2% proof stress 
etc. ) in the non-prestressed steel. A close examination of Table 
6.8 reveals that the stress developed in the tendon at failure was 
very high eventhough a high stress value(2.5% proof stress) was 
assumed in the non-prestressed steel. The tendon stress was 
probably above the yield point and might have reached the 0.2% 
proof stress. The'stress values measured from the dynamometers 
were lower than the computed ones. This may be due to the fact 
that friction existed between the tendon and concrete especially 
when the beam had a large deflected profile. This friction would 
cause locally increased stress In the tendon around the centre 
which would not be detected by the dynamometers at' the ends. In 
addition, ' the -observed tendon I stress was low because the readings 
were not taken at the actual point of failure due to practical 
difficulty. * 
In order to study' the frictional effect of the stresslin 
the unbonded'tendon' at ultimate load, the' increase in tendon 
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stress may be computed approximately as follows: - 
f=f, elle pb pb 
Af f- ff 
pb pb pb 
ff (e 110 
pb 
ft 
pb 110 
where fpb w tendon stress at the contact point. 
ft M average tendon stress obtained from dynamometers. pb, 
11 - coefficient of friction between concrete and tendon. 
0- angle of deviation between the centre and the end. 
A-fpb- increase in tendon stress due to friction. 
. If the deflected profile 
is assumed to be parabolic, the 
angle of deviation can be expressed by 0- 4a/L where 'a' is the 
maximum deflection at midspan at ultimate load and 'L' is the span 
length. 
fl p4a 
Af pb 
pb L 
Since the terms f; b 'a' and 'L' are known, the increase 
in tendon stress due to friction can be estimated with an assumed 
value of the coefficient of friction. In the present 
Investigation, a value of 0.5 was used to calculate Afpb for 
each tests. For example, In the beam R1.3.0, It Is found that the 
tendon stress at midspan should be about 1651 N/mm2 rather than 
1562 N/mm2 as measured at the end which agrees well with the 
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calculated value of 1624 N/mm2 in Table 6.8 . 
The results for all the tests are given In Table 6.9. A 
comparison of the computed tendon stress in Table 6.8 with the 
measured tendon stress corrected to take account of friction 
reveals that the non-prestressed steel stress In eight test beams 
must have reached the 2.5Z proof stress and in the remainder was 
not likely to have been less than the 0.5% proof stress. 
It has been observed by Burns[74] and Nilson[41 that the 
effect of increasing the prestressing force Is an increase in 
moment capacity of an unbonded member. In the present tests, for 
the beams with same amounts of reinforcement but different cross 
sections, the I-section beam had an ultimate moment slightly 
higher than the rectangular section and this may be due to higher 
prestress In the former because of the smaller cross-section area. 
It was observed from the rectangular section beams 
(Rl. 2.2 and R1.1.3 ; R2.2.4 and R2.1-5) that If one reinforcing 
bar was replaced by a prestressing wire, the ultimate moment was 
Increased by about 2.6 kUm. A similar difference was therefore 
expected between R3.3.4 and R3.2.5, but the ultimate moment of 
R3.3.4 was In fact almost 6.6 kNm less than R3.2-5- This might 
uggest that the loss in strength of R3.3.4 was due to the effect 
f sustained loading; however, Chandrasekhar[41] concluded that 
sustained loading did not adversely affect the static strength of 
partially prestressed beam although some loss of strength has 
been reported In, cases of sustained over loading. The reason for 
the loss of strength of R3.3.4 is therefore uncertain. 
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An examination of the observed ultimate moment In Table 
6.18 confirmed that the moment capacity of an unbonded member can 
be greatly improved by the addition of ordinary high-yield 
deformed bars, for example the strength of R3.3.4 was almost 
double the strength of R1.3.0 despite the possibility of loss of 
strength of the former due to the sustained loading effect. 
6.6 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results 
6.6.1 Tension Stiffening 
It has long been recognized that in a cracked concrete 
flexural member, the tensile concrete between adjacent cracks 
assists the tensile reinforcement in carrying the internal tensile 
force and hence Increase the overall bending stiffness of the 
member. The approach most commonly used is to determine the 
average steel stress and in fact various empirical expressions 
based on this approach have been incorporated in design 
recommendations to allow for the tension stiffening effect. Some 
of the methods based on this approach have already been described 
in Section 4.2.2.2. They are namely Yu-Winter's method; 
CP110, Eq. 62 for crack width calculation; Model Code expression; 
Rao's formula and finally the recommendation in CP110, Appendix A 
for the deflection calculation with Bennett and Lee's version of 
interpretation. The last method may be called "0 -coefficient 
method" for convenient. 
The experimental and theoretical relationship between 
applied load and average steel strain for some test beams are 
shown in Figs. 6.23a to 6.23d. The experimental strains are the 
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average measured concrete surface strains over the constant moment 
region. The theoretical strains were obtained by the method 
described in Section 4.2.2.2. Referring to these diagrams, the 
tension stiffening of a member after cracking may be seen by 
comparing the experimental curve with the curve totally ignoring 
the tension stiffening effect i. e. fully cracked section. As the 
load increased, the rate of increase in experimental steel strain 
gradually increased and the trend is for the experimental curve to 
become closer to the curve of no tension stiffening indicating the 
decay of tension stiffening at high load. This can clearly be seen 
In Fig. 6.23d. Referring to the top diagram of Fig. 6.23a, the rate 
of increase of the average steel strain after cracking of the 
theoretical curves based on the Yu-Winter method and CP110, Eq. 62 
is about the same as the one of no tension stiffening. Immediately 
after cracking, the curve of no tension stiffening has the biggest 
sudden Increase of steel strain, the increase being smaller in the 
Yu-Winier method and still less according to CP110, Eq. 62. This 
indicates that the allowance for tension stiffening Is smaller in 
the Yu-Winter method than by CP110, Eq. 62. Furthermore, since the 
curves are almost parallel after cracking, neither of the methods 
allows for the decay of tension stiffening effect under increasing 
load. On the other hand, referring to the middle diagram of 
Fig. 6.23a, it can be seen that both the Model Code expression and 
Rao's formula allow for the decay of tension stiffening as the 
load increases, by including the term (facr 1f, 1 ) to represent the 
degree of cracking. There is the further advantage of a smoother 
transition after cracking rather than a suddenly jump of the 
curve. It will be noted that the slope of the theoretical curves 
after cracking is approximately the same as that of the 
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experimental one. The bottom diagram of Fig. 6.23a presents the 
theoretical curve computed by using the 0 -coefficient method. The 
0 value used was based on the experimental results so as to give 
a good agreement with the actual deflection. This method also does 
not allow for the decay of tension stiffening at increasing load, 
but the gradient of, the theoretical curve after cracking can be 
varied by using a different 0 value so that a better relation 
with the experimental curve could be obtained by allowing the 0 
coefficient to decrease at increasing load. 
The ratios- of the computed results at service load to 
the experimental values are given for all the test specimens In 
Table 6.10. A comparison of the mean and standard deviation of the 
ratios for all the test beams by each method reveals that Rao's 
expression gave, the best mean value of the results but the 
0 -coefficient method had the best, correlation. Both CP110, Eq. 62 
and Yu-Winter method, gave a conservative mean value with a 
relatively poorer correlation. The results also shown that if the 
tension stiffening effect was ignored, the average steel strain 
would be over-estimated by almost 60 percent of the measured 
value. Basically, all the methods produce a conservative result at 
service load and Rao's and the Model Code expressions showed a 
better fit to the experimental strain. 
The experimental and theoretical load-curvature 
relationships for some test beams are shown In Figs. 6.24a to 
6.24d. The experimental curvatures were those obtained from the 
strain measurements at the top and near bottom level over the 
constant moment region of the beam. The theoretical curvatures 
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were obtained by computing the top and bottom strain using cracked 
section theory but the tension stiffening effect of concrete was 
taken into consideration according to the methods referred 
previously. It can be seen that good agreement was obtained from 
both the Rao's and Model Code expressions. In fact, the form of 
the load-average curvature curves are similar to the corresponding 
load-average steel strain curves previously discussed. Although 
some theoretical curves, computed by expressions other than those 
of Rao and the Model Code, showed a sudden Increase of curvature 
due to loss of concrete tensile strength shortly after cracking 
and produced a significant discrepancy between the experimental 
and theoretical curves, however, the value at service load was the 
important quantity to be considered. The ratios of the computed 
Increase in curvature at service load to the experimental results 
for the beams are listed in Table 6.11. The best mean(O. 995) of 
the- ratios was obtained from 'Rao's expression with a good 
correlation of standard deviation equal to 0.071. The 
0 -coefficient method give a slightly better correlation 
(S. D. -O. 069) than Rao's expression but had a poorer mean value of 
1.027. The worst mean was obtained using the Yu-Winter's method 
with an overestimation of the measured values by 11 percent. It Is 
interesting to note that all the method referred have 
overestimated the actual average steel strain from 14.9 
percent(Rao-s formula) to as much as 35.5 percent(Yu-Winter's 
method) but In contrast, when calculating the average curvature, 
the discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental result 
was less than I percent with Rao's equation and only 11 percent by 
the Yu-Winter's method. This may be explained by the fact that 
although the average steel strain in the test beam was less than 
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expected, on the other hand, there might be some additional 
compressive strain at the top fibre due to creep of concrete 
resulting in a larger curvature. 
Based on the above findings on unbonded beams, it may be 
concluded that when analysing a cracked unbonded beam taking the 
effect 'of tension stiffening into consideration, most of the 
methods gave satisfactory results for predicting the average steel 
strain and the average curvature. Among the methods used, Rao's 
and the Model Code expressions are found to be the best in present 
investigation. The $ -coefficient method also produced a very good 
agreement with the test results but required an accurate $ value 
(i. e. ' experimental 0 value). CP110, Eq. 62 overestimates the 
steel strain but It should be noted that this equation is mainly 
for calculating the width of cracks which is highly variable and 
for which a conservative estimate will be necessary. 
In order to extent the study to fully bonded partially 
prestressed beams, these methods were used to analyse the test 
beams 'of Lee[441. The ratio of the computed to experimental 
results for the average steel strain and average curvature at 
service load are tabulated In Tables 6.12 and 6.13 respectively. 
It should be noted that the 0 -coefficient method is now based on 
the value suggested by Lee of 0 -0.15. A study of these Tables 
reveals that the Model Code expression gave excellent results with 
a good correlation. In contrast, Rao's equation also gave a good 
mean but a relatively large standard deviation of the results. The 
$ -coefficient method, as would be expected, produced only a fair 
result because one particular 0 value was applied to whole set of 
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beams. The Yu-Winter's method again was the worst of the methods. 
From the above observations, it can be concluded that 
the Model Code will give a very good result for both the bonded 
and unbonded beams. Furthermore, it is the only one to allow for 
the loss of tension stiffening under sustained loading or repeated 
loading. 
6.6.2 Deflection 
6.6.2.1 Integration of Curvature Based on Cpllo 
An analytical method for calculating the deflection of 
unbonded partially prestressed beams has been formulated and 
described in Chapter Four. The method is based on the 
recommendations in CP110, Appendix A. In addition, a coefficient 
0 is adopted to represent the strain distribution between tr; 7o 
cracks, which, was devised by Bennett and Lee[21 for curvature 
distribution where $ will range-from zero to unity to signify the 
degree of tension stiffening In the concrete between cracks (a -0 
represents the complete loss of tension stiffening). 
The theoretical and experimental load-midspan deflection 
curves of some test beams for the first loading up to the service 
load are presented In Figs. 6.25a to 6.25f and Figs. 6.26a to 6.26f 
for the second loading. It should be noted since there might have 
been a discrepancy between the measured(from control tests) and 
the actual, modulus of elasticity of the beam, it was considered 
necessary to adjust the measured modulus value to match the 
initial slope of the experimental curve in order to obtain a true 
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comparison, although little or no adjustment was usually needed. 
The calculated deflection at service load in the first 
cycle with varying values of a are compared with the experimental 
results and given in Table 6.14. It can be seen that the actual 
deflection was generally underestimated by putting $ -0.5. The 
mean of the ratios of calculated to experimental delection was 
0.915. The mean was improved to 0.999 when $ -0.33 was used. 
However, -the correlation in either case was only fair. If $ -0 was 
adopted, the method consistently produced conservative results. 
The correct experimental value could be obtained by 
Interpolation and Is listed in Table 6.14, column(6). The values 
varies-from 0.06 to 0.8 with an average of 0.32. The computed 
deflection based on 0 -0.32 was also listed in Table 6.14 and the 
mean(I. 005) obtained is excellent. 
Referring to the load-deflection diagrams, the 
theoretical deflection was computed on the basis of two $ values, 
one of which was used such that it givesa good agreement with the 
experimental deflection at service load and the other was equal to 
0.32 by adopting the average of the experimental $ value. In 
addition, a curve representing total loss of tension stiffening 
was also included. In the first loading, there is a discontinuity 
In the theoretical curve immediately after cracking because of the 
assumption of ignoring the tensile strength of concrete in the 
cracked section. This would result in a big discrepancy between 
the theoretical and experimental curve. By comparing the 
theoretical curve of 11.1.3 and 13.3-4 in Figs. 6.25d and 6.25f, 
the sudden increase of deflection soon after cracking was found to 
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be smaller in the latter because 13.3.4 has a larger steel area 
and higher level of prestress than 11.1.3. The tensile force 
carried by the concrete before cracking was completely tranferred 
into the steel immediately afte r cracking and so the smaller the 
steel area, the bigger increase of steel (mainly non-prestressed 
steel) strain hence causing a bigger Increase of deflection. 
In the second cycle of loading, it is clear that the 
experimental curve was displaced considerably in the deflection 
direction. The displacement was caused by the residual deflection 
after the first cycle and led to a significant different between 
the theory and the experiment especially at lower load because the 
residual effect had not been considered in the theory. If the 
permanent deflection at the beginning of the second was omitted, 
it may be seen that the computed curve follows the trend of the 
actual one fairly well at lower load. There was no sudden increase 
of deflection in the theoretical curve after decompression because 
the concrete tensile strength had been Ignored throughout. In 
general, the experimental deflection of most test beams, except 
13.3.4(2nd cycle), at service load in the first and second loading 
was less than the computed deflection based on the fully cracked 
section(i. e. 0 -0). Although It appears that a slightly lower 
value would be required for the second cycle, it is however 
difficult to conclude whether the small increase of deflection was 
due to further loss of tension stiffening or the presence of 
additional compressive strain due to creep. A study of the 
measured concrete surface strains would suggest that both of them 
had happened. 
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The deflected profile computed on the basis of the 
corrected 0 value was also compared with measured value obtained 
from the dial gauges and was presented in Figs. 6.14a to 6.14d. The 
theoretical and experimental curves agree well. 
Bennett and Lee[2] had suggested a$ value of 0.15 to 
cover the whole range of their tests, they however felt that the 
value might be related to the degree of cracking at service 
load. In present investigation, the relationship between the 
experimental a value and the hypothetical tensile stress is 
illustrated In Fig-6.27 in which the latter variable is related to 
the degree of cracking of the test beams. It can be seen that the 
a value was the highest(l. 0) when the hypothetical tensile 
stress was about 4 N/mm2. As the latter increased to about 10 
N/mm2, the value drop rapidly to about 0.15. Thereafter, the 
relationship is erratic and a horizontal straight line may be 
assumed. Nevertheless, It is still difficult to establish a firm 
relationship between these two parameters. 
6.6.2.2 Integration of Curvature Based on Model Code 
The method recommended in the CEB-FIP Model Code for 
calculating the deflection of cracked members is also based on 
Integration of curvature but the tension stiffening effect is 
considered by a given expression which has already been discussed 
in Section 4.2.2.2. Since the expression is a function of the term 
(f,,,, If, ) which can be used to signify the degree of cracking, 
it can account for the fact of decay of tension stiffening at 
increasing load. 
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The theoretical and experimental load-deflection curves 
for some test beams are presented in Figs. 6.28a to 6.28J and show 
a reasonably good agreement. The theoretical curves do not have a 
sudden increase of deflection immediately after cracking beýause 
the term (f8c, /fe ) can provide a smooth transition between 
uncracked and fully cracked stage. Since there is a discrepancy 
between the computed and observed cracking load, the difference 
between the theoretical and experimental curves were pronounced 
around the cracking load. The computed midspan deflection for all 
test beams at service load in the first cycle Is given in Table 
6.15, column(l). This method produced a good mean(O. 977) of the 
ratios of calculated to experimental deflection with a reasonably 
good correlation. A close examination of the results reveals that 
the deflection of all I-section beams was underestimated by 4 to 
15 percent. Lee however found that the Model Code method gave very 
reliable results on bonded I-section beams(with pretensioned 
strands). It therefore may be concluded that the deflection of 
bonded partially prestressed beams as well as unbonded rectangular 
section beams can be predicted fairly accurately by using the 
Model Code expression but that the latter is consistently 
unconservative for unbonded I-sections. This agrees with the 
results for the computed average curvature in Tables 6.11 and 6.13 
for unbonded and bonded beams respectively. 
6.6.2.3 ACI Code Simplified Formulae 
An alternative method which has been reviewed In Chapter 
Two, for computing the deflection of cracked member Is recommended 
In the ACI Code[l]. The method is based on an empirical expression 
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to obtain the effective(I. e. transition between uncracked and fully 
cracked states) moment of Inertia. This expression has also been 
suggested for use with partially prestressed concrete beams by a 
number, of researchers[49]. Branson and Trost[48] further 
recommended that the equation would be modified in the case of 
unbonded members without any non-prestressed reinforcement. They 
found that the use of. power of 4 instead of 3 in the I-effective 
equation would provide a more rapid transition from Ig to Icr * 
In calculating Icr p two procedures had been used. the 
first one is to treat the cracked section as reinforced concrete, 
taking the. steel stiffness into consideration as usual. This was 
recommended by Branson and his colleagues. On the other hand, 
Tadros(58] argued that Icr should be calculated based on the 
actual behaviour of a prestressed section in which the true 
bending axis Is varied with the applied load under the effect of 
prestressing1force. This is in contrast to reinforced concrete 
section in which the bending axis is always coincident with the 
centroid of the section. Lee[441 demonstrated that there was only 
a minor difference between the results obtained from these 
approaches. In the present study, the deflection was computed on 
the basis of the actual transformed section, equivalent reinforced 
concrete section and actual section again but with a power of 4 in 
the I-effective equation. The results are tabulated in columns 
(2), (3) and (4) of Table 6.15. By comparing columns (2) and (3), 
it is confirmed that the difference between the reinforced 
concrete section is negligible. The mean of column (2) is 0.975 
and indicating that the ACI expression is slightly unconservative 
for predicting the deflection of unbonded beams but the error is 
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less than 3 percent. Moreover, the correlation of the results Is 
only fair(i. e. S. D. -O. 116). Referring to column (4), the results 
obtained by'using a power of 4 were generally conservative but the 
deflection of 11.2.2 was underestimated by 23 percent. This is 
reflected by the fact that the mean of column (4) Is 1.08 but with 
a large standard deviation of 0.148. It may be noted that the 
deflection of' all the beams having a'ratio of (Mcr IMser 
greater than 0.9 was underestimated even by using the power of 4 
in the equation. The theoretical and experimental load-deflection 
curves of some test beams are presented in Figs. 6.29a to 6.29h. 
Like the Model Code expression, the ACI Code formula provides a 
smooth transition immediately after cracking. An error In the 
prediction of the cracking load would cause a significant 
discrepancy between the theoretical and experimental curves around 
the cracking load. It can be seen that the rate of increase of 
deflection after cracking Is faster if the power of 4 expression 
was used. Furthermore, it may be concluded that the power of 4 can 
be used for calculating the deflection of unbonded prestressed 
members provided they have a sufficient amount of non-prestressed 
steel. 
When comparing the short-term deflection computed by 
means of the Model Code and the ACI Code respectively as shown in 
Table 6.15, the former gives a better mean and standard deviation 
of the results but required a more complicated computation. In 
contrast, the ACI method is simple and more suitable for design 
purposes. Nevertheless, its validity for unbonded beams without 
bonded reinforcement or only lightly reinforced, needs to be 
verif ied. 
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The ACI building Code recommends a simple method to 
calculate the additional deflection under long-term loading. This 
is determined by multiplying the immediate deflection caused by 
the sustained load by a factor which depends on the time and the 
area of compression steel. In the present investigation, seven 
beams were tested under combined loading for about a month and the 
deflection in the final cycle were computed by adopting the common 
practice of adding the short-term deflection to the long-term 
deflection. The results for 'some test beams are shown in 
Figs. 6.30a to 6.30e. The computed deflection at the half and full 
service load at the end of the'test is tabulated in Table 6.16. It 
was found that the actual deflection at half service load were 
underestimated varying from 37 percent(13.3.4) to as much as 85 
percent(Rl. 0.5). The computed deflections at service load were 
also smaller than the experimental results by up to 36 percent in 
11.2.2. It has been concluded that effect of combined loading 
would cause non-recoverable residual deflection which was however 
not taken into consideration in the computation and thus led to a 
big discrepancy between the calculated and experimental results. 
Only the predictedAeflection of R2.0.7 at service load agrees 
with the measured value but it may be due to, overestimate of the 
short-term deflection hence compensating for the non-recoverable 
residual deflection(see Fig. 6.30c). 
tI. R3.3-. 4 was tested under sustained load alone for about a 
year, - atýthe end of which ýthe theoretical deflection was 41 
percent less than the experimental value. This indicates that the 
rate of increase of deflection of unbondedýbeam under sustained 
load could-be very fast. However, more tests should be carried out 
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to clarify this. 
It mayýbe concluded on the basis of present test results 
that the ACI method for predicting the long-term deflection of 
unbonded cracked beam was unconservative in most cases no matter 
whether the beam was under combined loading or sustained loading 
alone. 'The occurrence of intermittent 'short-term load cycles in 
the combined loading test could only increase the discrepancy. It 
was felt that the non-recoverable residual deflection due to 
combined loading'may be represented by' a factor as pointed out by 
Bennett and Lee[2] and should be included In the prediction of 
long-term deflection. - The residual deflection at the end of the 
first cycle was significant and should also be considered. 
6.6.3 Increase in Tendon Stress at Service Loads 
Although the increase in tendon stress of unbonded beams 
at service loads is usually small and does not required checking 
to satisfy the'serviceability limit states, however, it may be 
interesting to know the tendon stress value. The measured 
increase of tendon stress under applied load was compared with the 
computed results obtained by Nilson's and Balaguru's methods 
reviewed in Section 2.3 as well as from the cracked section 
analysis described in Chapter Four. The calculated and measured 
results are listed, in Table 6.17 and the curves of Increase In 
tendon stress 'versus applied load for some test beams are 
presented in Figs. 6.31a to 6.31c. A study of Table 6.17 in 
conjunction with Figs. 6.31a to 6.31C reveals that the results 
obtained bycracked section analysis based on the correct $ value 
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are consistently conservative. In the analysis, the amount of 
tensile force carried by the concrete before cracking and 
transferred to the tendon immediately after cracking was very much 
overestimated and hence caused a sudden Increase in tendon stress 
after cracking. This would lead to a significant discrepancy 
between the computed and experimental results. Nilson's and 
Balaguru's methods- show a smoother transition after cracking 
because both of them rely on the I-effective formula. The, former 
gave a better mean value but the correlation of the' results was 
not good. Balaguru's method generally- Indicated an -under- 
prediction of the tendon-stress. It-may be due to the 4act that 
the method was originally derived for beams with a second degree 
parabolic cable profile under uniformly distributed load, in 
contrast to the test beams which had straight tendon with two- 
point loading. 
6.6.4 Flexural StrenRth 
There are no specific recommendations In either the 
British Code CPHO, the ACI building Code or the CEB-FIP Model 
Code for calculating the ultimate strength of unbonded members 
with additional bonded reinforcement. However, Tam and Pannell[321 
has proposed a method for predicting the'moment capacity of this 
type of members, In- which several important factors. like the 
span/depth ratio, quantity of norr-prestressed steel andý-the depth 
of neutral axis at failure were considered In the calculation of 
the stress In the unbonded tendon. In contrast, the ACI, Code and 
CP110 also provide method to evaluate the tendon stress at 
ultimate moment but both fail to consider the Influencing factors 
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comprehensively and hence are to some extent limited In 
application. 
In the ACI Code, the tendon stress at failure can be 
predicted by two given expressions(see Chapter Two) depending on 
whether the span/depth ratio of the member is above or below the 
specified value of 35. If the span/depth ratio in not greater than 
35 (in the present test l/d - 22 approximately), the code 
specified that the tendon stress should not be greater than the 
yield stress or 413 N/mm2(60000 psi) in excess of the effective 
prestress after all losses have taken place. The expression is a 
function of the cylinder strength and the ratio of prestressing 
reinforcement but the influence of the non-prestressed steel on 
the tendon stress is not considered. Furthermore, the equation was 
originally adopted from the conservative version of the lower 
bound empirical equation developed by Mattock[211 based on beams 
with an I/d ratio of 28. Therefore, the predicted stress may be 
unconservative if the I/d ratio of the member is larger than 28. 
In the British Code CP110, the stress in the unbonded 
tendon Is limited to the value given in cl. 4.3.4.3, Table 38 
i. e. varying from 1.11 to 1.45 times the effective prestress 
depending on the ratios of (fp, Aps /fc, -bd) and I/d. However, it 
is limited to members with a 1/d ratio between 10 and 30. No 
comments are made on how to deal with the non-prestressed steel. 
In the present investigation, the ultimate moments for 
the test beams was computed on the basis of the above methods. 
According to the conclusions in Section 6.5.4, the stress in the 
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norr-prestressed steel at failure was unlikely to be less than the 
0.5% proof stress, and sometimes reached the 2.5% proof stress and 
even fracture of the reinforcement. In working out the ultimate 
moment of resistance, the 0.5% and 2.5% proof stress have been 
taken separately as the stress in the non-prestressed steel in the 
computation. The computed ultimate moments were based on the 
actual material properties obtained from control specimen tests 
and unfactored i. e. the material safety factors in CP11O method 
and the capacity reduction factor in the ACI Code method was 
removed. 
When using the CP110 method, a modification has to be 
made in order to take the effect of non-prestressed steel into 
consideration. This modification was used by Veerasubramanian[431 
and was done by converting the area of non-prestressed steel Into 
an equivalent area of prestressed steel. The total equivalent 
steel area is given by Aps = Ap + As fy /fpb where fpb is the 
breaking stress initially. The ratio Of fpb /fpo and the, limiting 
value of x/d may then be obtained from Table 38 in CP110 by 
interpolation with respect to the 1/d ratio and the steel 
parameter (Ap. fpe /fcu-bd). The calculated fpb value Is checked 
against the initial value, if the difference between them is 
greater than 1 percent the procedure will be repeated with the new 
fpb value until the desired accuracyis achieved. By knowing the 
stress In the tendon and the non-prestressed steel at failure, the 
moment of resistance could then be obtained in the usual way. If 
in case of flanged beams, ýthe moments were obtained in accordance 
with the assumption specified, nevertheless, all the I-section 
beams were found to have a neutral axis within the top flange. 
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The calculated and observed ultimate moments are shown 
in Table 6.18. 'It can be seen that all these methods consistently 
produced conservative results for all test beams even when the 
stress in the non-prestressed steel was assumed to reach the 2.5% 
proof stress. The results with the Tam-Pannell and CP110 methods 
are very similar because the latter was based on results of tests 
and analysis by Pannell[31]. The slightly modification introduced 
In using the CP110 method seems reasonable and gives satisfactory 
results when compared with tests. Since all the beams have about 
the same I/d ratio, the Tam-Pannell's method appears to have no 
advantage over the others. In the present tests, all three methods 
were found to be safe In predicting the strength of unbonded 
members with additional bonded reinforcement since the stress in 
the non-prestressed steel reached so high a value which appears to 
have influenced the straining capacity of the prestressing steel. 
The stress in the tendon at failure was much higher than predicted 
and resulted in underestimation of the ultimate moments. When 
comparing the observed results with the design ultimate moment 
which was calculated by the CP110 method with suitable material 
safety factors, the design value is less than the observed result 
by between 19 and 38 percent with a mean ratio of 0.68 . 
Clear evidence of underestimation of the tendon stress 
can be found by comparing the predicted and observed tendon stress 
in Table 6.19. The computed results were obtained by assuming the 
0.5Z of the proof stress In the non-prestressed steel at failure. 
According to the ACI method, the maximum amount of tendon stress 
should not be greater than 413 N/mm2- This is In contrast to 
present test, in which the value varies from 406 to 535 N/mm2 
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except R3.3.4 which has a much lower value due to loss strength 
under the effect of sustained loading. Similarly, the ratio of the 
tendon stress computed by CF110 at ultimate moment to the 
effective prestress varies from 1.2 to 1.26 but the ratio for 
observed value is between 1.24 and 1.5. Generally the predicted 
tendon stress is largest by the ACI method, and the least valus is 
obtained by Tam-Pannell's method. 
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CHAPTER SEVEN 
r CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
7.1 Introduction- 
The conclusions from present Investigation were 
summarized in this chapter in particular with reference to the 
objects of the -study stated in Chapter One., Suggestions are also 
made as to-those aspects which may be-of interest in the light of 
the findings from present investigation. 
7.2 Conclusions 
7.2.1ýDeformations 
7.2.1.1 First and Second Cycle of Loading 
, -. Before cracking in the first cycle or decompression in 
the second cycle, the rate of increase of deflection was mainly 
related to the modulus of elasticity of concrete and the shape of 
section but after cracking(or decompression) the rate was largely 
a, function of the quantity of steel, i. e. the larger the steel 
area, the lower, the rate. 
The I-section beams had a lower cracking load than beams 
of rectangular section with the same amounts of prestressed and 
non-prestressed steel, The rates of increase of deflection after 
cracking were about the same. 
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A beam of low prestress with large amount of non- 
prestressed steel behaves like an ordinary reinforced concrete 
beam in the second loading. 
The deflection of all test beams at service load was 
less than the CP110 specified limit although "the I/d ratio was 
near the maximum allowable by the code. 
Residual strains at the top and bottom were observed at 
the end of the first cycle. The cause was due to short-term creep 
of concrete at the top and slip of the bars at the cracks at the 
bottom. 
Beams with a norr-prestressed steel stress greater than 
240 N/mm2 at service load have developed large residual 
deflections. The residual deflection of the unbonded beams at the 
end of the first cycle varied from 0.78 to 3.92 mm. A beam might 
not necessarily have a large residual deflection, eventhough it 
had a high hypothetical tensile stress value, provided there wa's 
sufficient prestress to recover the deflection. The cause of 
residual deflection was not only irreversible slip of the bars as 
usually explained by other researchers but also short-term creep 
of the concrete. This is especially true for the beams of high 
prestress in which the cracks closed when unloaded. 
Branson's method for calculating residual deflection was 
not satisfactory because of ignoring the effect of creep. 
7.2.1.2 Combined Loading 
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The rate of increase of deflection from half to full 
service load was greatest in the first cycle and became less In 
the second and third cycles. Thereafter, the rate became 
approximately constant. 
The final deflection of the reinforced concrete beams 
was larger than that of the others and exceeded the CP110 limit. 
It thus reveals the importance of prestress in deflection control. 
Residual increment of deflection occurred after each 
Intermittent short-term load cycle and the increment was greatest 
after the first two Intermittent cycles but became smaller and 
about constant over the last few cycles. Only part of this 
increase was recoverable. The common practice of calculating long- 
term deflection which allows for the effects of creep and 
shrinkage under the permanent load alone was found to be 
unconservative. 
The lowering of the neutral axis of strain In beams 
under combined loading was believed to be due to the effect of 
sustained load. 
At the end of each Intermittent short-term load cycle, 
the amount of residual Incremental top strain was found to be 
Independent of the number of load cycles and in contrast, the 
residual bottom strain was largest after the first Intermittent 
cycle and became less as the number of cycles increased. 
Recovery of bottom strain was observed during the 
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sustained loading period indicating a recovery of residual 
deflection taking place after each intermittent load cycle. 
The cause of the non-recoverable residual deflection in 
present tests was not likely due to loss of tension-stiffening but 
believed to be the result of norr-recoverable creep strain and 
I 
increased creep rate under the effect of cyclic load. 
A increase of crack width was observed at the end of the 
test but none of the cracks were wider than 0.2 mm. Uabonded 
members with good protection of the tendons should not have 
corrosion problems through cracking. 
7.2.1.3 Sustained Loading 
The top strain increased rapidly in the early stage of 
the loading period and the rate of increase of strain was reduced 
progressively at the end. No significant change of strain occurred 
at the bottom. 
The deflection continued to increase although at a 
progressively reducing rate. After 336 days, the Increase in 
deflection was found to be 3.3 times the initial instantaneous 
value. The maximum of 2, recommended In the ACI Code for the ratio 
of the additional time-dependent deflection to the instantaneous 
deflection, Is unconservative for this test. 
7.2.2 Tension Stiffening 
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The effect of tension stiffening will decay as the load 
increased. When analysing a cracked unbonded beam and taking the 
effect, of tension stiffening Into account, the formulae or methods 
used were found to give satisfactory results for predicting the 
average steel strain and the average curvature. Among the methods 
used, Rao-s and the Model Code expressions were found to be more 
accurate in the present tests. The $ -coefficient method also 
produced a very good agreement with the test results but required 
an accurate ý value. The method may be further improved by 
varying the 0 value at increasing load. The Yu-Winter's method 
and the CP110, Eq. 62 gave conservative results. 
When analysing a cracked bonded beam, the Model Code 
formula produced the best results with very good correlation with 
the test results. Rao's formula gave a good mean but poorer 
consistency. 
7.2.3 Calculation of Deflection 
7; 2.3.1 Integration of Curvature Based on CPliO 
An analytical method was formulated on the basis of the 
CP110, Appendix A recommendations for, calculating the short-term 
deflection of unbonded cracked beam. A 0-coefficient was adopted 
to signify the degree of tension stiffening in the concrete 
between cracks where 0 is between zero and unity. 
The deflection, computed by Ignoring the tension 
stiffening effect(i. e. - $, -0) always overestimated the actual 
value. The'experimental 0 value required to produce a good 
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agreement between theoretical and experimental deflection varied 
between 0.06 and 0.8 with an average of 0.32. 
The computed deflection after the point of cracking did 
not agree with the experiments due to totally Ignoring the 
concrete tensile strength' in the theory. There was a' large 
discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical load- 
deflection curve at I -the beginning "of the second cycle due to 
Ignoring the residual deflection In the computation. 
The actual deflection at service load in the second 
cycle was slightly larger than the previous cycle due to 
additional creep strain at the top'and further loss of tension 
stiffening'i'n the' second loading. ' 
The experimental 0 value at service load was found to 
be higher for lower values of hypothetical tensile stress. The 
relationship of the two can be*seeý in Fig. 6.27. More evidence 
will be needed in order to establish a better relationship between 
these two parameters. nirthermore, the a' value should decrease 
from unity to the experimental 0 value as the load Increases from 
cracking load to service load in order to allow for the decay of 
the tension. - stiffening effect , at Increasing load. 
7.2.3.2 Integration of Curvature Based on Model Code 
The short-term deflection computed on the basis of the 
Model Code formula to account for the effect of tension stiffening 
gave a go6d'agreement with the measured values. 
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The Model Code expression predicted the trend of the 
experimental load-deflection curve reasonably well. Better 
agreement was obtained if the actual cracking load was used. 
i The Model Code method generally gave reliable and 
conservative results on bonded I-section beams as well as unbonded 
partially prestressed beams of rectangular section. However, the 
latter prediction, for unbonded I-section beams was found to be 
unconservative in most cases. 
7.2.3.3 ACI Code Simplified Formulae 
The ACI Code I-effective equation was adopted with 
slight modifications as recommended by other researchers to 
calculate the short-term deflection of unbonded partially 
prestressed beams. It was found that the use of the power of 3 in 
the equation was slightly unconservative with a mean of the 
computed-results 3 percent less than the actual values. The use of 
the power of 4 provided conservative results for all the test 
beams except those having a low degree of cracking I. e. 
Mcr /Mse,, ' higher than 0.9. The I-effective expression with a 
power of .4 could be used to predict the deflection of unbonded 
members with a substantial amount of non-prestressed steel. More 
tests, however, should be made to justify this. Moreover, a higher 
power may be required if the unbonded beam is lightly reinforced 
or without any bonded reinforcement at all. 
The difference between theýresults obtained from the 
transforme&section with or without taking the prestressing effect 
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Into account is not significant. 
The ACI method for predicting the long-term deflection 
of unbonded beams was unconservative no matter whether the beam 
was under combined loading or sustained loading alone. The non- 
recoverable residual deflection due to intermittent load cycles 
should be considered in the computation. In addition, the 
substantial amount of residual deflection after the first cycle 
should also be considered. 
7.2.4 Increase in Tendon Stress at Service Loads 
The Increase in- tendon stress was governed 'by the 
increase In deflection. The amount of increase at service load was 
small varying from 1.6 to 8.1 percent of the effective prestress. 
Elzanaty and Nilson's method for predicting the increase 
in the tendon stress was satisfactory with a good mean but the 
consistency was only fair. Balaguru's method always underestimated 
the tendon stress significantly. 
7.2.5 Flexural Strength 
The strength of the test beams were higher than that 
predicted on the basis of the ACI Code, CP110 and Tam-Pannell's 
method because the actual tendon stress was much higher than that 
estimated by these methods. The high tendon stress (i. e. probably 
reached the 0.2% proof stress) at ultimate moment was mainly due 
to the non-prestressed steel stress reached so high a value(i. e. 
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sometimes 2.5% proof stress) hence had Increased the strain 
capacity of the tendon. In addition, the friction between the 
concrete and the tendon caused localized stresses at the contact 
points which was not allowed for in the computation. An 
approximate estimation of the increase in tensile stress due to 
friction indicated that it could be as high as 137 N/mm2. All the 
methods mentioned gave satisfactory and conservative predictions 
of the strength of unbonded beams with bonded reinforcement. 
The addition of bonded norr-prestressed steel greatly 
improved the strength of an unbonded member. 
The effect of sustained loading may adversely affect the 
strength of an unbonded member. 
7.3 Suggestions for Further Research 
(1) It has been found that the effect of combined long-term 
sustained loading and intermittent short-term cyclic loading 
on the long-term deflection was significant., However, up to the 
present the test period has been limited to about a month. It 
will be of Interest to extend the duration of test to at least 
six months to a year time so that the effect of cyclic loading 
on the loss of tension stiffening may be more pronounced. It 
is further suggested that the test should consist of sets of 
three duplicate beams which should be tested under long-term 
sustained loading alone, combined loading and short-term 
cyclic loading alone so that the relationship of these three 
types of loading can be observed. 
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(2) The residual deflection at the end of the first cycle was 
found to be significant in affecting the deflection in the 
subsequent cycles of loading. The existing method for 
predicting it was however not satisfactory in some ways. More 
research is needed in this area. 
(3) Research on unbonded member under fatigue loading has rarely 
been carried out. It would be interesting to observed the 
Influence of this on the deflection , non-prestressed steel 
stress and the strength. 
(4) The rate of increase of deflection of unbonded beam was found 
to be faster than bonded prestressed beam and the s uspicion of 
loss of strength under the effect of sustained loading should 
be clarified with more tests. A study of this in conjunction 
with some comparable bonded prestressed beams may find to be 
useful. 
The deflection -computation on 'the basis of CP110 was found 
quite satisfactory but it can be further improved by producing 
a simplified expression In relating the 0' coefficient with 
the parameter degree of cracking(eg. hypothetical tensile 
stress) and eventually modify the present theory to a more 
convenient form to be used for design purposes, 
(6) The ACI Code I-effective equation sometimes gave an 
unconservative prediction of the deflection of beams with 
unbonded tendons. It may require further verification by tests 
to ascertain the correct power to be used in the equation. 
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FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
c mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm 
C MMMMMMMMM MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM Programme to calculate the short-term deflections MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM and steel stresses of a partially prestressed, con- MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM crete beam with unbonded tendons in the first and MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM second cycle of loading. The loading pattern is MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM symmetrical two points loading. MMMM 
C MMMMMMMMM MMMM 
C mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm mmmmm 
C 
CHARACTER*4 INOP 
I DIMENSION BMCRF(100)tARSF(100)PFRACF(100)oCAM(100)p 
DEFXF(100)PDLLF(100)PDEFCF(100)., DAIqF(100). - 
BMCRS(100)PARSS(100)PFRACS(100)o 
DEFXS(100)PDLLS(100)oDEFCS(100). -DACS(100). - 
CURF(100)., CURJCF(100). -CURS(100). -CURJCS(100). - 
OEFXO(100)PDOL(100), PARSD(100). -CURD(100). - 
DEFLLF(100). -RSLLF(100)PCURLLF(100)f 
DEFLLS(100)tRSLLS(100)PCURLLS(100) 
C 
COMMON /SECTN/ AtSMAtYINFfRGtEpRL 
COMMON /DIMAR/ HF,, HBPHTPBWPBBPBTeAPtAS 
CDMMON-/LEYMAT/ ECeES. -DPpDSpALPHAoTSE 
COMMON /LENGTH/ SLVeSLTPSL1(100)oSLC 
COMMON /STRAIN/ ECPEPECREPECTEPECBE 
COMMON /FORCE/ PEtRE 
COMMON /MOMTF/ BMAMF. -BMAF(100) 
COMMON /MOMTS/ BMAMSPBMAS(100) 
COMMON /RATIO/ HlPH2tH3pH4oH5pBlpB2pDlpD2oPOSpSlpS2pBETA 
C 
NSEC= 0 
9 WRITE(6pl3) 
13 FORMAW 1) 1ST 'f2Xi*'FIRST CYCLE OF LOADING') 
WRITE(6pl4) 
14 FORMATV 2) 1STF 'p2Xp'FURTHER INCREMENT IN FIRST CYLCE OF*p 
LOADING*) 
WRITE(6. -15) 
15 FORMATV 3) 2ND '., 2Xt'SECOND CYCLE OF LOADING') 
WRITE(6pl6) 
16 FORMATV 4) END 
. 
`,, 2X. -'NO MORE COMPUTATION'j, /) 
WRIT E(6pl7) 
17 FORMATV <<< SELECT ONE OPTION FROM THE ABOVE INDEX >>>') 
C 
READ(5pl8fERR=1O)INOP 
18 FORMAT(A4) 
GOTO 20 
c 
10 WRITE(6tl9) 
19 FORMATV <<< INPUT ERRORP RESTART THE PROCEDURE >>>') 
GOTO 9 
C 
20 IF( INOP EQ. '1ST' )GOTO 21 
IF( INOP EQ. *lSTF' )GOTO 22 
IF( INOP EQ. '2ND' )GOTO 23 
IF( INOP EQ. 'END' )GOTO 24 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
GOTO 10 
C- 
. 
21 WRITE(6f25) 
25 FORMAW <<< INPUT DATA TO THE PROGRAMME IN THE ORDER'f 
a AS SHOWN >>>'fl) 
WRITE(6o27) 
27 FORMATV Bt Bb Bw Hf Hb Ht dp ds (in mm. )') 
READ(5., *. -ERR=10)BT. *BBtBWPHFfHBPHTeDP. -OS 
WRITE(6t28) 
28 FORMATV Ap As Aduct (in mm2') 
READ(5r*fERR=1O)AP,, ASPADC 
WRITE(6o, 30) 
30 FORMATV EC ES FPE FRE 'FCT FCTS (IN N/mm2)') 
READ(5, *, ERR=10)EC, ES, FPEPFRE, FCTA. -TSE 
WRITE(6., 31) 
31 FORMATV EFFECTIVE SPAN , VARYING MOMENT SPAN LENGTH (in mm. )*) 
READ(5. -*, ERR=10)SLT, rSLV 
WRITE(6. -32) 
32 FORMATV WHAT IS THE MOMENT AT SERVICE LOAD ?( in Nmm. )*) 
READ(5, *)BMSER 
WRITE-(6o, 33) 
33 FORMATV DIVIDE THE BEAM INTO, "NP" NO. OF ELEMENTS. " BETA"') 
READ(5, *. -ERR=1O)1JP. -BETA 
221 WRITE(6o222) 
222 FORMATV WHAT IS THE DEAD LOAD (exclude self-wt. ) ? (in N. )O) 
READ(5o*)SBW 
22 WRITE(6o34) 
34 FORMATV WHAT IS THE APPLIED LIVE LOAD ? (in NO') 
READ(5, *, ERR=1O)ALF 
C 
IF( INOP EQ. '1STF' )GOTO 3ý 
C 
PE= FPE*AP 
RE= FRE*AS 
HI= HF/HT 
H2= HB/HT 
H3= 1-H2 
H4= 3-2*HF/HT 
H5= 2*H2+1 
01= DP/HT 
D2= DS/HT 
81= CBT-BW)/BT 
82= (BB-BW)/BT 
BETA= I-BETA 
ALPHA= ES/EC 
POS= 6*ALPHA*AS/CBT*HT) 
SLC= SLT-(2*SLV) 
C6= (SLV+SLC)/SLT 
NH= (N 
, 
P+1)/2 
C Calculate the section properties 
CALL SECT ( ACTAADCISON 
C 
YSUP= HT-YINF 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
YSUP1= HT-YINFI 
C Calculate the concrete stresses and the effective prestrain 
FYINE= -PE*(l+E*YI'NF/RG)/A+RE*C-RL*YINF/RG-1)/A 
FSUPE= PE*(-l+E*YSUP/RG)/A+RE*( RL*YSUP/RG-I)/A 
FYINS= -PE*(l+E*YINF/RG)/A+BMSER*YINF/CRG*A) 
FYINH= -PE*(l+E*YINF/RG)/A'+BMSER*YINF/(RG*A*2.0)' 
FSUPS= PE*C-I+E*YSUP/RG)/A-SMSER*YINF/CRG*A) 
FSUPH= PE*(-l+E*YSUP/RG)/A-BMSER*YINF/CRG*A*2.0) 
ECBE= FYINE/EC 
ECTE= FSUPE/EC 
ECPE= (ECBE-ECTE)*DP/HT+ECTE 
ECRE= (ECBE-ECTE)*DS/HT+ECTE 
C 
DEL= SLT/NP 
C1= ALPHA*AP*(l+E**2/RG)/A 
C Calcualte the deflection due to dead load in the first cycle 
CCC= (0.75*SLV/SLT-(SLV/SLT)**3)*32 
SSW= (ACTA*23.6E-6*SLT*5)/CCC 
DLOAD= SBW+BSW 
BMAMF= DLOAD*SLV/2 
C 
00 3721 I=lPNH 
SL1 (1) = DEL/2+DEL* (I-1 
IF ( SL1(I) GE. SLV )THEN 
BMAF(I)= BMAMF 
GOTO 3721 
END IF 
BMAF(I)= SMAMF*SL1(I)/SLV 
3721 CONTINUE 
C 
CALL FIRST( ClPC6pNPPNHeFCTAP 
PCRJFPRCRJFPECPCJFPECRCJFPEPTCDP 
BMCRFeDEFCF. #DEFXDPCAMPDDLPDACFP 
ýPACF. 
*ATSDfFRACF. -ARSDPTSFeSLJFPFFMFPCURDP 
CURJCFPFCTMDPBSWPECRCCF 
C Calculate the deflection due to total load-in the first cycle 
37 BMAMF= (DLOAD+ALF)*SLV/2, 
00 371 Iý 1. -NHP1 
IF( SL1(I) GE. SLV )THEN 
BMAF(I)= BMAMF 
GOTO 371 
END IF 
BMAF(I)= BMAMF*SL1(I)/SLV 
37.1 CONTINUE 
CALL FIRST ( CIPC6pNPPNHPFCTAr 
PCRJF. -RCRJFPECPCJFtECRCJFPEPTCFP 
BMCRF. -DEFCFeDEFXFPCAMPDLLFPDACFP 
FPACF., ATSF. -FRACFPARSFPTSFPSLJFPFFMFPCURFPCURJCFo 
FCTMFfBSWtECRCCF ) 
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C 
BMAMFK= BMAMF/1. OE+06 
ALFK= ALF/1. OE+03 
TSLLFý ATSF-ATSD 
00 362 I=loNP 
DEFLLF(I)= OLLF(I)-DDL(I) 
RSLLF(I)= ARSF(I)-ARSD(I) 
CURLLF(I)= CURF(I)-CURO(1) 
362 CONTINUE 
C Print out results for the first cycle 
. WRITE(7o35) 
35 FORMAMM. -TWFIRST CYCLE OF LOADING'p/5Xp ------------ 
* ----------- 
WRITE(7. -351) 
351 FORMAT(1H0f' I) AT THE CRACKED SECTION 
C 
WRITE(7,, 352)BMAMFKtALFK 
352 FORMAMHOPTWMAXIMUM MOMENT*t7Xt'= 'tF9.4p2Xt'kNm. 'p 
/5Xo*LIVE LOAD (LL) = '.. F9.4. -2XP'kN. ') 
C 
WRITE(7p353)ATSF., TSLLFtFCTMF 
353 FORMAT(lH tTWACTUAL TENDON STRESS = 'tF6. l., 5X., 'N/sq. mm'. '., 
/5Xt'TENOON STRESS CLL) = '. -F6. lr5Xr'N/sq. mm. `, f 
/5Xr'TOP CONCRETE STRESS = 'oF6.2p5XP'N/sq. mm. ') 
C 
WRITE(7p354)FPACF 
354 FORMAMH fT6. -*INCREASE IN TENDON = *. -F6.1. -5X. -"N/sq. min. ", t/5X. - 
'STRESS AFTER CRACK"G') 
C 
WRITE(7o355)TSF. -FFMFtSLJF 
355 FORMAMH PT6r'X/Ht*pl7Xo*= 'PF5.3f/5XP'STRAIN FAdTOR'o 
8Xo'= 'PEB. 3. -/5XP*LAST CRACK FROM END *oF6. Op 
5Xf'mm. 'Pl) 
C 
WRITE(7t356) 
C 
356 FORMAT_(lH P'II) AT SECTIONS ALONG THE BEAM 
397 WRITE(7o357) 
357 FORMATClHO. -T6. -*SECTION*f4Xt'CRACKING*p6X. -'N. P. S. STRESS'o2OXf 
*DEFLECTION (in mm. ) DUE TO: -* 
P16Xs'CURVATURE DUE TO : -'. -/7Xo*Lx'.. 6XP 
'MOMEMT. -Mcr'o4Xo*ACTUAL*. -3XP*AFTER'o8XP'CAMBER'o3Xo 
'CAMBER &*. -3Xf* LL+DL'p6XP'AT'f9Xo'AFTER'p 
7Xo'LL+DL & *PSXt'AT*) 
C 
WRITE(7t358) 
358 FORMAT(lH oT38., 'CRACKING'pl5Xf'LL+DL *pl4XP'CRACKING*PSXP 
*CRACKING'P5Xo'CAMBER't4Xt 
'CRACKING'P/6X.. *Cmm)'p7X. --'(Nmm)*P, 9X. -*(N/sqemmo)", P/lXv 
----------------------------------------- m ------ * -------------------------------- 
If ------------------------- 
C 
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IF( INOP EQ. '2ND' )GOTO 398 
C 
WRITE(7o, 359)(ItSL1(I). -SMCRF(I). -ARSF(I)o, FRACF(I). -CAM(I)o, DEFXF(I). - 
OLLF(I)tDEFCF(I)tDACF(I)tCURF(I)PCURJCF(I)oI= 1PNH) 
WRITE(12. -238)BMCRP(NH) 
238 FORMAT (2Xo, Fl B. 2) 
359 FORMAT(lH xNo') 'oF5. Of4XPF9. Of5XPF6.1. -3XjF6. lp6XPF8.3t 
2XPF8.3. -3X., F8.3. -3XPF8.3. -3XtF8.3p3XfEll. 4e3XoEll. 4) 
WRITE(7e3591) 
3591 FORMAT(lHOPT6e*SECTION*o4X. -*NeP*S. STRESS*P4Xe*DEFLECTION*O4X0 
*CURVATURE*e/7Xo*Lx'e9XP*EL. LOADI«#7XP*CL. LOADI*o5XP 
«EL. LOADI*P/6XP*(mm)«7Xo*CN/sq. mm. )*o9XP'(mm)*o8XP 
"(lfmm)*ý, /lX., * ---------------------------- 40 
---------------------------- 
c 
WRITE(7p3592)(IPSL1(I), eRSLLF(I)oDEFLLF(I)eCU3LLF(I)PI=loNH) 
3592 FORMATOH -I2, P«) *oF5.0o8XPF6.1. f9XoF8.3P6XoEll. 4) 
c 
360 FORMAT(5XiFl6.6., 4XfFl6.6) 
c 
WRITE(8., 361)BMAMFKeALFKoATSF. -ARSF(NH). -TSFfFFMF. -FCTMF 
361 FORMAT(lX., F8.4o2XoF8.4p2XfF9.3e2XoF9.3p2XoF8.5p2XPF8.5o, 2XPFB. 4) 
c 
WRITE(10., 3601)ALFK,, TSLLFtRSLLF(NH) 
WRITE(13f360)DEFLLF(NH)oALFK 
WRITE(2Oo9lOO)ALFKPECRCCF. *CUR FCNH) 
9luo FORMAT(F5.2e5XoEl8.5f5XPE18.5) 
36Ul FORMAT(lXoF8.3o2XoF6. lp2XoF8.3) 
41 GOTO 9 
C 
C Calculate the deflection due to dead load in the second cycle 
23 WRITE(6r38) 
38 FORMAT(' WHAT IS THE APPLIED LIVE LOAD ? (in N. )*) 
READ (5., *., ERR=1 0) A LS 
C 
IF( NSEC EQ. 2 )GOTO 3812 
BMAMS= DLOAD*SLV/2 
00 3811 I=loNH 
IF( SL1(I) GE. SLV )THEN 
SMAS(I)= BMAMS 
GOTO 3811 
END IF 
BMAS(I)= BMAMS*SLI(I)/SLV 
3811 CONT. INUE 
c 
CALL SECOND ( PCRJFoRCRJFoECPCJFoECRCJFoEPTCFP 
PCRJSfRCRJS. -ECPCJSPECRCJSoEPTCDP 
Cl. -C6oNPPNHPFCTAf 
BMCRSPDEFCSPDEFXD. -CAMoDDLPDACSi 
FPACSPATSDfFRACSPARSD. -TSStSLJSP 
SLJF. -BMAMFPFFMSeCURD. -CURJCSoFCTMD. -BSW 
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C Calculate the deflection due to total load in the second cycle 
3812 BMAMS= (OLOAD+ALS)*SLV/2 
00 381 I= 1. -NH 
IF( SL1(I) GE. SLV )THEN 
BMAS(I)= BMAMS 
GOTO 381 
END IF 
BMAS(I)= BMAMS*SL1(I)/SLV 
381 CONTINUE 
C 
3817 CRACK= SLT/2.0 
IF( SLJF EQ. SLV OR. SLBF EQ. CRACK )THEN 
WRITE(6p382) 
382 FORMAT(' <<< BEAM REMAIN UNCRACKED IN FIRST CYCLE OF LOADING'j- 
/4XP*SELECT OPTION "1ST" OR "lSTF" INSTEAD 
GOTO 9. 
END IF 
C 
C 
CALL SECOND ( PCRJF., RCRJF. -ECPCJFtECRCJF. -EPTCFP 
PCRJS. -RCRJSfECPCJSfECRCJSPEPTCSP 
CltC6, NP. -NH, FCTAP 
BMCRS. -DEFCSoDEFXS. -CAM. -OLLSPDACS, 
FPACSATSSFRACS. -ARSS, TSSPSLJS, 
SLJFPBMA*MFPFFMS. -CURS. -CURJCSoFCTMS. -BSW 
BMAMSK= BMAMS/1. OE+06 
ALSK= ALS/I. OE+03 
TSLLSý'= ATSS-ATSD 
DO 3901 I= 1, PNP 
DEFLLS(I)= DLLS(I)-DDL(I) 
RSLLS(I)= ARSS(I)-ARSD(I) 
CURLLS(I)= CURS(I)-CURD(I) 
3901 CONTINUE 
C 
C Print out results for the second cycle of loading 
WRITEC7o39) 
39 FORMAT(1H1. -T6f'SECOND CYCLE OF LOADING', p 
/5x, * ----------------------- *0/) 
WRITE(7t391) 
391 FORMAMHOt' I) AT THE CRACKED SECTION 
C 
WRITE(7t392)BMAMSKtALSK 
392 FORMATC1HOtTWMAXIMUM MOMENT*t7X. -'= 'tF9.4p2X, 'kNm. *, 
/5X, 'LIVE LOAD (LL) *,, F9.4,2X. # ''*kN. ') 
C 
C 
WRITE(7,, 393)ATSStTSLLStFCTMS 
393 FORMAMH fT6p'ACTUAL TENDON STRESS ', #F6. lp5W'N/sq. mm. 'f 
/5X. --'TENDON STRESS UL) 'fF6. lp5Xo'N/sq. mm. *p 
/5Xo'TOP CONCRETE STRESS 'oF6.2p5XP*N/sq. mm. *) 
WRITE(7. -394) FPACS 
f 
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394 FORMAT(lH oT6. -'INCREA4E IN TENDON *oF6. l. #5Xp'N/sq. mm. '.. /5X, 
'STRESS AFTER CRACK"G*) 
c 
WRITE(7, o, 395)TSSfFFMSfSLJS 
395 FORMAT(lH fT6f*XlHt'fl7Xf*= fF5.3f/5Xf'STRAIN FACTOR'. -8Xf 
*= '. -E8.3f/5Xf'LAST CRACK FROM END 'oF6*Op5Xf 
C 
WRITE(7P396) 
396 FORMAT(lH -*II) AT SECTIONS ALONG THE BEAM 
c 
GOTO 397 
C 
398 WRITE(7f399)(IPSL1(I)PBMCRS(I)oARSS(I)PFRACS(I)PCAM(I)POEFXS(I). - 
OLLS(I)PDEFCS(I)POACS(I)PCURS(I)PCURJCS(I)PI= 1PNH) 
WRITE(12. -238)BMCRS(NH) 
399 FORMAT(lH il2. -') ', PF5. Op4XoF9. Op5XPF6. lp3XPF6. lo6XPFS. 3p 
2XPF8.3p3XPFS. 3. -3X. -F8.3p3XPF8.3#, 3XoEll. 4., 3XPE11.4) 
C 
WRITEUP3591) 
WRITE(7p3592)(IPSL1(I)PRSLLS(I)PDEFLLS(I)PCURLLS(I),, I= 1.. NH) 
WRITE(lOP3601)ALSKfTSLLSiRSLLSCNH) 
WRITE(l3p360)DEFLLS(NH)oALSK 
WRITE(8t361)BMAMSKPALSKeATStPARSS(NH), *TSSeFFMSP. FCTMS 
C 
IF( SLJS LT. SLJF )THEN 
SLJF= SLJS 
BMAMF= BMAMS 
PCRJF= PCRJS 
RCRJF= RCRJS 
ECPCJF= ECPCJS 
ECRCJF= ECRCJS 
EPTCF= EPTCS 
END IF 
c 
40 NSEC= 2 
GOTO 9 
c 
24 WRITE(llo360)(SL1(I)PDEFLLF(I)oIol. -NP) 
WRITE(11. *360)(SLI(I)oDEFLLS(I). -Ir-1pNP) 
433 STOP 
END 
C 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssI 
C SSSSSSSSS Subprogramme to calculate the deflected profile and 
C SSSSSSSSS steel stresses along the beam in the first cycle of 
C SSSSSSSSS - loading. 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
C 
SUBROUTINE FIRST ( Cl. -C6pNPPNHPFCTAP 
PCRJFtRCRJFPECPCJFPECRCJFPEPTCFP 
BMCRFPDEFCFPDEFXFPCAMPDLLFPDACFP 
FPACFPATSFPFRACFPARSFPTSFPSLJFPFFMFP 
CURFPCURJCFPFCTMFPDLOADPECRAVE 
c 
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C 
C 
C 
COMMON /SECTN/ AfSMAoYINFtRGj-EfRL 
COMMON /DIMAR/ HF. -HBoHT., BWoBBfBTfAPfAS 
COMMON /LEVMAT/ EC. -ESeDP. -DS,, ALPHA., TSE 
COMMON /LENGTH/ SLV. -SLTeSL1(10 O)tSLC 
COMMON /STRAIN/ ECPE., ECRE. -ECTE. -ECBE 
COMMON /FORCE/ PE. -RE 
COMMON /MOMTF/ SMAMFtBMAF(100) 
COMMON /RATIO/ Hl., H2fH3fH4fH5fBlfB2. -DloD2pPOSfSlfS2fBETA 
DIMENSION FRACF(100)tFRF(100)fARSF(100)fCURF(100)f 
CURJCF(100)., CURCAM(100). -BMCRF(100), r 
CAM(100),, DLLF'(100)oOACF(100). -DEFCF(100)PDEFXF(100). - 
PCRF(100)fRCRF(100)fECPCF(100)fECRCF(100)PEPFCIOO) 
REAL*8 COZ(3)tREZ(3)tAR(4)tTOL 
Sl= (BB*HT**2-(BB-BW)*CHT-HB)**2+(BT-BW)*HF**2)/(2*HT) 
S2= (BT*HT**2-(BT-BW)*(HT-HF)**2+(BB-BW)*HB**2)/(2*HT) 
ECREX= ECRE 
ECPEX= ECPE 
ECPE=ABS(ECPE) 
ECRE=ABS(ECRE) 
C To analyse the critical section while it is at the point of cracking 
C i. e. under' cracking momentf BMCRMF. 
C 
FJMFD=999.0 
FJMF=1.0 
C 
C 
C 
C 
00 918 K=1,50 
FJMFO=FJMF 
FCCRMF= (PE+CECPE+DP*FCTA/(EC*HT))*FJMF*AP*ES+ 
T- RE+(ECRE+DS*FCTA/(EC*HT))*AS*ES+SI*FCTA)/ 
2 (S2+(HT-OP)*FJMF*AP*ES/CEC*HT)+(HT-DS)* 
3 AS*ES/CEC*HT)) 
FCCRMF=ABSCFCCRMF) 
CXM= (FCCRMF*HT)/(FCCRMF+FCTA) 
ECPCMF= (FCCRMF+FCTA)*(DP-CXM)/(EC*HT) 
ECRCMF= (FCCRMF+FCTA)*CDS-CXM)/(EC*HT) 
PCRMF= PE+(ECPE+ECPCMF)*FJMF*AP*ES 
RCRMF= RE+CECRE+ECRCMF)*AS*ES 
FTCRM= FCTA*BB*(HT-CXM)/2-FCTA*(SB-BW)*CHT-CXM-HB)**2/ 
(2*(HT-CXM)) 
FCRMF= FCCRMF*BT*CXM/2-FCCRMF*(BT-BW)*CCXM-HF)**2/(2*CXM) 
CRM= CXM/HT 
ZCMF= HT*(CRM**2*(3-CRM)-BI*CCRM-Hl)**2*(H4-CRM))/ 
(3*CRM**2-3*Bl*(CRM-Hl)**2) 
ZTMF=HT*((l-CRM)**3-B2*CH3-CRM)**2*(H5-CRM)), /(3*((l-CRM)**2- 
82*(H3-CRM)**2)) 
BMCRMFý FCRMF*ZCMF-PCRMF*CHT-OP)-RCRMF*CHT-DS)-FTCRM*ZTMF 
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C 
EPCRMF= (BMCRMF*E)*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
FJt4FN= EPCRMF/(ECPE+ECPCMF) 
FJMFD= ABS(FJMFN-FJMFO) 
IF (FJMFD LT. 0.00001)GOTO 4 
FJMF= FJMFN, 
918 CONTINUE 
C If the applied moment is less than the cracking moment of the 
C critical section, then use uncracked section theory. 
C 
4 IF( BMAMF LE. BMCRMF )THEN 
WRITE(6. -31) 
31 FORMATC <<< Beam uncracked >W) 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SMIL-'2 DLOAD*SLV/2.0 
00 993 I=1. -NH 
EPOIL= BMIL*E*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
IF(SL1(I). LT. SLV)THEN 
ECPIL= BMIL*SL1(I)*E/(SMA*EC*SLV)-EPOIL*Cl 
ECRIL= BMIL*SL1(I)*RL/(SMA*EC*SLV)-EPOIL*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
ELSE IF(SL1(I). GE., SLV)THEN 
ECPIL= BMIL*E/(SMA*EC)-EPOIL*Cl 
ECRIL= BMIL*RL/(SMA*EC)-EPOIL*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
END IF 
EPO=. BMAMF*E*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECP= BMAFCI)*E/CSMA*EC)-EPO*Cl 
ECR= BMAFCI)*RL/(SMA*EC)-EPO*ALPHA*AP*Cl+E*RL/RG)/A 
FPF= EPO*ES 
FPACF= 0.00 
FRACFCI)= 0.0 
ATSF= PE/AP+FPF-ECPIL*ES 
FRF(I)= 0.0 
ARSF(I)= 0.0 
IF( AS EQ. 0.0 )GOTO 99 
FRF(D= ECR*ES 
ARSF(I)= RE/AS+FRF(I)-ECRIL*ES 
99 FCT= ECTE*EC-BMAF(I)*(DP-E)/SMA+EPO*ES*AP*(E*(DP-E)/RG-1)/A 
FCTMF= FCT 
ECRA= ECREX+ECR 
ECRAVE= ARSF(I)/ES 
IF(AS. EQ. O. O)ECRAVE=ECRA 
CURF(I)= (ECRA-FCT/EC)/OS 
CONT= ECP-ECPIL 
IFCCONT EQ. 0.00)THEN 
FFMF= 0.0 
GOTO 369 
END IF 
FFMF= CEPO-EPOIL)/(ECP-ECPIL) 
369 TSF= 0.0 
SLJF= SLV 
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BMCRF(I)= 0.0 
. 
993 CONTINUE 
GOTO 22 
END IF 
C If the critical section has cracked then use cracked section theoryo 
C hence to determine the last cracked position from the supporttSLJFP 
C and the average tendon stress along the beam. 
C 
WRITE(6. -1014) 
1014 FORMATV *** CRACKED 
FFJF= 1.0 
FFMF= 1.0 
FFJFD= 999.0 
FFMFO= 999.0 
C 
00 321 J=1., 50 
FFJFO= FFJF 
FFMFO= FFMF 
FCCRJF= (PE+(ECPE+OP*FCTA/(EC*HT))*FFJF*AP*ES+ 
1 RE+(ECRE+OS*FCTAI(EC*HT))*AS*ES+Sl*FCTA)/ 
2 (S2+(HT-DP)*FFJF*AP*ES/(EC*HT)+(HT-DS)*AS 
3 *ES/(EC*HT)) 
C 
FCCRJF= ABS(FCCRJF) 
CXJ= CFCCRJF*HT)/(FCCRJF+FCTA) 
ECPCJF= CFCCRJF+FCTA)*(DP-CXJ)/(EC*HT) 
ECRCJF= (FCCRJF+FCTA)*CDS-CXJ)/(EC*HT) 
PCRJF= PE+(ECPE+ECPCJF)*FFJF*AP*ES 
RCRJF= RE+(ECRE+ECRCJF)*AS*ES 
C 
FTCRJ= FCTA*88*(HT-CXJ)/2-FCTA*(BB-BW)*CHT-CXJ-HB)**2/ 
(2*(HT-CXJ)) 
FCRJF= FCCRJF*BT*CXJ/2-FCCRJF*(BT-BW)*(CXJ-HF)**2/(2*CXJ) 
CRJ=\CXJ/HT 
ZCJF= HT*(CRJ**2*(3-CRJ)-Bl*(CRJ-Hl)**2*(H4-CRJ))/(3*CRJ 
**2-3*BI*CCRJ-Hl)**2) 
C 
ZTJF= HT*((I-CRJ)**3-82*(H3-CRJ)**2*(H5-CRJ))/(3*((l-CRJ)**2- 
B2*(H3-CRJ)**2)) 
BMCRJF= FCRJF*ZCJF-PCRJF*(HT-OP)-RCRJF*(HT-DS)-FTCRJ*ZTJF 
C 
SLJFz BMCRJF*SLV/BMAMF 
C 
C3= PCRMF+RCRMF-ECPCMF*FFMF*AP*ES-ECRCMF*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRMF-ECPCMF*FFMF*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+CRCRMF-ECRCMF 
*AS*ES)*(HT-DS) 
C5= CBMAMF+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FFMF)/CBT*HT) 
C Use NAG Routine to solve the cubic equation of neutral axis of the 
C section under maximum moment and determine the concrete stress at 
C the top , the non-prestressed steel stress and curvature. 
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C 
8 
C 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
30 
c 
c 
c 
34 
c 
C 
c 
c 
40 
44 
46 
c 
50 
81G= 81 
N= 0 
N=N+l 
Wl= C3*(Bl-1) 
W2= C3*(3-Bl*H4-2*81*Hl)-C5*(3-3*Bl) 
W3= C3*(2*81*Hl*H4+Bl*Hl**2+POP*(1-01)+POS*(l-D2))- 
C5*(6*Bl*Hl+POP+POS) 
W4= -C3*(81*Hl**2*H4+Dl*POP*(1-01)+D2*POS*Cl-D2))+ 
C5*(3*Bl*Hl**2+Dl*POP+D2*POS) 
N9= 4 
ARM= Wl 
AR(2)= W2 
AR(3)= W3 
AR(4)= W4 
N91=N9-1 
TOL=1.0*10.0**(-11.0) 
IFAIA=O 
CALL C02AEF ( AReN9eREZeCOZeTOLeIFAIA 
IF( N GT. 1 )GOTO 44 
Is N. A. within the web ? 
DO 30 M=leN91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 30 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H3 AND. REZ(M) GT. HI )GOTO 50 
C'ONTINUE 
Is N. A. within the Top Flange 
DO 34 M=l.. N91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 34 
IF( REZ(M) LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.00 )GOTO 40 
CONTINUE 
KKK= 1001 
GOTO 60 
If N. A. within-the Top Flangef then 
Bl= 0.0 
GOTO 8 
DO 46 M= lfN91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 46 
IF( REZ(M) LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.00 )GOTO 50 
CONTINUE 
KKK= 1002 
GOTO 60 
TSF= REZ(M) 
FCTMF= C3*6*TSF/(BT*HT)/(3*TSF**273*81*(TSF-Hl)**2-POP* 
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(Dl-TSF)-POS*(02-TSF)) 
61= BlG 
c 
250 ECBF= FCTMF*(l/TSF-1)/EC 
X= 
-TSF*HT ECPMF= ABS(FCTMF)*(DP-X)/(EC*X) 
ECRMF= ABS(FCTMF)*(DSrX)/(EC*X) 
ECPUF= BMCRJF*E/«2*EC*SMA)*(1+Cl» 
ECPCVF= «ECPMF+ECPCJF)/2+TSE*(1/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE 
C 
C 
ECPCCF= (ECPMF+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE 
EPTCF= (2*SLJF*ECPUF+(SLV-SLJF)*2*ECPCVF+SLC*ECPCCF)/SLT 
FPACF= (EPTCF-EPCRMF)*ES 
FPF= EPTCF*ES 
ATSF= PE/AP+FPF 
FRMF= 0.0 
FRACMF= 0.0 
ARSMF= 0.0 
IF( AS EQ. 0.0 )THEN 
ECRAVE= (ECPCCF-ECPE)*(DS-X)/(OP-X) 
GOTO 123 
END IF 
FRMF= CECRMF+ECRE)*ES 
FRACMF= (ECRMF-ECRCMF)*ES 
ARSMF= RE/AS+FRMF 
ECRAVE= (ECPCCF-ECPE)*(DS-X)/(DP-X)* 
123 CURMF= (FCTMF+(ECPMF*EC-TSE)*BETA+TSE)/CEC*DP) 
C 
C 
FCTMF= -FCTMF 
FFJFN= EPTCF/CECPE+ECPCJF) 
FFMFN= (EPTCF-EPCRMF)/(ECPMF-ECPCMF) 
FFJF= FFJFN 
FFMF= FFMFN 
FFJFD= ABS(FFJFN-FFJFO) 
FFMFD=. ABS(FFMFN-FF MFO) 
IF( FFJFD LT. 0.00001 *AND. FFMFD LT. 0-00001 )GOTO 278 
321 CONTINUE 
C Compute the. curvatures of other sections along the beam and 
C calculate the deflection by integra'tion of curvature. 
C 
278 CALL CRBMF C PCRMFfRCRMF. -ECPCMFPECRCMFfBMCRMFPFCCRMF. -EPCRMFPSLJFf PCRF,, RCRFfECPCFfECRCFfSMCRFfEPFf 
NHoCloC6. -FCTA ) 
C 
00 1000 I= ItNH 
FFCF= 1,0 
C If the section being considered is within the constant 
C moment zone OR within the varying moment zone but remains 
C uncracked,, then.: --- 
** 
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IF( SOU) GE. SLV )THEN 
CURF(I)= CURMF 
ARSF(I)= ARSMF 
FRACF(I)= FRACMF 
FRF(I)= FRMF 
GDTO 1000 
c 
ELSE IF( SL1(1) LE. SLJF )THEN 
FRACF(D= 0.00 
FRF(D= 0.0 
ARSF(I)= 0.0 
ECRF= BMAF(I)*RL/(SMA*EC)-EPTCF*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
IF( AS EQ. 0.00 )GOTO 7 
FRF(I)= ECRF*ES 
ARSF(I)= RE/AS+FRF(I) 
7 FCT= ECTE*EC-BMAF(I)*(DP-E)/SMA+EPTCF*ES*AP*(E*(DP-E)/RG-1)/A 
ECRA= ECREX+ECRF 
CURF(I)= (ECRA-FCT/EC)/DS 
GOTO 1000 
END IF 
C If the section being considered is within the varying 
C moment zone but has crackedp then use cracked section theory. 
C 
FFCFD= 999.0 
C 
DO 144 J= 1f50 
FFCFO= FFCF 
C3= PCRF(I)+RCRF(I)-ECPCF(I)*FFCF*AP*ES-ECRCF(I)*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRF(I)-ECPCF(I)*FFCF*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+(RCRF(I)- 
ECRCF(I)*AS*ES)*(HT-OS) 
C5= (BMAF(I)+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FFCF)/(HT*BT) 
C Use NAG Routine to solve the cubic equation of Neutral Axis 
C of the section considered. 
KK= 0 
9 KK= KK+l 
Wl= C3*(81-1) 
W2= C3*(3-Bl*H-4-2*41*Hl)-C5*(3-3*Bl) 
W3= C3*(2*Bl*H4*Hl+Bl*Hl**2+POP*(l-Dl)+POS*(1-02))- 
C5* (6*Bl *Hl+POP+POS) 
C 
C 
W4= -C3*(81*Hl**2*H4+'Dl*POP*Cl-Dl)+D2*POS*CI-D2))+ 
C5*C3*BI*Hl**2+01*POP+D2*POS) 
AR(1)= wl 
ARC2)= We 
AR(3)= W3 
ARC4)= W4 
IFAIB= 0 
N9= 4 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY Vti/SP RELEASE 3 
N91= N9-1 
TOL= 1.0*10.0**(-11) 
C 
CALL C02AEF ( ARrN9tREZ. -COZPTOLPIFAI8 
C 
IF( KK GT. 1 )GOTO 84 
C 
C Is N. A. within the web ? 
C 
DO 85 M= 1PN91 
IN COZ(M) NE. (). 00 )GOTO 85 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H3 AND. REZ(M) GT. Hl )GOTO 90 
85 CONTINUE 
C 
C Is N. A. within the'Top FIange ? 
C 
00 86 M= ltN91 
IF( COZ(M) ; NE. 0.00 )GOTO 86 
IF( REZ(M) LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.00 )GOTO 87 
86 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1003 
GOTO 60 
C 
C If N. A. within the Top Flangep then 
87 Bl= 0.0 
GOTO 9 
84 00 96 M= 1PN91 
IF( COZ(M). NE. 0.00 )GOTO 96 
IF( REZ(M) LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.00 )GOTO 90 
96 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1004 
GOTO 60 
C 
90 TS= REZ(M) 
FCTTF= C3*TS*6/(BT*HT)/(3*TS**2-3*81*(TS-Hl)**2-POP* 
(DI-TS)-POS*(02-TS)) 
Bl=BlG 
c 
ECBF= FCTTF*(l/TS-1)/EC, 
X= TS*HT 
ECPF= ABSCFCTTF)*(DP-X)/CEC*X) 
ECRF= ASS(FCTTF)*(DS-X)/(EC*X) 
FRACFCI)= 0.00 
FRF(I)= 0.00 
ARSF(I)= 0.00 
C 
IF( AS EQ. 0.00 )GOTO 149 
FRACF(I)= (ECRF-ECRCF(I))*ES' 
FRF(I)= (ECRF+ECRE)*ES 
ARSF(I)= RE/AS+FRFCI) 
149 CURF(I)= (FCTTF+(ECPF*EC-TSE)*BETA+TSE)/(EC*DP) 
FFCFN= (EPTCF-EPF(I))/CECPF-ECPCF(I)) 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
FFCFDý- ABS(FFCFN-FFCFO) 
c 
IF( FFCFD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 1000 
FFCF=FFCFN 
144 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1005 
60 WRITE(6. -70)KKK., I 
WRITE(7p7O)KKKPI 
70 FORMAT(T3p*ERROR IN SUBROUINE FIRSTo ERROR NO*: --'PI4r2XPI2) 
GOTO 1001 
c 
1000 CONTINUE 
22 EPJF= BMCRMF*E*C6/(EC*SMA*CI+Cl)) 
00 323 KP= 1PNH 
IF( SL1(KP) GE. SLV )THEN 
BMCF= BMCRMF 
GOTO 322 
ENO IF 
BMCF= BMCRMF*SL1(KP)/SLV 
322 ECTCR= ECTE-BMCF*(DP-E)/(SMA*EC)+EPJF*ALPHA*AP*( 
E*(DP-E)/RG-1)/A 
ECBCR= ECBE+BMCF*YINF/(SMA*EC)-EPJF*ALPHA*AP*(l+ 
E*YINF/RG)/A 
CURJCFCKP)= CECBCR-ECTCR)/HT 
323 CONTINUE 
DO 3231 I=1.. NH 
3231 CURCAMCI)= (ECBE-ECTE)/HT 
c 
CALL DEFL C CURJCF. -NPjDEFCF 
c 
CALL DEFL C CURFfNPtOEFXF 
c 
CALL DEFL ( CUkCAMfNPfCAM 
c 
DO 716 I= lfNP 
DLLF(I)= DEFXF(I)-CAM(I) 
IF( BMAMF LE. BMCRMF )THEN 
DACF(I)= 0.00* 
GOTO 716 
END IF 
DACF(I)= DEFXF(I)-DEFCF(I) 
716 CONTINUE 
ECRE= ECREX 
ECPE= ECPEX 
1001 RETURN 
END 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
C SS. SSSSSSS Subprogramme to compute the cracking moment along the 
C SSSSSSSSS beam which takes into account'of the tensile srongth 
C SSSSSSSSS of concrete before cracking. The stool stresses and 
.C 
SSSSSSSSS curvatures in a particular section under corresponding 
C SSSSSSSSS cracking moment can also be obtained. 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
c 
SUBROUTINE CRBMF ( PCRMFPRCRMFPECPCMF. -ECRCMFeBMCRMFPFC6 RMF. - 
EPCRMFfSLJF. - 
PCRFPRCRF. -ECPCFPECRCFeBMCRFPEPFf 
NHtCl. -C6fFCTA ) 
C 
COMMON /SECTN/ AoSMAPYINFfRGpEoRL 
COMMON /DIMAR/ HFPHBoHTfBWtBB. -BToAPPAS 
COMMON /LEVMAT/ EC, #ES. -DP, #DStALPHA. -TSE 
COMMON /LENGTH/ SLVPSLT., SL1(100)PSLC 
COMMON /STRAIN/ ECPE. -ECRE. -ECTEtECBE,. 
COMMON /FORCE/ PEfRE 
COMMON /RATIO/ HliH2. -H3fH4fH5pBlpB2oDlrD2. -POSpSloS2pBETA 
C 
DIMENSION ECPCF(100). -ECRCF(100). -PCRF(100)., RCRF(100). - 
BMCRF(1O0)xFCCRF(1OO)fEPF(100) 
REAL*8 COZ(3)fREZ(3)fAR(4)PTOL 
C Use iteration process to compute the cracking moment at a 
C particular sectione say SLICI). 
C 
DO 1 I= 1tNH 
FJF-zi 1.0 
FMF= 1.0 
FJFD= 999.0 
FMFD= 999.0 
DO 2 J=lo50 
FJFO=FJF 
FMFO=FMF 
C If the section being considered is within the constant moment 
C zonef then 
C 
IF( SLIM GE. SLV )THEN 
ECPCF(I)= ECPCMF 
ECRCFCI)= ECRCMF 
PCRF(i)= PCRMF 
RCRF(I)= RCRMF 
BMCRF(I)= BMCRMF 
FCCRF(I)= FCCRMF 
EPF(I)= EPCRMF 
GOTO 1 
C OR if the section bein'g considered is uncracked i. e. 
C SL1(1) LE. SLJF then the computation of cracking 
C moment of that particular section doGz not required. 
ELSE IF( SUM 
ECPCF(I)=, D. O 
ECRCF(I)= 0.0 
PCRF(I)= 0.0 
RCRF(! )= 0.0 
3MCRF(I)= 0.0 
. LE. SUP )THEN 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
FCCRF(I)= 0.0 
EPF(I)= 0.0 
GOTO 1 
END IF 
C -If the section being considered has cracked but within the 
C varying moment zonep the cracking moment can be calculated 
C as follows: --- 
FCCRF(I)= (PE+(ECPE+OP*FCTA/(EC*HT))*FJF*AP*ES+ 
1 RE+(ECRE+DS*FCTA/(EC*HT))*AS*ES+Sl*FCTA)/ 
2 (S2+(HT-DP)*ýJF*AP*ES/(EC*HT)+CHT-DS)*AS* 
3 ES/(EC*HT)) 
C 
FCCRF(I)= ABS(FCCRF(I)) 
CX= (FCCRF(I)*HT)/(FCCRF(I)+FCTA) 
ECPCF(I)= (FCCRF(I)+FCTA)*(DP-CX)/(EC*HT) 
ECRCF(I)= CFCCRF(I)+FCTA)*(DS-CX)/CEC*HT) 
PCRF(I)= PE+(ECPE+ECPCF(I))*FJF*AP*ES 
RCRF(I)= RE+(ECRE+ECRCF(I))*AS*ES 
C 
FTCRF= FCTA*BB*(HT-CX)/2-FCTA*(BB-BW)*(HT-CX-HB)**2/ 
(2*(HT-CX)) 
FCRF= FCCRF(I)*BT*CX/2-FCCRF(I)*(BT-BW)*(CX-HF)**2/(2*Cx) 
CR=CX/HT 
ZCF= HT*CCR**2*(3-CR)-Bl*(CR-Hl)**2*(H4-CR))/(3*CR**2- 
, 3*Bl*(CR-Hl)**2)' 
ZTF= HT*((l-CR)**3-82*(H3-CR)**2*(H5-CR))/(3*((I-CR)**2-B2* 
(H3-CR)**2)) 
BMCRF(I)= FCRF*ZCF-PCRF(I)*(HT-DP)-RCRF(I)*(HT-DS)- 
FTCRF*ZTF 
SMAX= BMCRF(I)*SLY/SL1(I) 
C Cracked section theory involves solving the cubic equation 
C of Neutral Axis of that particular section hence to compute 
C the change in tendon strain. The cubic equation is solved 
C by NAG Routine. 
C 
C3= PCRMF+RCRMF-ECPCMF*FMF*AP*ES-ECRCMF*AS*ES' 
C4= (PCRMF-ECPCMF*FMF*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+(RCRMF-ECRCMF*AS*ES 
)*(HT-DS) 
C5= CBMAX+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FMF)/(BT*HT) 
C 
BlF= Bl 
N= 0 
8 N--- N+l 
Wl= C3*(81-1) 
W2= C3*(3-Bl*H4-2*Bl*Hl)-CS*(3-3*Bl) 
W3= C3*(2*81*Hl*H4+Bl*Hl**2+POP*(l-Dl)+POS*Cl-D2))- 
C5*(6*Bl*Hl+POP+POS) 
C 
W4= -C3*(81*Hl**2*H4+DI*POP*(1-01)+02*POS*(l-D2))+ 
C5*(3*81*Hl**2+Dl*POP+D2*POS) 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C 
N9=4 
ARM= Wl 
AR(2)= W2 
AR(3)= W3 
AR(4)= W4 
N91= N9-1 
TOL= 1.0*10-0**(-11*0) 
IFAIC= 0 
CALL C02AEF ARiN9j*REZoCOZfTOLPIFAIC 
C 
IF( N GT. 1 )GOTO'44 
C 
C Is N. A. within the web ? 
DO 30 M= 1., N91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 30 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H3 AND. REZ(M) GT. HI )GOTO 50 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C Is N. A. within the Top Flange ? 
DO 34 M= 1. -N91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 34 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H1 AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.00 )GOTO 40 
34 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1001 
GOTO 60 
C 
C If N. A. is within the Top Flangef then 
40 Bl= 0.0 
GOTO 8 
C 
44 00 46 M= I. -N91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.0 )GOTO 46 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H1 AND. REZ(M) GE, 0.00 )GOTO 50 
46 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1002 
GOTO 60 
C 
50 TS= REZ(M) 
FCTF= C3*6*TS/CBT*HT)/(3*TS**2-3*81*CTS-Hl)**2-POP* 
(Dl-TS)-POS*(D2-TS)) 
Bl= BlF 
ECB= FCTF*(l/TS-1)/EC 
X= TS*HT 
C 
ECPMz FCTF*(DP-X)/(EC*X) 
ECRM= FCTF*(DS-X)/(EC*X) 
ECPU= BMCRF(I)*E/(2*EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECPCV= ((ECPM+ECPCF(I))/2+TSE*(l/BETA-I)/EC)*BETA+ECPE 
ECPCC= (ECPM+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE. 
EPF(I)= (2*SL1(I)*ECPU+(SLV-SLlCI))*ECPCV*2+SLC*ECPCC)/SLT 
C 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
c 
2 
c 
c 
60 
70 
FJFN= EPF(I)/(ECPE+ECPCF(I)) 
FMFN= (EPF(I)-EPCRMF)/(ECPM-ECPCMF) 
FJFD= ABS(FJFN-FJFO) 
FMFD= ABS(FMFN-FMFO) 
IF( FJFD LT. 0.00001 
FJF= FJFN 
FMF= FMFN 
CONTINUE 
GOTO 1 
. AND. FMFD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 1 
WRITE(6o7O)KKK., I 
WRITE(7. *70)KKKPI 
FORMAT(T3f'ERROR IN SUBROUTINE CRBMF. - ERROR NO.: --'PI4o2XP12) 
GOTO 4 
C 
CONTINUE 
4 RETURN 
END 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss: 
C SSSSSSSSS Subprogramme to evaluate the Section Properties of 
C SSSSSSSSS the beam. 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss: 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE SECT ( ACTAoAOC. -ISON 
C 
CHARACTER*4 ISON 
COMMON /SECTN/ AALS. -STIFFNPYMALSPRAGYAL. -E2pRL2 
COMMON /LEVMAT/ ECPESPDPPDStALPHAPTSE 
COMMON /DIMAR/ HFPHBtHTPBWPBBPBTPAPPAS 
C Blank concrete section. 
C 
Al=BT*HF 
A2=BB*HB 
A3=(HT-HF-HB)*BW 
AB=Al+A2+A3 
ACTA=AB-ADC 
C 
C 
AY1=Al*(HT-HF/2) 
AY2=A2*(HB/2) 
AY3=A3*(HB+(HT-HF-HB)/2) 
AYS=AY1+AY2+AY3 
AYS1=Al*(HT-HF/2)**2 
AYS2=A2*(HB/2)**2 
AYS3=A3*(HB+CHT-HF-HB)/2)**2 
AYSS=AYSI+AYS2+AYS3 
SMA1=BT*HF**3/12 
SMA2=BB*HB**3/12 
SMA3=BW*(HT-HF-HB)**3/12 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
SMAS=SMA1+SMA2+SMA3 
YM=AYS/AB 
GROSSI=SMAS+AYSS-AB*YM**2 
RAGY=GROSSI/AB 
ALPHA= ES/EC 
C Effective section properties which take into account of 
C Non-prestressed steel stiffness. 
AYALS= AYS+AS*(HT-OS)*(ALPHA-1.0)-ADC*(HT-DP) 
AY2ALS= AYSS+AS*(HT-DS)**2*(ALPHA-1.0)-ADC*(HT-DP)**2 
C 
AALS=AB+AS*CALPHA-1)-ADC 
YMALS=AYALSIAALS 
STIFFN=SMAS+AY2ALS-AALS*YMALS**2 
RAGYAL=STIFFN/AALS 
C 
E2=YMALS-(HT-OP) 
RL2=YMALS-(HT-DS) 
RETURN 
END 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
C SSSSSSSSS Subprogramme to calculate the deflections along 
C SSSSSSSSS -the span by moment area method. 
C sssssssssssssssssssssssssstssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE OEFL ( CURPNP. -DEFX ) 
DIMENSION CUR(100). -AA(100)fBS(100)PDEFX(100) 
COMMON /LENGTH/ SLVfSLTfSL1(100)oSLC 
NH=(NP+1)/2 
DELL= SLT/NP 
DO 444 JzloNP, *l 
SL1(J)= DELL/2+DELL*(J-1) 
N=O 
XL=SLI(i) 
00 777 I=liNPfl 
IF( I GT. NH )THEN 
N=N+l 
SLl(I)=DELL/2+DELL*(I-1) 
KS=I-2*N 
CUR(I)=CURCKS) 
END IF 
IF( SLlCI) ., GE. XL )THEN 
BS(I)=0.00 
GO TO 666 
END IF 
BS(I)=DELL*CUR(I)*CXL-SL1(I)) 
666 AA(I)=DELL*CUR(I)*CSLT-SL1(I))/SLT 
C 
777 CONTINUE 
8=0.0 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A 
RA=0.0 
, 00 555 I=1., NPjl 
RA=AA(I)+RA 
B=BS(I)+B 
555 CONTINUE 
C 
LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
DEFXCJ)=RA*XL-B 
444 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END 
C ssssssssssssssýssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss 
C SSSSSSSSSS Subprogramme to ComPute the deflections and corre. sponding 
C SSSSSSSSSS steel stresses along the beam ih the second cycle of 
C SSSSSSSSSS loading. 
C SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSS SS SSSSS 
C 
SUBROUTINE SECOND PCRAS. -RCRAS. *ECPCASPECRCASPEPCRASP 
PCRJStRCRJStECPCJStECRCJSPEPTCSP 
ClPC6pNPPNHPFCTAP 
BMCRSPOEFCSPDEFXStCAMPOLLSPDACSP 
FPACSPATSS. -FRACSPARSSPTSS. -'SLJSo, 
SLJFtBMAMF, FýMS, CURS, CURJCS, FCTDL6AD 
C 
C 
COMMON /SECTN/ ArSMA. -YINFfRGPEoRL 
COMMON /DIMAR/ HFfHBPHTýBWoBBtBToAPPAS 
COMMON /LEVMAT/ ECPESrDPoDSoALPHAjTSE 
COMMON /LENGTH/, SLVPSLTeSL1(100)PSLC* 
COMMON /STRAIN/ ECPEPECREeECTEeECBE 
COMMON /FORCE/ PEtRE 
COMMON /MOMTS/ SMAMSPBMAS(100) 
COMMON /RATIO/ Hl. *H2oH3. -H4oH5oBlpB2oDl. -D2tPOS. -SloS2pBETA 
"CURS(100), f DIMENSION FRACS(100)PFRS(100)PARSS(100). f 
CURJCS(100)PCURCAM(100)tBMCRS(IOD)o 
CAM(100)oDLLS(100)oDACSCIQO)PDEFCSCIOO)PDEFXSCIOO)t 
PCRSC100). -RCRS(1.00)tECPCS(100). -ECRCS(100)oEPS(100) 
c 
REAL*8 COZ(3)rREZC3). -AR(4)rTOL 
c 
ECREX= ECRE 
ECPEX= ECPE 
ECPE= ABS(ECPE) 
ECRE= ABSUCRE) 
C Analyse the critical section. It is assumed that the cracks will 
C be opened if the applied moment is greater than the decompression 
C moment. 
C 
FJMSD= 999.0 
ýJms= 1.0 
CK= 2/EC/CBT*HT**2-CST-BW)*(HT-HF)*A2+(BB-Bw)*HB**2) 
ZC= 2*HT*(l-Bl*(l-Hl)**3+B2*H2**3)/(3*(l-Bl*(l-Hl)**2 
+B2*HZ**2)) 
c 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
00 991 K=1,50 
FJMSO= FJMS 
FCRMS= (PE+RE+FJMS*ECPE*AP*ES+ECRE*AS*ES)/(l+CK*ES* 
(FJMS*(HT-DP)*AP+CHT-OS)*AS)) 
FCCRMS= FCRMS*CK*EC*HT 
ECPCMS= CK*FCRMS*(HT-DP) 
ECRCMS= CK*FCRMS*(HT-DS) 
PCRMS= PE+(ECPE-ECPCMS)*FJMS*AP*ES 
RCRMS= RE+CECRE-ECRCMS)*AS*ES 
BMCRMS= FCRMS*ZC-PCRMS*(HT-DP)-RCRMS*(HT-DS) 
EPCRMS= (BMCRMS*E)*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
C 
FJMSN= EPCRMS/(ECPE-ECPCMS) 
FJMSD= ABS(FJMSN-FJMSO) 
IF( FJMSD LT. 0.00001 )GO TO 919 
FJMS= FJMSN 
991 CONTINUE 
C If the applied moment is less than the decompression moment 
C of the critical section. - then use uncracked section theory. 
C 
919 IF( BMAMS LE. BMCRMS )THEN 
WRITE(6. -70) 
70 FORMAW <<< CRACKS REMAIN CLOSE >W) 
C 
BMIL= DLOAD*SLV/2.0 
00 997 I= 1PNH 
EPOIL= BMIL*E*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
IF(SL1(I). LT. SLV)THEN 
ECPIL= BMIL*SL1(I)*E/(SMA*EC*SLV)-EPOIL*CI 
ECRIL= BMIL*SL1(I)*RL/(SMA*EC*SLV)-EPOIL*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
ELSE IF( SL1(I). GEsSLV)THEN 
ECPIL= BMIL*E/(SMA*EC)-EPOIL*Cl 
ECRIL= BMIL*RL/(SMA*EC)-EPOIL*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
END IF 
C 
EPO= BMAMS*E*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECP= BMAS(I)*E/CSMA*EC)-EPO*Cl 
ECR= SMASCI)*RL/(SMA*EC)-EPO*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
FPS= EPO*ES 
ATSS= PE/AP+FPS-ECPIL*ES 
FPACS= 0.00 
FRS(I)= 0.00 
FRACS(I)= 0.00 
ARSSM= 0.00 
IF( AS EQ. 0.00 . )GO TO 99 FRS(I)= ECR*ES 
ARSSM= RE/AS+FRS(I)-ECRIL*ES 
C 
99 FCT= ECTE*EC-BMAS(I)*CDP-E)/SMA+EPO*ES*AP 
*(E*(DP-E)/RG-1)/A 
C 
ECRA= ECREX+ECR 
CURS(I)= (ECRA-FCT/EC)/DS 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
TSS= 0.0 
SLJS= SLV 
CONT= ECP-ECPIL 
IF(CONT. EQ. O. O0)THEN 
FFMS=O. O 
GOTO 3344 
END IF 
FFMS= (EPO-EPOIL)/(ECP-ECPIL) 
3344 BMCRS(I)= 0.0 
C, 
997 CONTINUE 
GO TO 27 
- END IF 
C If the applied moment is greater than the decompression moment.. 
C cracks start to reopen. Three different situations will be en- 
C countered. 
C1 Some cracks reopen. 
C2 All the cracks reopen but no new cracks are formed. 
C 3)) New cracks are formed. 
C 
WRITE(6o1014) 
1014 FORMATU 
I= 0 
L8= 0 
L9= 0 
C 
CRACK REOPEN ***') 
IF( BMAMS GT. BMAMF )L9= 1 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 275 
FFAS= 1.0 
FFASD= 999.0 
c 
275 FFJt= 1.0 
FFMS= 1.0 
FFJSD= 999.0 
FFMSD= 999.0 
DO 321 J=1., 100 
FFJSO= FFJS 
FFMSO= FFMS 
c 
IF( LS EQ. I )GOTO 274 
c 
C 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 271 
FFASO= FFAS 
FCCRJt= (PE+(ECPE+DP*FCTA/(EC*HT))*FFJS*AP*ES+ 
RE+(ECRE+DS*FCTA/CEC*HT))*AS*ES+Sl*FCTA)/ 
(S2+(HT-DP)*FFJS*AP*ES/(EC*HT)+(HT-DS)*AS 
*ES/(EC*HT)) 
FCCRJS= ASS(FCCRJS) 
CXJ= (FCCRJS*HT)/(FCCRJS+FCTA) 
ECPCJS= CFCCRJS+FCTA)*(DP-CXJ)/CEC*HT) 
ECRCJS= CFCCRJS+FCTA)*CDS-CXJ)/(EC*HT) 
PCRJS= PE+(ECPE+ECPCJS)*FFJS*AP*ES 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C 
RCRJS= RE+(ECRE+ECRCJS)*AS*ES 
FTCRJ= FCTA*BB*(HT-CXJ)/2-FCTA*(BB-BW)*(HT-CXJ-HB)**2/ 
(2*(HT-. CXJ)) 
FCRJS= FCCRJS*BT*CXJ/2-FCCRJS*(BT-BW)*(CXJ-HF)**2/C2*CXJ) 
CRJ= CXJ/HT 
ZCJS= HT*(CRJ**2*(3-CRJ)-Bl*(CRJ-Hl)**2*(H4-CRJ))/(3*CRJ** 
2-3*Bl*(CRJ-Hl)**2) 
ZTJS= HT*((I-CRJ)**3-B2*CH3-CRJ)**2*(H5-CRJ))/(3*((l-CRJ)**2- 
B2*(H3-CRJ)**2)) 
c 
BMCRJS= FCRJS*ZCJS-PCRJS*CHT-OP)-RCRJS*(HT-OS)-FTCRJ*ZTJS 
GOTO 268 
c 
271 FCRJS= (PE+RE+FFJS*ECPE*AP*ES+ECRE*AS*ES)/(l+CK*ES*(FFJS*(HT- 
DP)*AP+(HT-DS)*AS)) 
FCCRJS= CK*FCRJS*EC*HT 
ECPCJS= CK*FCRJS*(HT-DP) 
ECRCJS= CK*FCRJS*(HT-DS) 
PCRJS= PE+(ECPE-ECPCJS)*FFJS*AP*ES 
RCRJS= RE+(ECRE-ECRCJS)*AS*ES 
BY, CRJS= FCRJS*ZC-PCRJS*(HT-OP)-RCRJS*(HT-OS) 
c 
268 SLJS= BMCRJS*SLV/BMAMS 
IF( SLJS GTo SLV )SLJS= SLV 
c 
274 C3= FCRMS+FFMS*ECPCMS*AP*ES+ECRCMS*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRMS+FFMS*ECPCMS*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+(RCRMS+ECRCMS*AS*ES)*CHT-DS 
C5= (BMAMS+C4)/HT 
C 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FFMS)/(BT*HT) 
C Solve the cubic equation of Neut , 
ral Axis by NAG Routinep 
C for the section in the constant moment region i. e. undo*r BMAX 
LL= 0 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 269 
270 LL= LL+1 
C 
269 B2K= B2 
B1K= 81 
C 
82= 0.0 
N= 0 
8 N= N+l 
C 
C 
Wl- C3*(Bl-l-B2) 
W2= C3*(3-91*H4-2*Bl*Hl*82*H5+2*B2itH3)-C5*3*Cl-BI+B2) 
W3= C3*(2*81*Hl*H4+Bl*Hl**2-2*B2*H3*H5-B2*H3**2+POP* 
(1-Dl)+POS*(l-D2))-C5*(6*81*Hl-6*B. 2*H3+POP+POS) 
c 
W4= C3*(82*H3**2*H5-BI*Hl**2*H4-Dl*POP*Cl-Dl)-D2*POS* 
(I-D2))-CS*(3*B2*H3**2-3*Bl*Hl**2-Dl*POP-D2*POS) 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C 
C Wl(X/HT)**3 + W2(X/HT)**2 + W3(X/HT) + W4 0.0 
C, 
N9= 4 
ARM= W1 
AR(2)= W2 
AR(3)= W3 
AR(4)= W4 
N91-2 N9-1 
C 
TOL= 1.0*10.0**(-11.0) 
IFAID= 0 
C 
CALL C02AEF AR. -N9, PREZ. -COZiTOL. -IFAID 
C 
IF (N GT. GOTO 44 
19= 0 
Is= 0 
C 
C Is N. A. within the Web ? 
C 
00 30 M= 1, N91,1 
IF ( COZ(m) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 30 
IF ( REZ(M).. LE. H3 AND. REZ(M) GT. H1 )GOTO 50 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
c Is N. A. Within the Top Flange ? 
C 
DO 34 M= 1j-N[91 
IF ( COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 34 
IF ( REZ(M) LT. H1 AND. REZ(M) GE. 0.0000 )GOTO 40 
34 CONTINUE 
C 
c Is N. A. within the Bottom Flange'? ' 
C 
00 36 M= 1. -N91 
IF COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 36 
IF REZ(M) GT. H3 )GOTO 42 
36 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1001 
GOTO 60 
C 
C If N. A. within the Top Flange 
C 
40 B1= 0.0 
I8= 1 
GOTO 8 
C 
C If N. A. within the Bottom Flange 
C 
42 Bl= BlK 
82= B2K 
19= 1 
GOTO 8 
FILE: APPENOIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C 
44 IF ( 19 EQ. 1 )GOTO 52 
DO 46 M= 1., N91 
IF COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 46 
IF REZ00 LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GT. 0.0000 )GOTO 50 
46 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1002 
GOTO 60 
C 
52 DO 48 M= 1., N91 
IF ( COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 48 
IF ( REZ(M) GT. H3 AND. REZCM) LT. 1.00 )GOTO 50 
48 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1003 
GOTO 60 
C 
50 IF( LL EQ. 2 )THEN 
TS3= REZ(M) 
FCT3= C3*6*TS3/(BT*HT)/(3*TS3**2-3*Bl*(TS3-Hl)**2+3* 
B2*(TS3-1+H2)**2-POP*(Dl-TS3)-POS*(02-TS3)) 
X3= TS3*HT 
ECP3= FCT3*(DP-X3)/(EC*x3) 
Bl= BlK 
B2= B2K 
C 
ECPUS3= BMCRJS*E/(2*EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
EC31= ECPE+((ECP3+ECPCJS)/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
EC32= ECPE+(CECPM+EC P3)/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
ECPCCS= ECPE+(ECPM+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
SS1ý SLJF-SLJS 
SS2= SLV-SLJF 
EPTCS= (2*SLJS*ECPUS3+2*SSI*EC31+2*SS2*EC32+ 
SLC*ECPCCS)/SLT 
C 
C 
C 
FFJSN= EPTCS/(ECPE+ECPCJS) 
FFMSN= (EPTCS-EPCRMS)/(ECPM+ECPCMS) 
FFASN= (EPTCS-EPCRAS)/(ECP3-ECPCAS) 
FFJSD= ABS(FFJSN-FFJSO) 
FFMSD= ABS(FFMSN-FFMSO) 
FFASD= ABS(FFASN-FFASO) 
IF( FFJSD LT. 0.00001 
FF. JS= FFJSN 
FFMS= FFMSN 
FFAS= FFASN 
GOTO 321 
. AND. FFMSD LT. 0'. 00001 )GOTO 267 
c 
267 IF( FFASO LT. 0.00001')GOTO 279 
FFJS= FFJSN 
FFMS= FFMSN 
FFAS= FFASN 
GOTO 321 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 
C 
C 
END IF 
TSS-'2 REZ(M) 
FCT= C3*6*TSS/(BT*HT)/(3*TSS**2-3*Bl*(TSS-Hl)**2+3*B2*(TSS-1+H2) 
**2-POP*(Dl-TSS)-POS*(02-TSS)) 
Bl= BlK 
B2= 32K 
c 
250 Etß= FCT*(1/TSS-1)/EC 
X= TSS*HT 
ECPM= FCT*(DP-X)/(EC*X) 
ECRM= FCT*(D5-X)/(EC*X) 
C 
C 
C 
IF( L8 EQ. 1 )THEN 
BMAS2= BMAMS*SLJF/SLV 
ECPUS2= BMAS2*E/(2*EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECPAS2= (BMAS2*E/(SMA*EC)-ECPE*(FFJS*Cl+l))/(l+FFJS*Ci) 
ECVS2= ECPE+C(ECPAS2+ECPM)/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
ECCS2= ECPE+(ECPM+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
EPTCS= (2*SLJF*ECPUS2+2*(SLV-SLJF)*ECVS2+SLC*ECCS2)/SLT 
FFJSN= EPTCS/(ECPE+ECPAS2) 
FFMSN= (EPTCS-EPCRMS)/CECPM+ECPCMS) 
GOTO 273 
ENO IF 
IF( LL EQ. 1 )THEN 
C3= PCRAS+RCRAS-FFAS*ECPCAS*AP*ES-ECRCAS*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRAS-FFAS*ECPCAS*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+CRCRAS-ECRCAS*AS* 
ES)*CHT-DS) 
c 
BMAS3= BMAMS*SLJF/SýV 
C5= (BMAS3+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FFAS)/CBT*HT) 
GOTO 270 
END IF 
c 
c 
ECPUS= BMCRJS*E/((2*EC*SMA)*(l+Cl)) 
ECPCVS= (ECPM/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE. 
EPCRMS= CBMCRMS*E)*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECPCCS= (ECPM+TSE*Cl/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE, 
EPTCS= (2*SLJS*ECPUS+(SLV-SLJS)*2*ECPCVS+SLC*ECPCCS)/SLT 
c 
FFJSN= EPTCS/(ECPE-ECPCJS) 
FFMSN= CEPTCS-EPCRMS)/(ECPM+ECPCMS) 
273 FFJSD= ABS(FFJSN-FFJSO) 
FFMSD= ABS(FFMSN-FFMSO) 
c 
IF( FFMSN GT. 1.00 )THEN 
FFMSN= 1.00 
FFMSD= 0.0000001 
END IF 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
IF( FFJSD-. LT. 0.00001 AND. FFMSD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 278 
FFJS= FFJSN 
FFMS= FFMSN 
321 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1008 
GOTO 60 
C 
278 IF( L8 EQ. 1 )GOTO 279 
C 
C Is it only some cracks reopen ? 
C 
IF( SUS GE. SLJF )GOTO 279 
C 
C Is it all cracks reopen but no new cracks formed ? 
C 
IF( SUS LT. SLJF AND. BMAMS LE. BMAMF )GOTO 277 
C 
KKK= 1004 
GOTO 60 
C 
C If case (2) happent then 
C 
277 L8-- 1 
SLJS= SLJF 
GOTO 275 
C 
279 FPS= EPTCS*ES 
FPACS= (EPTCS-EPCRMS)*ES 
ATSS= PE/AP+FPS 
FRMS= 0.0 
ARSMS= 0.0 
FRACMS= 0.0 
IF( AS EQ. 0.0 )GOTO 123 
C 
FRMS='(ECRM+ECRE)*ES 
FRACMS= (ECRM+ECRCMS)*ES 
ARtMS= RE/AS+FRMS 
123 CURMS= (FCT+(ECPM*EC- TSE)*BETA+TSE)/(EC*6P) 
FCT= -FCT' i 
C 
C Compute the curvatures of other sections along the beam ohence to 
C calculate the deflections by integration of curvature. 
C 
CALL CRBMS ( PCRMSeRCRMStFCRMS. -ECPCMStECRCMS., BMCRMSoFCCRMS. - 
EPCRMSoSLJFPSLJSP 
PCRSPRCRSPECPCS., ECRCS. -BMCRSPEPSv 
PCRASPRCRAS. -ECPCAStECRCASPEPCRASo 
ZC. -CKfNH. -CltC6fFCTA C 
00 1000 I= 1,, NH 
FFCS= 1.0 
Jj= 0 
a 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C If the section being considered is within the constant 
C moment region OR. within the varying moment zone but 
C remains uncrackedf then 
C 
IF( SOM GE. SLV )THEN 
CURS(I)= CURMS 
ARSS(I)= ARSMS 
FRACS(I)= FRACMS 
FRSCD= FRMS 
GOTO 1000 
ELSE IF( SUM LE. SUS )'THEN, 
FRACS(I)= 0.00 
FRS(I)= 0.00 
ARSSM= 0.00 
ECRS= SMAS(I)*RL/(SMA*'"--C)-EPTCS*ALPHA*AP*(l+E*RL/RG)/A 
C 
IF( AS EQ. 0.00 )GOTO 7 
FRS(I)= ECRS*ES 
ARSS(I)= RE/AS+FRS(I) 
7 FCTO= ECTE*lý-*C-SMAS(I)*(DP-E)/SMA+EPTCS*ES*AP*(E*(DP-E)/ 
RG-1 ) /A 
ECRO= ECREX+ECRS 
CURS(I)= CECRO-FCTO/EC)/DS 
GOTO 1000 
END IF 
C If the section being considered is within the varying moment 
C zone but has been cracked. Therefore use cracked section theory, 
FFCSD= 
, 
999.0 
DO 144 J= 1.000 
FFCSO= FFCS 
C 
IF( SLIM GT. SLJS AND. SUM LE. SLJF )THEN 
C3= PCRS(I)+RCRS(l)-ECPCS(I)*AP*ES*FFCS-ECRCS(I)*AS*ES 
C4= CPCRS(I)-ECPCS(I)*AP*ES*FFCS)*(HT-OP)+(RCRS(l)- 
ECRCS(I)*AS*ES)*(HT-OS) 
jj= 1 
GOTO 266 
END IF 
C 
C3= PCRSCI)+RCRS(I)+ECPCS(I)*AP*ES*FFCS+ECRCS(I)*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRS(I)+ECPCSCI)*AP*ES*FFCS)*(HT-DP)+(RCRS(I)+ 
ECRCS(I)*AS*ES)*(HT-OS) 
C 
266 C5= (BMASCI)+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FFCS)/(BT*HT) 
C Use NAG Routine to solve the cubic equation of neutral axis 
C of that particular section. 
C 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
81G= 81 
32G= B2 
B2= 0.0 
KK= 0 
9 KK= KK+1 
C 
W1= C3*(Bl-l-BZ) 
W2= C3*(3-81*H4-2*81*Hl+B2*H5+2*B2*H3)-C5*3*(l-Bl+B2) 
C 
. W3= C3*(2*Bl*Hl*H4+Bl*Hl**2-2*B2*H3*H5-B2*H3**2+POP* (1-Dl)+POS*(l-D2))-C5*(6*81*Hl-6*B2*H3+POP+POS) 
c 
W4= C3*(82*H3**2*H5-Bl*Hl*-*2*H4-Dl*POP*(l-Dl)-D2*POS* 
(1-D2))-C5*(3*B2*H3**2-3*Bl*Hl**2-Dl*POP-02*POS) 
C 
ARM= W1 
AR(2)= W2 
ARM= W3 
AR(4)= W4 
IFAIE= 0 
N9= 4 
N91= N9-1 
TOL= 1.0*10.0**(-11.0) 
cý 
CALL C02AEF C AR. -N9oREZeCOZ. -TOLtIFAIE 
C 
IF( KK GT. 1 )GOTO 10 
M? = 0 
M8= 0 
C 
C Is N. A. within the Web ? 
c 
00 11 M= I., N91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 11 
IF( REZ(M) LE. H3 AND. REZ(M) *GT. H1 )GOTO 12 11 CONTINUE 
C 
C Is N. A. within the Top Flange ? 
c 
00 13 M= leN91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 13 
IF( REZ(M) LT. H1 AND. REZ(M) GE* 0.00 )GOTO 1,4 
13 CONTINUE 
C 
c Is N. A. within the Bottom Flange ? 
C 
00 16 M= 1PN91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 16 
IF( REZ(M) GT. H3 )GOTO 17 
16 CONTINUE 
c 
KKK= 1005 
GOTO 60 
c 
c If N. A. within the Top Flangef then: -- 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
c 
14 Bl= 0.0 
M8= 1 
GOTO 9 
c 
c If N. A. within the Bottom Flange. - then: -- 
c 
17 Bl= BlG 
82= 32G 
M9= 1 
GOTO 9 
c 
10 IF( M9 EQ. 1 )GOTO'18 
00 19 M= lrN91 
IF( COZ(M) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 19 
IF( REZ(M) LE. Hl AND. REZ(M) GT. 0.00 )GOTO 12 
19 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1006 
GOTO 60 
c 
18' 00 20 M= 1., N91 
IF( COZCM) NE. 0.00 )GOTO 20 
IF( REZ(M) GT. H3 AND. REZ(M) LE. 1.00 )GOTO 12 
20 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1007 
GOTO 60 
c 
12 TS= REZ(M) 
FCTTS= C3*TS*6/(BT*HT)/(3*TS**2-3*81*(TS-Hl)**2+3*B2* 
(TS-1+H2)**2-POP*(Dl-TS)-POS*(D2-TS)) 
81= BlG 
B2= B2G 
ECBS= FCTTS*(l/TS-1)/EC 
X= TS*HT 
ECPS= ABS(FCTTS)*(DP-X)/(EC*X) 
c 
ECRS= ABS(FCTTS)*, (DS-X)/(EC*X) 
FRACS(I)= O. OD 
FRS(I)= 0.00 
ARSS(I)= 0.00 
IF( AS EQ. 0.00 )GOTO 21 
c 
IF( JJ NE. 1 )GOTO 29 
FRACS(I)= (ECRS-ECRCS(l))*ES 
GOTO 28 
29 FRACS(I)= (ECRS+ECRCS(I))*ES 
28 FRS(I)= (ECRS+ECRE)*ES 
ARSS(I)= RE/AS+FRS(I) 
21 CURS(I)= (FCTTS+CECPS*EC-TSE)*BETA+TSE)/(EC*DP) 
c 
IF( JJ NE. 1 )GOTO 22 
FFCSN= (EPTCS-EPS(I))/(ECPS-ECPCS(I)) 
GOTO 23 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
22 FFCSN= (EPTCS-EPS(I))/(ECPS+ECPCS(I)) 
23 FFCSD= ABS(FFCSN-FFCSO) 
C 
IF( FFCSD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 1000 
FFCS= FFCSN 
144 CONTINUE 
C 
GOTO 1000 
60 WRITE(6o7l)KKKPI 
WRITE(7p7l)KKKPI 
71 FORMAT(T3. -'ERROR IN SUBROUTINE SECONDP ERROR NO.: --'PI4p2XP12) 
C 
GOTO 1001 
1000 CONTINUE 
C 
27 EPJS= BMCRMS*E*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
00 24 KP= liNH 
IF( SL1(KP) GE. SLV )THEN 
BMCS= BMCRMS 
GOTO 25 
END IF 
BMCS= BMCRMS*SL1(KP)ISLV 
25 ECTCR= ECTE-BMCS*CDP-E)/(SMA*EC)+EPJS*ALPHA*AP*(E*(DP-E)/RG-1)/A, 
ECBCR= ECBE+BMCS*YINF/(SMA*EC)-EPJS*ALPHA*AP*(I+E*YINF/RG)/A 
CURJCSCKP)= (ECBCR-ECTCR)/HT- 
24 CONTINUE 
DO 2411 I=lPNH 
2411 CURCAM(I)= (ECPE-ECTE)/HT 
C 
C 
C 
C 
CALL DEFL ( CURJCSoNPPDEFCS ) 
CALL DEFL ( CURS. *NPPDEFXS ) 
CALL DEFL ( CURCAMfNP. -CAM ) 
00 26 I= loNP 
DLLS(I)= DEFXS(I)-CAMCI) 
IF( BMAMS'. LE. BMCRMS )THEN 
DACS(I)= 0.00 
GOTO 26 
END IF 
DACS(I)= DEFXSCI)-DEFCS(I) 
26 CONTINUE 
C 
ECRE= ECREX 
ECPE= ECPEX 
1001 RETURN 
END 
C ssssss*sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss, 
C SSSSSSSSSS Subprogramme to compute the variation of decompression- 
C SSSSSSSSSS moments along the beam hence, to calculate the steel 
C SSSSSSSSSS stress and curvature under respective decompression 
C SSSSSSSSSS moment. 
C sssssssssssssssssssssSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSssssssssssssssssssssssssss, 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
C 
C 
C 
C 
SUBROUTINE CRBMS ( PCRMSPRCRMSf FCRMSPECPCMSf ECRCMSf BMCRMSf FCCRMSo 
EPCRMS. -SLJFfSLJS., 
PCRSfRCRSfECPCSfECRCSfBMCRSeEPS. - 
PCRASfRCRASPECPCASfECRCAStEPCRASP 
ZC. *CKfNH. -ClfC6fFCTA ) 
COMMON /SECTN/ 
COMMON /DIMAR/ 
COMMON ! LEVMAT/ 
COMMON /LENGTH/ 
COMMON /STRAIN/ 
COMMON /FORCE/ 
COMMON /RATIO/ 
A, rSMA. -YINFfRGfEoRL 
HF. -H3. -HToBWtBBrBToAPo, AS 
ECPES., DPoDS., ALPHA, PTSE 
SLVeSLT, rSL1(100), SLC 
ECPE, ECREPECTEPECBE 
PE, RE 
Hl, PH2, H3, H4, H5pBlpB2, Dl, D2. -POS, S1, S2,, BETA 
DIMENSION ECPCS(100)oECRCS(100), PCRS(100)oRCRS(100),, 
8MCKC1000FCCRY100NEPSC100) 
REAL*8 COZ(3)eREZ(3)eAR(4)., TOL 
C Use iteration process to compute the decompression moment at a 
C particular section. - say SOM. 
DO 1 I= leNH 
C If the section being considered is within the constant moment 
C zone OR. within the varying moment zone but remain uncrackedo 
C then: --- 
C 
IFC SL1CI) GE. SLV )THEN 
ECPCS(I)= ECPCMS 
ECRCSCI)= ECRCMS 
PCRSCI)= PCRMS 
RCRSCI)= RCRMS 
BMCRS(I)= BMCRMS 
FCCRS(I)= FCCRMS 
EPSM= EPCRMS 
GOTO 1 
ELSE IF( SLUI) LE. SLJS )THEN 
ECRCS(I)= 0.00 
ECPCS(I)= 0.00 
PCRS(I)= 0.00 
RCRSCI)= 0.00 
BMCRSCI)= 0.00 
FCCRSCI)= 0.00 
EPSCI)= 0.00 
GOTO 1 
END IF 
C If the section being considered has been cracked but within 
C the varying moment zonep the cracking moment can be calculated 
C as follows 
FILE: APPENDIX FORTRAN A LEEDS UNIVERSITY VM/SP RELEASE 3 
c 
L9= 0 
L8= 0 
L7= 0 
c 
IF( SLJS LT. SLJF )L7= 1 
IF( SL1(I) LE. SLJF AND. SL1(I) GT. SLJS )L8= 1 
IF( L7 EQ. 1 AND. L8 EQ. 1 )L9= 1 
c 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 275 
FAS= 1.0 
FASD= 999.0 
c 
275 FJS= 1.0 
FMS= 1.0 
FJSD= 999.0 
FMSD= 999.0 
DO 321 J=lA00 
FJSO= FJS 
FMSO= F14S 
c 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 271 
FASO= FAS 
FCCRS(I)='(PE+(ECPE+DP*FCTA/(EC*HT))*FJS*AP*ES+ 
RE+(ECRE+DS*FCTA/(. EC*HT))*AS*ES+Sl*FCTA)/ 
CS2+(HT-DP)*FJS*AP*ES/(EC*HT)+(HT-OS)*AS, ' 
*ES/(EC*HT)) 
c 
FCCRS(I)= ABS(FCCRSM) 
CX= (FCCRS(I)*HT)/(FCCRSCI)+FCTA) 
ECPCS(I)= (FCCRS(I)+FCTA)*(DP-CX)/CEC*HT) 
ECRCS(I)= CFCCRS(I)+FCTA)*(DS-CX)/(EC*HT) 
PCRS(I)= PE+(ECPE+ECPCS(I))*FJS*AP*ES 
RCRS(I)= RE+(ECRE+ECRCS(I))*AS*ES 
c 
FTCRS= FCTA*BB*(HT-CX)/2-FCTA*(BB-BW)*(HT-CX-HB)**2/ 
(2*(HT-CX)) 
FCRS= FCCRS(I)*BT*CX/2-FCCRSCI)*(BT-BW)*CCX-HF)**2/(2*CX) 
CR= CX/HT 
ZCS= HT*CCR**2*(3-CR)-Bl*(CR-Hl)**2*CH4-CR))/C3*CR** 
2-3*Bl*(CR-Hl)**2) 
ZTS= HT*(Cl-CR)**3-82*(H3-CR)**2*CH5-CR))/(3*(Cl-CR)**2- 
B2*(H3-CR)**2)) 
c 
BMCRS(I)= FCRS*ZCS-PCRSCI)*CHT-DP)-RCRSCI)*(HT-DS)-FTCRS*ZTS 
GOTO 268 
c 
271 FCRS= (PE+RE+FJS*ECPE*AP*ES+ECRE*AS*ES)/(l+CK*ES*(FJS*(HT- 
DP)*AP+(HT-DS)*AS)) 
FCCRS(I)= CK*FCRS*EC*HT 
ECPCSCI)= CK*FCRS*(HT-OP) 
ECRCS(I)= CK*FCRS*(HT-DS) 
PCRS(I)= PE+(ECPE-ECPCS(I))*FJS*AP*ES 
RCRS(I)= RE+(ECRE-ECRCS(l))*AS*ES 
BMCRS(I)= FCRS*ZC-PCRS(I)*CHT-DP)-RCRSCI)*CHT-DS) 
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c 
268 BMAX= BMCRS(I). *SLV/SL1(T) 
c 
c 
274 C3= FCRMS+FMS*ECPCMS*AP*ES+ECRCMS*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRMS+FMS*ECPCMS*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+CRCRMS+ECRCMS*AS*ES)*CHT-OS) 
C5= CBMAX+C4)/HT 
C 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FMS)/(BT*HT) 
C Solve the cubic equation of Neutral Axis by NAG Routine. 
LL= 0 
IF( L9 NE. 1 )GOTO 269 
270 LL= LL+1 
269 32K= 82 
81K= B1 
82= 0.0 
N= 0 
8 N= N+1 
C 
Wl= C3*(61-1-82) 
W2= C3*'(3-BI*H4-2*Bl*Hl+52*H5+2*B2*H3)-C5*3*(1-81+B2) 
W3= C3*(2*Bl*Hl*H4+Bl*Hl**2-2*B2*H3*H5-B2*H3**2+POP* 
(1-Dl)+POS*(l-D2))-C5*(6*81*HI-6*B2*H3+POP+POS) 
W4= C3*(B2*H3**2*H5-Bl*Hl**2*H4-Dl*POP*(l-Dl)-D2*POS* 
(1-D2))-CS*(3*B2*H3**2-3*Bl*Hl**2-01*POP-D2*POS) 
c 
c Wl(X/HT)**3 + W2(X/HT)**2 + W3(X/HT) + W4 0.0 
c 
N9= 4 
ARM--i Wl 
AR(2)= W2 
AR(3)= W3 
AR(4)= W4 
N91= N9-1 
c 
TOL= 1.0*10.0**(-11.0) 
IFAIF= 0 
C 
CALL C02AEF ( AR. -N9tREZtCOZ. -TOL. *IFAIF 
C 
IF (N GT. 1) GOTO 44 
19= 0 
18= 0 
C 
c Is N. A. within the Web ? 
C 
00 30 M= ltN91A 
IF ( COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 30 
IF ( REZ(M) LE. H3 AND., REZ(M) GT. H1 )GOTO 50 
30 CONTINUE 
C 
C Is N. A. Within the Top Flange ? 
C 
0 
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34 
c 
c 
36 
c 
c 
c 
c 
40 
c 
c 
c 
42 
44 
46 
c 
52 
48 
50 
C 
00 34 Mz 1. -N91 
IF ( COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 34 
IF ( REZ(M) LT. H1 AND. REZCM) GE. 0.0000 )GOTO 40 
CONTINUE 
Is N. A. within the Bottom Flange ? 
00 36 M= ltN91 
IF C COZCM) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 36 
IF ( REZ(M) GT. H3 )GOTO 42 
CONTINUE 
KKKz 1001 
GOTO 60 
If N. A. within the Top Flange 
31= 0.0 
I8Z 1 
GOTO 8 
If N. A. within the Bottom Flange 
81= 81K 
82z B2K 
19= 1 
GOTO 8 
IF ( 19 EQ. I )GOTO 52 
DO 46 M= 1PN91 
IF COZCM) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 46 
IF REZ(M) LE. H1 AND. -REZCM) GT. 0.0000-)GOTO 50 
CONTINUE 
KKK= 1002 
GOTO 60 
DO 48 M= 1PN91 
IF COZ(M) NE. 0.0000 )GOTO 48 
If REZ(M) GT. H3 AND. REZ(M) LE. 1.00 )GOTO 50 
CONTINUE 
KKK= 1003 
GOTO 60 
IF( LL EQ. 2 )THEN 
TS3= REZ(M) 
FCT3= C3*6*TS3/(BT*HT)/(3*TS3**2-3*Bl*(TS3-Hl)**2+3# 
82*(TS3-1+H2)**2-POP*(Dl-TS3)-POS*CD2-TS3)) 
X3= TS3*HT 
ECP3= FCT3*(DP-X3)/(EC*X3) 
Bl= BlK 
82= 82K 
ECPUS3= BMCRS(I)*E/(2*EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
A 
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EC31= ECPE+((ECP3+ECPCS(I))/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
EC32= ECPE+((ECPM+ECP3)/2+TSý--*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA 
1--CPCCS= ECPE+(ECPM+TSE*Cl/BEiA-1)/EC)*BETA 
SS1= SLJF-SL1(I) 
SS2= SLV-SLJF 
EPS(D= (2*SL1(I)*ECPUS3+2*SS1*EC31+2*SS2*EC32+ 
SLC*ECPCCS)/SLT 
C 
FJSN= EPS(I)/(ECPE+ECPCS(I)) 
FMSN= (EPS(I)-EPCRMS)/(ECPM+ECPCMS) 
FASN= CEPS(I)-EPCRAS)/(ECP3-ECPCAS) 
c 
FJSD= ABS(FJSN-FJSO) 
FMSD, -; - ABS(FMSN-FMSO) 
FASD= ASS(FASN-FASO) 
c 
IF( FJSD LT. 0.00001 AND. FMSD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 267 
FJS= FJSN 
FMS= FMSN 
FAS= FASN 
GOTO 321 
c 
267 IF( FASD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 1 
FJS= FJSN 
FMS= FMSN 
FAS= FASN 
GOTO 321 
END IF 
c 
TSS= REZ(M) 
FCT= C3*6*TSS/(BT*HT)/(3*TSS**2-3*Bl*(TSS-Hl)**2+3*82*CTSS-1+H2) 
**2-POP*(Dl-TSS)-POS*(D2-TSS» 
c 
Bl= BlK 
B2= B2K 
c 
250 ECB= FCT*(1/TSS-1)/EC 
X= TSS*HT 
ECPM= FCT*(DP-X)/(EC*X) 
ECRM= FCT*CDS-X)/(EC*X) 
c 
IF( LL EQ. 1 )THEN 
C3= PCRAS+RCRAS-FAS*ECPCAS*AP*ES-ECRCAS*AS*ES 
C4= (PCRAS-FAS*ECPCAS*AP*ES)*(HT-DP)+(RCRAS-ECRCAS*AS* 
ES)*(HT-DS) 
SMAS3= BMAX*SLJF/SLV 
c 
C5= CBMAS3+C4)/HT 
POP= (6*ALPHA*AP*FAS)/(BT*HT) 
GOTO 270 
END IF 
c 
c 
ECPUS.: BMCRS(I)*E/((2*EC*SMA)*(l+Cl)) 
ECPCVS= (ECPM/2+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE 
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1 
EPCRMS= (BMCRMS*E)*C6/(EC*SMA*(l+Cl)) 
ECPCCS= (ECPM+TSE*(l/BETA-1)/EC)*BETA+ECPE 
EPSM= (2*SL1(I)*ECPUS+CSLV-SL1(I))*2*ECPCVS+SLC*ECPCCS)/SLT 
C 
FJSN= EPS(I)/CECPE-ECPCSCI)) 
FMSN= CEPS(I)-EPCRMS)/(ECPM+ECPCMS) 
C 
273 FJSD= ABS(FJSN-FJS0) 
FMSD= ABSCFMSN-FMSO) 
C 
IF( FMSN GT. 1.00 )THEN 
FMSN= 1.00 
FMSD= 0.00000001 
END IF, 
c 
IF( FJSD LT. 0.00001 AND. FMSD LT. 0.00001 )GOTO 1 
FJS= FJSN 
FMS= FMSN 
321 CONTINUE 
C 
KKK= 1004 
C 
60 WRITE(6,7O)KKK, I 
WRITE(7, p7O)KKK, I 
70 FORMATCT3o'ERROR IN SUBROUTINE CRBMS, ERROR NO.: --', 14,2X, I2) 
GOTO 4 
c 
1 CONTINUE 
4 RETURN 
END 
f 
